aobnUfttiuntfi.

LOCAL AFFAIRS

The Burrill National Bank
OF

Authoris'd

In i»aiiKrupt>‘\
A II l>H»t‘nporl (n.
Stockholder./ meetings— lt*r ilarovr Jt U*»lon
—

pioneer National

liauk

Prob»ic
rimma* W Bowden ei u!a
Kx-c notice— R-t Margaret A (irtndnl.
Protwe notice—Bn Richard Percy Hecknchcr.
A K Moore*—Dry goods, millinery, etc.
Portland Mr
WHfnll ie school for girl*.
New York
R It Macv A Co— -Skirts.
—

WE SOLICIT ACCOUNTS OF INDIVIDUALS,
\sn CORPORATIONS, and offer every
A(-COMMODA I ION CONSISTENT WITH SAFE
AM) legitimate banking.
Correspondent*, National Shawmat Hank of Boston; National Commorriai Bank, Albany, New York.

KIKMS

sUIKUULK OP MA1L9
PORT-OFF!OK.
In effect December 4, 190S.

AT KLLSWOKTH

MAIL*

c. w.

F.

&

I_MASON,

property insured.

Write

The Thimble club met Saturday after*
Mrs.

or

call on

Newman and wife.

Ellsworth.

The ladies’ aid society of the Baptist
church will servo supper at the vestry this
evening at 6 o’clock.
The memorial windows for the
Methodist church on Hancock street
rived this morning.

if

have

vou

Coat

a

or

Robe

a

I have

Carriages,

large

a

or

prices

Harnesses,

Sleighs,

HENRY

El.

(ORIGINAL

sjjcuai uiccuug

rooms on

ui

n

me

State street

next

at 7.30 o’clock.

The ladies’ auxiliary of the Congregational church will meet with Mrs. P. B.

Day

encampment, I. O.O.
F., will be installed Monday, Jan. 22. The
work of installation will be preceded by' a
banquet to be served at 6.30 o’clock.
Officers of Wivurna

KLI.SWOHTII.

Officers of Donaqua lodge, K. of P., will
installed this evening by Deputy 4»rand
Chancellor James B. Havey, of West Sullivan.
A turkey supper will be served.

CITY LUNCH ROOMS

be

FRANKLIN STREET
LADIES'

THE

The 6 o’clock whist club met last Tues-

day evening with Miss Anna F. Hight and
her sister, Mrs. Ella F. Hale.
The club

RESTAURANT.

GENT'S

AMO

Don't iU' iway on account of high prices, for mine are as low as elsewhere.
Beef steal:. Pork or Lamb chops, with fried imtatoes, Bread and Butter,
Tea or Coffee—all for 25 cents.

will

meet

this

evening

The

this

week

on

evening instead of Thursday, as
C. K. Cl RONE, PROP’R. The change is made in order not

REGULAR DINNER, 25 CENTS.

flict with the masonic
ning hall to-morrow

P. s.—-If anything you get doesu't suit just tell me,
w

Mrs. 8. J.

rehearsal of the Ellsworth festival

chorus will be held

time

with

Morrison.

I

so

will know

Friday
is usual.
to

con-

installation at Man-

evening.

John H. McDonald, with bis wife and
children, and his brother, Dr. J. T. McDonald, who went West to accompany
him home, arrived from Aitkin, Minn.,

next

hat to do.

Neatness is my watchword.

ELLSWORTH IN BOSTON.
Remarkable

Reunion

of

women

folks

w

ho last

summer

Thursday. Though very weak,
journey home well.

he

NEW GOODS

SILVY & SCOTT,

MARKET.

M EAT

We beg to announce the opening of a new meat market In Ellsworth. We
propose to carry first-class goods, and sell at reasonable prices. Store in
Hagerthy building, next door to restaurant, opposite Manning block, Main St.

*'• E. Silvy.

Telephone Connection.
Goods Delivered.

W. L. Scott.

THE=—

KEEP YOUR
FEET WARM

CLARION.

when HIDING in cold
weather by using the celebrated

Carriage

Heaters

Sold

W

hip*, Kobe*. BlankClothing.

el*. (rubber and Oiled

Main Street,

ELLSWORTH.

ORGANS Cleaned, Repaired and
l uned.
Sewing Machines
Cleaned and Repaired.
Leave orders

•Moody ’j* •

or

•

Ko*

at
(Staples, Smith and
mail a postal addressed to
UOV, Ellsworth. Maine.

Oriental Rug Works.
Beautiful curly,

fluffy Bug, made from old
«'en, Tapeitrr, Bruaeele or Velvet Carpet*.
cleae. Bend for circular.

CC MORRISON, SKOWHEIAN, HE.

for sale:
*'

“AWW® ItOUM 8TABLK,

ieSasiSiagJiW.'g
•‘"i***
«

ao

e£a!' Ter*. ~a»’ aMe.
r.

u, outub.

ELD11IDGE,
Ellsworth

Main Street.

by

Manufacturer and Jobber of
unis,

Made by the \Voo«l Bishop Co.,
Bangor. (Sold by

J. I».

J. A. McQOWN,
I

Whether it’s a range or a farnace— if it is a “Clarion”, it is
sure to meet every requirement.

«

«i

LADIES’ DAY
at Clark & Wlthtms

Friday,

Bowling Alleys,

<Jan. 10,

afternoon and evening. Alleys will be
devoted exclusively to ladies. No gentlemen will be allowed unless aecompanied by ladies.

—

The fact leaked
versary was on Jan. 5.
out, however, and some of their many
friends have been reminding them of it in
a most substantial manner.
Their son, E.
W., who is assistant superintend of education in Porto Rico, sent a congratulatory

The

lower
street,
owned by Charles H. Grindal and occupied

There

present who had not met
Think of that!
“There was an entertainment a good
one, too, but it wasn’t needed, so intent
were all in making the most of greeting
each other.
The affair went far ahead
of anything the promoters ever dreamed
of. We paid our bills and have something
for

left

were some

thirty-nine

over

years.

to start

on

next

Between 260 and 300
not

more

than

half

of

year.”
present, bat
them registered

were

ones

for sale

Ellsworth, Jan. to. 1000

jAJirs Dobc.a*.

KSTAHL1S1IKD IMS.

WM.

FARROW,

SAI L.-MAKER.
I
Everything to work witfc.
HLSON'H WHARF. KOCkLAWP.
■alia.

MR

lowering Plants
AT

THIS

:LLSW0RTH GREENHOUSE.

Pr,mrordC^utK’.Free““

*ii nrrAKlONl
OCCASIONS.
ALL
XT FLOWERS FOB
Telephone couuectioo.
_

candidate.
was late, but jokes, songs and
dances by M. H. Moore, James Savage,
second

The hour

Samuel E.

Chapman,

Frank

Echenagueift

others banished any idea of steep
from the minds of the Mechanics, and
put them in humor for the Oriental filagree, which was worked on forty-«ne
candidates by Good Will council. The
goat provided for the occasion was aut extremely lively one-it is said there i»n<*
such goat outside of Ellsworth with a
and

the book provided for the
Those who registered were: pedigree reaching back through severaL
broke out between 9 and 10 o’clock.
It George R Slack, Pearl A Joy, Annie L Joy, generations of lodge goats.
There were speeches during the evening
had started evidently in the walls near a Mary P Joy, Charles H Davis, Pierce E
by the officers of the State council preschimney, and broke through the side of Laflin, Mrs Frank Davis, W M Smith and ent
Councillor Bow ley. Secretary Herbert
the building, being discovered from the wife, E M Googen and wife, Mrs George F
Smith, Treasurer Frank Woodcock, Deputy
outside tie fore the occupants of the house Murch, Mrs Emetine March, Miss Lena Councillor W. W. Brooks, and Councillor
knew of it. The tire burned through the Hodgkins, Mrs Sarah Waugh, W M Jones, A. P. Carter, of North Sedgwick.
The committee appointed to decide
roof and walls. A large part of the furMrs Alice Davis Fairbanks, Mrs Fred
upon the place and date of the next conniture was taken out of the house, but Fowler, J B Tucker, Mrs Millie Haskell vention, has since reported it for EMdwas badly damaged by smoke and water.
Na.*y, Stetson Foster and wife, Martin worth, Jan. 11,1907.
Ths less is estimated at |750; partially in- Curtis, Mrs Frank Osgood, Ella F Jordan,
CHURCH NOTES.
icicMMary C Fiske, Albert C Orcutt, F A OrOnce a year the famous old Dirigo hote cutt, Caroline Lamson Rood, Charles B
METHODIST EPISCOPAL.
A Crippen, Annie Harden
racing team gets together for a reunion Rood, Elizabeth
Uev. J. P. Simonton, pastor.
and banquet. The team met last Wednes- Jones, J T Hyde and wife, Margaret JorFriday, Jan. 19— Prayer service at 7.30.
W
dan
Charles
McGlautlin,
Henry
Cook,
on
day evening at the Moore restaurant
Sunday, Jan. 21— Morning service at
Water street. Those present were ChaaJes F Cook and wife, Ervin M Whitaker and 10.30. Sermon
by the pastor. Sunday
and
Fred
P
Dr
F
A
Davis
wife,
Whittaker,
J. drown, foreman; C. E. Sinclair, assistPasschool at 11.45. Epworth league at 7.
B
Mrs
A
D
Arnold
Davis,
Presby,
wife,
ant foreman; Charles H. Leland, secretor’s service at 7.30.
W
A
Leslie
Miss
L
Beckwith,
Presby,
tary; John A. Stuart, treasurer; E. J.
p. m
Trenton-Preaching Sunday at
B Hawkes, Marcellus Woodward,
Brown, Cbarjfcs M. Brooks, Harry Brown, George
Mr. Simonton.
Edward
H
C
Sweeney,
Harry
Woodward,
Colin C. McKenzie, H. C. Stratton, Elmer
CONG REG ATIONA L.
Du is, Samuel E. Chapman, Edgar Jordan Howard H Adams, Miss F P Leavitt,
Rev. J. M. Adams, pastor.
After supper, cigars George E Davis and wife, Nellie L Holmes,
and Charles Davis.
William T Holmes, Roy E Hutchins, WilSunday, Jan. 21— Morning service at
and a
and
were
and

by his son, William Grindal, was badly
damaged by fire Monday night. The fire

their

names on

purpose.

Sunday school at 11.45.

10.30.

Prayer and conference meeting
day evening at 7.30.

Fri-

on

UNITARIAN.

S. W. Sutton, pastor.
Sunday, Jan. 21—Service at 10.30
Sunday school at 11.45 a. m.
Rev.

a. iu.

BAPTIST.

P. A. A. Killam, pastor.

Rev.

Morning service at
by pastor. Sunday school
11.45. Christian Endeavor meeting at
Evening praise and preaching service

Sunday,
10.30.
at
7.
at

Jan. 21—

Sermon

7.30.
Bible study and prayer service at 7.30

Friday

evening.

COMING EVENTS.

Wednesday, Jan. 17, at Baptist vestry—
Supper by ladies’ aid society; 15 cents.
Semi vow or«lem f-*r FLOWERS for any
purport*- to MOSES. RAH HARBOR, ami
you

win he pleased.
hII the year’round

Open

iUjucrtiscments.

MARK-DOWN!
Misses’ and Children’s

Ladies’,

COATS
to close out at ONE-HALF PRICE.

_

this company.
The Ellsworth loan and building association, at its annual meeting Monday evening, re-elected the old board of directors as
COCKERELS FOR SALE.
follows: A. VV. King, John A. Peters, F.
lira!
W. Rollins, John F. Knowlton, C. P. Dorr,
My buft Plymouth Rock cockerels took
Minw M. Gallert and A. VV. Greely.
O. VV. Tapand fourth prizes at the Freeport Poultry
last
year.
last week. They took similar prizes
ley was re-elected auditor. The directors
I
for
bird
$'J0.
Prize
First
this
I sold
year’s
have not met for the election of officers.
have other Brie

ELLS-

got

stood the

NEW STORE

IN

WORTH LAST WEEK

were

jokes
speeches
lighted
liam E Currier, Mrs William Currier, Cargeneral good time were enjoyed, Foreman
rie L Joy, Charles Higgins McGown, LyBrown acting as toastmaster.
The members of the Senator Hale hose
man L Lord and wife, Mrs LA Burnham,
of
An
official
Blanquefort
inspection
company, past and present, with the chief
Howard Forsaith, George C Emerson, Mrs
was
made
last
MonK.
T.,
and assistant chiefs of the lire department coinmandery,
Carrie R Hutchinson, Chas W Hopkins and
W.
A.
King, grand capday evening by
ns guests, will have a turkey supper at C.
wife, Dr Louise Hopkins Taylor, Frances E
tain-general of the grand commandery of
R. Cirone’i restaurant next Sunday evenSomerby, Robt F Sweeney, Annie Hawkes
of
was
Order
the
Maine.
The
Temple
ing. It is expected about thirty will be
Burke, Mary A Lovett, L W Carroll,
A banquet
conferred on one candidate.
Matilda F Hawkes, Miss Georgie Abram,
followed the work, at which there was
Officers of Esoteric lodge, F. and A. M.,
M H Moore, Joseph Warren Remick and
some
brilliant after-dinner speaking.
will be installed to-morrow evening. Rewife, A L Vincent and wife, Winnie Davis
Past Eminent Commander J. F. Knowlton
freshments and a social hop will follow
Dunn, Wyman H Whitney, Grace C King,
was toast-master, and among the speakers
the installation. All Masons, with ladies
William H Savary, Mrs J T Crippen, Anna
were L. B. Deasy, Dr. C. C. Morrison and
This evenof their families, are invited.
F Crippen, Paulene Foster, Oliver L
C. H. Wood, of Bar Harbor, Parker SpofAnderson and wife, Mary E Anderson,
ing the lodge will work the first degree on
of
Dr.
and
O.
F.
ford
Fellows,
Bucksport,
Lillian Crippen Harmon, H B Remick and
two candidates.
of
S.
Chilcott
and
Mr.
L.
Pierce,
Bangor,
C E Hale, Mrs Georgine A Hutchins,
wife,
O. P. Torrence, w ho has been Beriously
of
and
West
A. P. Havey
Phillips Eaton,
Mrs. T William Wadman, Miss Alice S
and at times critically ill with rheumaof
SargentSullivan, Henry W. Sargent,
Adams, Mrs Mary 11 Williams, Mrs Fridatism since last July, left for the eastern
ville, R. E. Gould, C. R. Foster and A. W. ris W Hill, Fred II Kendrick and wife,
Maine general hospital at Bangor last
King, of Ellsworth.
H S Higgins, Mrs II S Higgins, Mrs H L
Friday, for treatment. Reports since reAnxiety is felt for Capt. Lorenzo Jordan, Scott, Mrs R M Palmer, John R Leighton,
ceived from the hospital physicians are of
of the schooner Pepe Ramirez, who i9 now Mrs CS
Andrews, Mrs E P Grant, Mrs L
an encouraging nature.
thirty-five days out from New York, M Fox, Mrs S M Perkins, Miss Frances E
win
enieriaui
i.
u.
u.
r.,
jlcjok lodge,
bound for Brunswick, Ga., with cargo of Grant, Howard F Butler and wife, Frank L
Bluthill lodge ou Friday evening of next salt. The
trip is ordinarily made in from Smith, D F Shea and wife, George 1 Grant,
(i
will
be
served
at
week. Sapper
o’clock, a week to ten days, and frequently in lese Miss Elizabeth
Grove, Dr. Edwin A Clark
will
be
second
after which the
degree
time, but it is not unusual for a vessel tc and wife.
of
Bluehill
team
the
worked by the degree
be blown off and occupy weeks in getting
The idea of the reunion seems to have
lodge, and the third degree by Lejok back to the coast. If Capt. Jordan ha* |
with Mrs. Nellie Lord Clough,
I
originated
lodge. Refreshments will be served after been blown to the eastward of the Gull Mrs. E. K. Bullard and Mrs. R. S. Leighj
the work.
stream, he would be out of the regulai ton. The committee of arrangements was
J. T. Giles was at homo from East track of coastwise steamers, and would composed of Mrs. liullard, Mrs. Clough,
It is hoped
Machias Monday. Preparations are being not be likely to be reported.
Mrs. Leighton, Mrs. Rodney Palmer, Dr.
made for the rebuilding of the mill of the he will turn up all right, but naturally F. A. Davis, Stetson Foster and L. W.
East Machias Lumber Co., which was each day now without news increases tbt Carroll.
burned lhst May. Building operations anxiety of his family and friends here.
It is intended to have another reunion
Cept. Jordan took with him on this trip
probably will begin next month. Ells- an Ellsworth man, Charles Hunnewell, a> about a year hence.
worth men are the principal owners in cook.
last

CONVENTION

STATE

Ellsworth Folks In Boston*
It is to be doubted if th'Mie former Ellsworth

U. A. M

I.o.

Former

fjAHOli! A’JTFNOA’VC.’K. ANh IN'(‘BUMP
sail, caught fire, and before the
their heads togeth-T while visiting their
'i o m *•: b r
l.u» m k«r i Mi s
i k he
extinguished the ship and
cargo were damaged to the extent of $8,(XX). old homes, and suggested a gathering of
AGAIN M'.xr V KAH.
Tbe fire destroyed all the house work for- Ellsworth people who live in or near Bosward, and the steam hoisting machinery# ton for a social chat and a little something
The State convention of the Junior OrThe foremast was badly damag'd, and a to eat, realized the proportions of the der of United American Mechanics held
new one may have to be stepped.
movement they were starting.
in Ellsworth last Thursday, was well atOlder residents of Ellsworth will reThey must have been dazed at the tended. That the Mechanics present weje
lightning-like rapidity with which the well pleased with their entertainment ie
member Dr. Frank P. Perry, who died a
few days ago in Bucksport.
He was one proposition “took”, tor they were quickly best shown by the decision of the comof the three sons of the late Parker W. overwhelmed with favorable responses, mittee chosen to select a place for the next
It will be Ellsworth
Perry, who was for so many years clerk of and when the day set for the reunion— annual meeting.
courts of this county.
An older brother, Jan. 10—arrived, people literally tumbled again in 1907, as it was this year and feat
Isaac, lives in Massachusetts, and a over each other in their anxiety to be year.
The total number of Mechanics regisyounger brother, Edgar J., and a sister, present.
The place of meeting was in Sewall hall, tering last week was 327.
A majority of
Miss Emma, arc residents of Washington,
D.C. Dr. Perry was fifty-six years of age. in the new' Century building on Huntmg- the councils of the State was represented,
ton avenue.
and the councils in this vicinity sent
Hi leaves % w’idow, hut no children.
It was a jolly gathering of former Ells- large delegations. All the State council
Officers of Lygonia lodge, F. and A. M.,
worth
men and women with their “sisters
officers were present.
and Irene chapter, O. E. H., were installed
and their cousins and their aunts”, and if
The sessions were held at Odd Fellows
at Masonic ball on State street Monday
ever
as
love
doubt
existed
to
the
former
hall. At 6 o’clock a chicken supper was
any
evening. Hie exercises were held jointly,
Ellsworth people have for their old dome, served. Soon after 8 o’clock the convenand the evening was an enjoyable one.
it was promptly and effectually dispelled tion was called to order by Councillor
Officers of the O. E. S. were first installed
by the enthusiasm manifested at this meet- M. Beckwith, of Goodwill council, who
Mrs.
Flo**a
of
by District-Deputy
Abbott,
This
delivered the address of welcome.
West Hullivan; the lodge officers by Past- ing.
a correspondent wno was present writes:
was responded to by State Councillor G-R.
Master Josiah H. Higgins. After the in“A happier crowd you never saw*; written Bow ley, of Sanford.
stallation supper was served, and a dance
on every face was the
gladness of the
Moraney council, of West Sullivan,
followed. The names of the officers of the
heart. Youth, middle age and old age- then exemplified the first and second detwo lodges have already been printed in
all mingling and renewing old acquaint- crees on the first candidate, und William
The American.
anceship, with hearts overflowing with T. Sherman council, of Bluehill, the third
u must nave oeen excessive modesty on
delight, and all expressing the profound- degree. It was midnight when this work
the part
of
Ellsworth’s
esteemed est thanks to those who were
responsible was completed, and a supper was served.
citizen, Capt. Samuel L. Lord and his for the affair, and declaring that it was
After supper W. T. Sherman council
wife, that made them keep to themselves the time of their lives. My pen can’t be- w-orked the first and second degrees and
the fact that their golden wedding anniIt was glorious! Moraney council the third degree on the
gin to do it justice.
to

flames

next

Maine business men who went to California last month, arrived home last night,
highly pleased with his trip.

MAX.)

KUANKI.IN STItKKT,

ready

message
signed “Wilmyrsarn”, a comname including his, his wife’s and
Tuesday afternoon at 3 o’clock. posite
their little son’s.
Col. C. C. Burrill, on- of the party of
house on
Franklin

Lap Robes,

DAVIS,

BUCK HOARD

ar-

Mrs. Martin J. Thorsen, of Somerville,
Mass., is spending a few weeks with her
mother, Mrs. M. L. Tower, in Ellsworth.

that will suit.

Whips,

in w n

Saturday evening

the hardest of winter storms.

assortment at

»

C. T. U. at its

guarantee against discomfort fioin the

coldest of weather

new

Mrs. Henry W. Cushman delightfully
entertained a company of lady friends at
whist last Wednesday afternoon.
lucre

You have

in

noon

TAPL-EIY,

W.

O

was

with
L. H. Cushman.
compared with the value of D. Shirley Norris and wife, of Bar Harjro without it?
bor, were guests Sunday of G. Frank

trifle

Why

m.

I)r J. H. Patten, of Amherst,
Ellaworth yesterday.

notice:.
the

m.

MAIL CLOSER AT rOSTOITlOE.

Kart—7 a oi and ft.8»
ui.
tioiN*. Wert— ll.SOa o», Sand 9 p
No Sunday mall.
Ooino

FIRST NATIONAL BANK BUILDING. MAIN STREET. ELLSWORTH, ME

a

KKCK1VBD.

Prom WriT-7.10 a m, e.ii p m.
Prom Kart— ll.f« a m, ft.30 and 10.17 p

GENERAL INSURANCE.
Insurance cost* but

Af-fcn

County CoiiimlwKioiiurr** notice.

ELLSWORTH, MAINE,

to commence business October 24. 1*187, the
of Ellsworth, Maine.

IhVKKri'KH'NfS TMift

NKW

thirty week*, or nearly six week* leas
than the average.
The bark Mannie Swan, Capt. Hollis
Higgins, of Ellsworth, laden with case oil
and bound to Pernambuco, while anchored
in the harbor at New York last Friday,

Howard A. Walker is building a new
house, or rather rebuilding the house
which was burned on Dec. 6, though little
of the old building was saved. Mr.
Walker purchased of Mrs. C. L. Stevens
the lot and what remained of the house.
The new' house will be larger than the old
—a two-story house, with hip roof.
Hoyt
Stevens is the boss carpenter.
Statistics issued by the State educational
that Ellsworth has fewer
weeks of school in the year than any
other city in the State. Of the twenty
cities in the State, four have thirty-eight
weeks of school, one has thirty-seven
week!, eleven have thirty-six weeks, one
has thirty-five weeks and two lnve thirtyhas only
four weeks, while Ellsworth

department show'

Watchman Shot by Burglars.
Brown, a watchman, discovered

EL US WORTH FALLS.

James

W. E. Leighton, who has been seriouslj
days, is somewhat improved

ill for several

Mrs. Stillman Jordan returned Tuesdaj
from St. John, where she has been visiting
for several weeks.

have

wife,
Boston, Providence and New York
home Saturday.
arrived
several weeks,

George

E.

Davis and

who

been in
for

Alvin Staples and wife and A. C. Flood
and wife spent Saturday and Sunday at
the Green Lake hatchery, the guests ol
Fred Grace and wife.
A

meeting

been called

of

the church and parish has

for

Wednesday evening,

consider the matter of securing
for the coming year.

a

tc

two

men

trying

to force

an

entrance to

the postoffice at Red Beach Monday night.
He gave chase, and one of the men shot
There are slight chances of his
him.
recovery.
arrested.

Two

suspects

have

I

have

a

number of

Ladies’ and Misses Dress Skirts,
and shall sell them AT COST
AND LESS THAN COST.

been,

Ladies' Wool and Cotton
<UHQtrtis>cnun:,

Fleeced

UNDERWEAR,
$1.00. for 75c; 50c for SOc.

PARCHER,
PHARMACIST.

pastor
PRESCRIPTIONS.
ORDERS BY MAIL

Killed While Coasting.
ATCAREFULLY
Walter Carey, aged seventeen, of Waterville, was killed Monday evening while
TENDED TO.
coasting. He was steering a bob when at
the foot of the hill he met a sled. One
A.
<2.
PARCHER.
point of the sled runner crushed in hii ,
Ellv.vortli.
Main Street,
skull.

OUTING FLANNEL. 5c to 8c per yd.

RUBBERS.
45c and 5©c

Ladies’,
Hoys’, Plaiu edge,

edge,
Men’s, Plain edge,
Rolled edge,
Rolled

A.

E.

...

0©O
05c
65tr

75c

MOORE,

Cor. Main and Franklin *to.,

ElUwortlu

CHRISTIAN

Prayer Meeting' Twple For the Week
Beginning Jan. 21.

By REV. S H. DOYLE.
Lessons from
Topic.—Christ's Life I.
His bo; hooch—Luke ii, 40-52. (Union meeting with the Junior society.)
The reason whj the Christianity of
so many professed Christians is of such
inferior character is because they
are ignorant concerning the life of our
There are many
Lo d Jesus Christ.

an

Christian people who are thoroughly
familiar with the lives of Washington
and Lincoln, hut who at the same time
have no intelligent knowledge of the
life of Christ. The reason of this ig
noianee is not hard to find. We study
the lives of Washington and Lincoln
inteiiigciuly and systematically, but

EDI TIC D

Its Motto:

m

we

come

t here and there in the gospels,
have m» intelligent idea of the life
of Christ from childhood to Ilis death
Few Christian peoan 1 r. su: lection.
p! perhaps could name the iirst ten
e*
ns in regular order in Christ’s life,
and yet if we are to be like Him we
can all >ee the great importance of
knowing what lie was. It is gratifying. therefore, that in connection with
the Christian Endeavor prayer meetings we are to study the life of Christ,
and it should be thoroughly and faith-

Christ's boyhood was spent like the
boyhood of other Jewish boys in His
day. The incidents surrounding His

r,ot

*poken word, so soon forgot
By thee; but it has perished not;
In other hearts *tls living still.
And doing work for good or 111.

And the lost opportunity.
It roineth back no more to thee.
In vain thou wee peel. In vain dost yearn.
These three will nevermore return.
From the Arabic.
—

Dear M. B. Nieces:
I have received many letters from you all
during the past two weeks, and as I have
one

of

them—so kind,

so

wel-

come, so sincere—I have thought, I wish I
could answer each one of them now, but
you may be assured all have been appreciated, and I hope to reply to them all
sometime

this winter.

was received from Mrs. Dieter
familiar to us as well as His in December, requesting the M. B.’s to
flight with His pareuts to Egypt and make a letter party for her sister in BrookHis return after the death of Herod to lin, who is an invalid, to reach her Dec.
Galilee, which from that time on be- 28, on her birthday. Mrs. Dieter’s letter
came His home until He entered upon
did not arrive in season for me to anHis public ministry at thirty years of nounce it in the column before the given
age. Between the events of His childdate, so another letter has been received
hood and the entering upon His pub- requesting those who will to send a letter
lic ministry, nearly thirty yea A later, about Jan. 28, to Mrs. E. A. Griffin, Brookbut oue incident in connection with the lin. Maine. She has been helpless on
life of Christ is given—namely. His vis- j account of rheumatism for over twelve
It to Jerusalem when He was twelve years. Let us send a new thought or two
years old with His parents at the time : into her life.
of the feast of the Passover. Bu this
One of our circle wrote me recently of a
event in connection with other indirect
trip which she took to New York with her
references to His life during this period h usband. She writes:
may tench us some lessons from the
-We enjoyed our visit very touch, and It 1#
marvelous the many sights we saw In our few
boyhood of Christ.
1. The boyhood of Christ teaches u- days'visit-museums, bridges, parks, theatres,
the dignity of labor.
Every Jewish elevated and subway railroads, ferries, shopboy was requirt'd by the law to learn ping, etc. 1 send this little notion for the colwhich 1 came across In my recent trip:
an industrial trade.
Christ became a umn,
A New York Notion—A pair of oversleeves
carpenter, and during these silent years made of two handkerchiefs. Take a common
he undoubtedly spent much of his time hemstitched handkerchief with an embroidered
working in the carpenter shop at the corner (buy them for live cents apiece In New
manual labor of His trade.
Nothin:: York), turn back the cmbroldertd corner four
in all human history has so dignified laches and stitch to the handkerchief. This
manual labor as this period in the life fornm the wrist end to the sleeves. Cut off the
of our Lord and Saviour.
It also two corners adjacent to the embroidered corner,
shaping the handkerchief so as to grow wider
teaches us the importance of youth beat the top. Now sew up these two edges, pul a
ing trained in a way that will result in
pin In the corner opposite the embroidered
their physical development, no matter corner to
pin onto the drees sleeves. lk> the
what may be the professional or po- same with the other handkerchief and
you have
litical career that seems to be before a pair of sleeves to draw over your dress sleeves
j
when about your housework—pretty, goodthem.
2. Christ's boyhood teaches the im- lining and washable.
j N. B. "Ladles living In
apartments will find
portance of education.
Every Jewish boy was well educated. It is true these sleeves very desirable of a Thursday
and
clearing away dinner, when
that his education consisted largely in bight, getting
the maid Is taking her afternoon out
studying the l>ooks that pertained to
An Interested and occasional
his religion, but in this study his mind
Contributor.
would be as certainly developed as if
We are very glad one New Year’s resoluthe time had been given to the study
of foreign languages or mathematic*. tion went into effect. Thank you for “reThe Jewish boy at three years of age porting yourself” even though your mention of the chowders makes us
long to
began the study of a certain phase of
taste them once more. I intended to
try
Jewish religion.
At six years of age
the pudding recipe, but haven’t found
he entered a more difficult study, and
time.HWill do so soon, I know it will be
at thirteen years of age. having thoroughly studied the Jewish, law. with its good.
traditions, he became “a child of the Dear Mutuals:
In the M. B. column of this
week, Aunt
law” and occupied the same position
asks. "Is this lire Issue of the paper In
in relation to the nation and to the Madge
which New Year’s reform resolutions are
church as all the men of Israel.
printed?" and It made me think that, not to pro3. The boyhood of Christ teaches the crastinate, might be a
good resolution for me.
Importance of religion. This fact is and so before 1 have time to break It 1 will send
most evident.
His whole life center- a line to the column, with greetings for the New
ed In Hi* relations to God and His mis- Year to all, from Portland, Maine, to the Pacific.
**G.” asks if she Is the last to report from the
sion as the Saviour of the world. Boyhood without religion should be made reunion.%l guess not, "U.,” but I thought the
easiest way was to wait until all bad been
an absolute impossibility.
In the days
written that could be thought of, describing the
of onr youth we should be taught to
lovely day, the kindness of the hostess, the
remember our Creator.
delicious chowders, the meeting of old friends

birth

A letter

are

_

and the pleasant drive, and then say
I agree with them all and heartily endorse all
the most enthusiastic have said or written.
One thing 11. O- B. forgot to mention, that
even our driver was so imbued with the M. B.
spirit, he gave us his recipe for dumplings on
the way home. 1 don’t just remember how they
were made, but It was a quart of flour and
mixed with new buttermilk, but It makes no
difference bow they are ruude, If you only coon
them Ann’s way, they will be good; that la the
whole secret.
aud new,

The Committee Syntem.

The committee system, like the praymeeting and the pledge, Is one of the
unique and distinctive things Which
Christian Endeavor has brought to the
young people of the world. It has emphasized personal responsibility; it has
given them something to do; it has put
into a million minds the thought; “I.
too, am a worker in the Master's kingdom.
I may be young and ignorant
and uninfluential, but I have my task
as truly as the minister has his or the
Sunday school superintendent has his.
A member of a committee is one to
whom something has been committed,
and the particular task assigned to me
has been committed to me both by the
election of the society and by the will
of God. Then I will do my best on my
committee for Christ’s sake."
Dr.
Francis E. Clark.
er

—

Am

a

Tribute

Perhaps from

no

to

thing that the

convention did was more to be expected than the approval by the board of
trustees of a quarter century memo*
rial, the suggestion being for a national headquarters building to be
erected as a tribute to Dr, Clark, secured through a twenty-five cents
apiece contribution from the Christian Endeavorers of the world, which
will represent a gift of a cent for each
year of Christian Endeavor history.—
John It. Clements in Interior.
The

Five Goal*
Chriatian

Thta Year
Endeavor,

Fop

sauce.

Sauce-One half cup sugar, butter the size of
walnut rubbed together with 1 tablespoon
flour, add yolks of 2 eggs beaten and 1 cup of
bo'ling water, let It come to a boll and add the
whites of the eggs beaten to a etiff froth, flavor
with vanilla.
it. j. a.
a

_

Dr. Clark.

one

will seud recipe for honeycomb
puldtng
which I think Id nice and only required a dhort !
time to cook
Honeycomb Pcoding— One egg, x cup I
molasses, 1 cup milk, 2 tablespoons butter, 2
j
cups flour, 1 cup raisins, 2 teaspoons cream
tartar, 1 teaspoon soda, a little cassia or nutmeg.
Steam one hour. To be eaten with loam pud

ding

of

One million dollars for the missions
of your churches.
One minion new churchgoers.
One million new church memlters.
One million new members in otir societies.
An average gift of 115 cents from each
present and past Endeavorer for the
quarter century memorial building r.nl
fund.

And

a

True Story of How the

Vegetable Compound

It to be Offered for Public Sale In

The

read each

SKETCH OF THE LIFE OF LYDIA E. PINKHAM

back;

The arrow sent upon Its track—
It will not swerve, It will not stay
Its speed; it flies to wound or slay.

hr.

grtu
place and

Had Its Birth and How the “Panic of ’73” Caused

THREE THINGS

chapt

a

Kobe* and Shirt Waist Patterns.
he*
As soon 88 the snows of January
take*
to fall the southern exodus

“Helpful and Hopeful

Remember, three things come

to

Spring Fashions—Styles In Seml-made

MADGE”.

ACNT

The purposes of this column are succinctly
stated In the title and motto—U Is for the mutual
benefit, and aims t<» be nelpful and hopeful
Being for the common good. It 1« for the com
mon use—a public servant, a purveyor of in
formation and suggestion, a medium for the Interchange of ideas. In this capacity It solicits
communications, and Its success depends largely
Comon ihe support given It In this respect
munications must Ik* signed, hut the name of
writer will not be minted except by permission
Communications will be subject to approval or
rejection by the editor of the column, but none
will be rejened without good reason. Address
all communications to
The American,
Kllsworth, Me.

the reading or the
stu.ly of the life of Christ it is done in
We read
a ; ost ur. ystematic manner.
wl

BT

fisiltaaBi anti 2Uamtiaat»

NEW YORK WITTER.

aoDftt ermrntt,

Mutual Dcncfit Column.

ENDEAVOR.

Dear Aunt Madge
1 was very much delighted to receive the
tasteful Christmas card. Being away from
home in a house where I was a stranger, I Mt
all the more the joy of a remembrance from
you and a reminder that 1 am still “one of the
clan”, though I am of so little use to the cause.
1 have ordered my paper sent ahead of me, so
I have not Been a copy for two weeks, f miss it
much, and shall be glad to be once more under
the same roof with The Ells woe th Amkki
can. We are having beautiful weather In the
vicinity of Boston, where 1 have been for ten
days. The ground Is bare, the lawns in many
places quite green. I go out without furs and
without overshoes. To-day I took a walk to the
top of the reservoir, and to the Tufts college
buildings. The view Is fine. A few days ago I
visited Malden and lunched with some old
friends on Dexter street. It seems good to be

Half the World Wonders
how the other half lives. Those who use
Bucklen’s Arnica Salve never wonder if it
will cure Cuts, Wounds,
Burns, Sores and
all Skin eruptions; they know it will.
Mrs. Grant Shy, 1130 E.
Reynolds St.,
Springfield, 111., says: “I regard it one of
the absolute necessities of
housekeeping.”
Guaranteed by E. G. Moore, druggist, 25c.

Drug

Stores.

the most fashionable
are traveling south
# >wu9 of the season
color
to make gay with beauty and
Snow
those sunny, southern towns.
and ice, sleet and lmil are left behind,
with slippery sidewalks, to the unfortuWhat a
nate's who have to remain.
from
pity every one cannot hie away
trunks
busy, wintry New York, with
tilled with fluffy, floating, fnscinnting
tilings that are only made for verandas
and shaded magnolia walks.
A gown builder on Fifth avenue has
a
Just finished one of these gowns for
well known society girl to take south.
It is the familiar but ever beautiful
combination of white cloth and lace,
made up In princess fashion, with a
stunning little Imlero of lace.
If Pari* Is the birthplace of novelties.
New York can quickly make use of
them. A young lady who always does
her shopping in Paris and I^indon came
home recently congratulating herself
on her exquisite gnu metal costume of
latest Parisian cut. only to find many of
her friends wealing the same thing.
dun metal will be very popular for a
spring color, as also will royal blue and
pompadour n^nk. In spring fabrics all
the softest shades imaginable are used

Commencing l>ec. 4, I90o.
HAH HABBOB TO BANOQ.

some of

whose restore the family fortune.
They
This remarkable
woman,
maiden name was Estes, was born in argued that the medicine which was
friends
and
woman
their
for
so
comgood
Lynn. Mass., February 9th. 1819,
inj? from a pood old Quaker family. neighbors was equally good for the
For some years she taugbt school, and women of the whole world
became known aa a woman of an alert
The Pinkhams had no money, and
Their first laboratory
little credit
the kitchen, where roots and
was
on
the store,
herbs were steeped
gradually filling a gross of bottles.
Then came the question of selling
it. for always before they had given
it away freely.
They hired a job
printer to run off some pamphlets
of the medithe
merits
forth
setting
cine, now called Lydia E. Pinkham’s
Vegetable Compound, and these were
distributed by the Pinkharn sons in
Boston, New York, and Brooklyn.
The wonderful curative properties of
the medicine were, to a great extent, (
self-advertising. for whoever used it
recommended it to others, and the demaud gradually increased.
In 1877, by combined efforts the family had saved enough money to com- !
roence
newspaper advertising and from
that time the growth and success of
the enterprise were assured, until toand investigating mind, an earnest day Lydia E Pinkham and her Vegehave become houseseeker after
knowledge, and above table Compound
all. possessed of a wonderfully sympa- hold words everywhere, and many
and
herbs
are used annutons of roots
thetic nature.
In 1843 she married Isaac Pinkham. ally in its manufacture.
a builder and real estate operator, and
Lydia E. Pinkham herself did not
their early married life was marked by live to see the great success of this
prosperity and happiness. They hail work. She passed to her reward years
sons
four children, three
and a ago. but not till she had provided
for continuing her work as
means
daughter.
In those good old fashioned days it effectively as she could have doue it
herself.
was
common for
mothers to make
their own home medicines from roots
During her long and eventful expeand herbs, nature's own remedies*— ( rience she was ever methodical in her
calling in a physician only in specially work and she was always careful to preurgent cases.
By tradition and ex- serve a record of every case that came to
perience many of them gained a won- her attention. The case of every sick
derful knowledge of the curative prop- woman who applied to her for advice—
and there were thousands—received
erties of the various roots and herbs.
Mrs. Pinkham took a great Interest careful study, and the details, includin the study of roots and herbs, their ing symptoms, treatment and results
characteristics and power over disease. were recorded for future reference, and
LATEST MODEL IX HEStl-MADB IMBIiOTTV
She maintained that just as nature so to-day these records, together with
EliEI> KOBE.
hundreds of thousands made since, are
bountifully provides in the harvest- available to siwk women the world
with the most exquisite colorings.
fields and orchards vegetable foods of 1
Hand painted muslins with a deep borall kinds; so, if we but take the pains over, and represent a vast collaboraof information regarding the
to find them, in the roots and herbs tion
der of pink ruse* suggested an old fashtreatment
of
woman’s
ills,
which
for
of the field there are remedies, ex.
toned costume of fifty yeurs ago. The
and accuracy can hardly
pressly designed to cure the various authenticity
tendency for oid fashions is revealed
ills and weaknesses of the body, and be equaled in any library in the
in tile designs of early spring goods,
it was her pleasure to search these out,
and a very charming thing was a caxe
With Lydia E. Pinkham worked her
and prepare simple and effective medi
and deep
carreux organdie in pale
cines for her own family and friends. daughter in law. the present Mrs.
shades of lavender and pink.
French
Pinkham. She was carefully instructed
• Chief of these was a rare
combinatulles will he worn a great deal. They
tion of the choicest medicinal roots in all her haid-won knowledge, and
come In all delicate shades suggestive
and herbs found best adapted for the for years she assisted her in her vast
correspondence.
of spring, with dainty bouquets scattercure of the ills and weaknesses
pecuTo her hands naturally fell the
liar to the female sex, and Lydia E.Pinked over them, looking almost like a
ham's friends and neighlx>rs learned direction of the work when its originaDolly Varden, hut less pronounced in
that her compound relieved and cured tor passed away. For nearly twentycoloring.
and it became quite popular among five years she has continued it, and
A very serviceable little frock could be*
them.
nothing in the work shows when the made of
crepongee or of imported emAll this so far was done freely, with- first Lydia E. Pinkham dropped her
broidered linen, the embroidery done in
out money and without price, as a pen, and the present Mrs. Pinkham,
a
small odd design of pale blue or
now the mother of a large family, took
labor of love.
it up
With woman assistants, some as
Another, equally useful and atgreen.
But in 1873 the financial crisis struck
tractive to any oue who likes smart
capable as herself, the present Mrs.
Lynn. Its length and severity were too Pinkham continues this great
work.and
laundered things, was a jacquard gingmuch for the large real estate interests
from the office of no other
ham In gray, white or blue.
of the Pinkham family, as this class probably
have
so
women
been
adperson
many
of
business
suffered most
from vised how to
Spring will see the culmination of the
regain health. Sick wo- silk
fearful depression, so wljen the Centenvogue, and hardly before mid winter
men. this advice is “Yours for Health**
nial year dawned it found their propis here all the newest weaves will be
if you only write to ask
freely
given
erty swept away. Some other source for it.
displayed In their heavy or soft folds.
of income had to be found.
Satin messaline. a very soft cling
Such is the history of Lydia E. PinkAt this point Lydia E. Pinkham's
ham’s Vegetable Compound ; made
lng material, makes a most beautiwas
made known from
Vegetable Compound
simple roots and herbs; the one ful evening gown If combined with
to the world.
great medicine for women's ailments,
rich lace.
Hair line stripes in fancy
The three sons and the daughter, and the
fitting monument to the noble
silks make very stunning walking coswith their mother, combined forces to woman whose name it bears.
tumes. and there is nothing more serviceable. for the ever popular shirt waist
seems to be here to stay and will stay
back again in MaAaachuaett*. after an absence
A Natural (juefltlun.
of almost two years.
as long as the coat costume continues
Two young kindergarten
in- ;
teachers,
Dear Aunt Madge, please send my love along
Its useful career.
and
:
telligent
while
attractive,
riding
to all the M. B C. friend*.
I hope 1 shall Ik*
In shirt waists there are so many
down on the street car, were
engaged in
able to semi something better by and by.
an
animated discussion. In the seat seen that it Is bewildering, but some
Wonder If you would like another
f my
behind them sal a good-natured fatherly- are within reaeh. really delicately em"don’t®*’
Yours with love. A llnppy New
broidered ones, of the most limited
Year to all the clan.
M. A. B.
looking Irishman, enjoying a nap.
Finally one inquired of the other. “How purse. To the girl who can sew a very
I am glad the card found you. Yes,
pretty new Idea was seen in one of the
many children have you?”
send the “don’ts”.
“Twenty-two,” she replied. “And how shops this week consisting of exquisitely trimmed batiste with material
many have you?”
Lllswokth, Jan. 7.
To Aunt Madge and M B. C. Bittern
“Oh, I have only nineteen,” replied the enough In it to make a shirt waist In
the average sixes,
it was called the
What wonderful weather we are havin
for first.
this time ot year, and how we ought to get out
At this point, the Irishman, now wide “ready to make waist," as a paper pattern was sold with It to save the extra
and enjoy it!
But 1 do uot gel out of doors a awake with
astonishment, leaned forward
trouble of designing.
great deal, as I uni not feeling at all well and it in his
seat, and without any formality inseems quite a struggle to get
But in embroidered things there Is
ready to go out.
in a loud voice- “What part of Irequired,
So this winter it seems as If 1
enjoy the M. B. land did
nothing that ean equal some lingerie
coom from?”
you’se
C. more than ever
I had a friend cnlling ou me
semi-made robes that sire attracting a
yesterday and she told roe how much she
great deal of attention. The embroidenjoyed reading the coluniu. aud would like to
Orange Frosting.
ery Is machine made, but put on so
get up courage to write. So I hope Celia will
Grated rind 1 orange, 1 teaspoon ful cleverly on fine nainsook
see this aud be 1 induced to join our list of sisters,
and batiste
j
that only careful observation eottld deWUh love to you and the sisters and the brandy, one-half teaspoonful lemon juice,
1
tablespoonful
tect
of
orange
an
Johns.
juice, yolk
JEKKIE.
any difference from handmade
j
Letters from Sister B. aud Dell may be egg, confectioner’s sugar. Add rind to work. Some of them were made of flg
and
fruit
and
brandy
let
nred
juices
stand
batiste or lawn in pale bine or
enjoyed next week. Best wishes to all j
fifteen minutes. Strain and add slowly pink, with delicate
,rom
Aunt Madge.
designs on the flowthe yolk of egg, slightly beaten, and ing sleeves and
collar. They range In
enough sugar until of right consistency price from $0 up for the white robes
Teachers’ Salaries in Maine.
to spread.
Wd $12 up for the colored ones.
A report of the committee on teachers’
|
«
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leaving Ellsworth 7 16 a m and a 13 »
arrlv’og Ella worth II 58 a m, 10 17 p u
Washington Go Ry.
♦
Stop on signal or notice to Conductor.
These trains connect at Bangor with throo*!
trains on Main Line, to and from Portland, »ks
Trains

m, and
connect

with

and St. John.

ton

Passenger!* are earnestly requested to procars
tickets lief ore entering the trains, and esinvliHj
Ellsworth to Falls and Falls to Kllswortf.
F. E. BOOTH nr. G. P A T. A.
GEO. F. EVANS,
Vice Pres, and Gen'1 Manage.

EASTERN

Steamship Company
WINTER 8CHEDULK.
Two

Steamer*
1 hur*da>« at f* ■
N< rt'ea» lUrbot
ton.

connecting

Trips A Week.

m

at

Bar Harbor Monduri ud
touching m ,h**i 11 arbor,
South wren Mai bor, Sloclitf
Rockland nrhh •learner for

tfc»ion.
steamer leave* Bluehlll Monday* and Thandaj* at it a m for South ttluehltl, Bionkltn. Sedg! wtch, L«er l*le, Sargent vlile. Dark Harbor aftd
I Rockland, connecting wtu steamer for Boston.
KKTl'RMNb
From Bouton Tueadaya and Friday# at Spa.
From Kock'and Wednesday* and Haturri&T* at
*
SO a m. touching at Htonlnglon. Souh «t«
llob r, Nortbeant flnroor and **e*l Harbor.
From Rockland Wednesday* andSatur*li*r»at
5 *» a in. touching at Dark Harbor, Sargentvillr,
l>eer l*lc. *wUwlck. Urooklln. South BiuebUl
and Bluebtll.
From Went Tirmont Monday*
All car«o. except live atock, via the Kenner*
I of thta C oti)| any, la tenured aMaInK Arc and
marine rt»k.
r. S. MlKBKAK. Genl Aj»»U Rm-k'-AlMl. M«I.AIV1N AUSTIN, V.
|*. t MI'I tiun,
; Foatvr'a Wharf. Boston, Mum.

CarSfl.

tprofrsBional
F. SIMON

P.

PHYSICIAN

TON, M.

and

D.

SURGEON.

Office and Residence
No.

60

MAIN

(J. M. Hale boon*
STREET, ELLSWORTH ME
TILirRoNK.

£tobrrtiftrmrntft.

New Amsterdam Hotel
Fourth Avenue and 21st St.,
New York.
Located in the heart
city, one block east of

of tinBroad-

way, two blocks south

from

Madison Square. House newly
decorated and refurnished.
Rates $ 1.00 per day and up-

ward, European plan.
Edward Coyne A Co.
F. S. Willard Mgr.

We

promptly obtain U. & and

Fon^rn

r

ELLSWORTH

Steam

Laundry and Bath

Rooms*

meeting I
To Brighten Picture Frames.
‘•NO PAY. NO WA8HK*”
of the Maine teachers’ association in
A little thinking shows us that the
1904,
deeds
Gilt picture frames may be brightened of
kindness
All kind* of laundry work clone at short node*
an advance copy of which has
we do are effective in the
porjust been by taking sufficient flowers of sulphur to portion to the love we
tioods called for and delivered
received from the Bute educational deput in them.
give a golden tinge to a pint of water, and More depends upon the motive than upon
H. B. ESTEY A CO.,
partment, preaents interesting, and, in in this boil three bruised
if t he 1 bought be
WE8T
EKD BRIDGE,
KLLBWoBTH.
if
we
aelflsh,
onions. Strain exrJo/*
some respects,
xpect compensation or are guilty of close
surprising matters.
of? this liquid, and with
when cold,
It,
the
The data is carefully
aleulation,
result
will
belike
the at
compiled, the fig- wash the gilding with a soft brush.
titude ol mind which invited it. Dresser.
Notice
ures for comparison with other
states are
A VINO contracted with the Ctt:
accurate. It is presented in
tor
worth to support
H
jn and
ana care for
comprehensive tabulated form.
m»T need aa.ietanc* during the next ®rf/rj,
A Modern Miracle.
Love is not getting, but
giving; not a
•nil are legal reeldenta of Kllrwortn. I
wild dream of pleasure and a madness
It is found that the average
of
ell pencils trusting them on my nee®”"?,,
monthly desire-oh, no, love is not that.
It is
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the town

visedly
north side of the main roed lendfour

corners

to the

not disposed to act unadhastily, the foregoing votes

was

and

persons

names
are

warrant to

the constable to collect such

snm

of said

%iv(tttsemnt0.

delinquent,and said
empowered to issue their j

who are

selectmen

delinquent persons

a

who do

|

the deficient articles within |
twelve days from the date hereof as shall |
be sufficient to procure and deliver said j
articles at the meeting house aforesaid.
“Voted, That the Selectmen should hire |
Persons to board and shingle the meeting
house this fall upon as reasonable terms as
not deliver

j

A Food
to Work On

show.

THK OI.D MEETING HOUSE.
On the

southwesterly of Col. Nathan Parker’s house. The meeting was then dissolved.’*
It will be remembered by the readers of
this account of building the meeting
house, that at that time the town wras the
parish and the parish the town, and all
action taken in connection therewith had
to be taken in open town meeting. That

village,

ing from the
built before WOO,
stood the meeting house,
Jen. 2, 1S42. The
and burned Sunday,
*nd thoee who
writer well remembers it,
Father Fisher to the
preached in it, from and was
present at
time of its destruction,
it and saw its
the fire that consumed
fall to the ground.
frame, all abiaxe,
There was a meeting house of some sort
before this- one at or near theTide Mills, to
is made in the town records'
w hieh allusion

possible.
At a special meeting of the town held
“Voted, That fifteen pounds be assessed
January 16, 1792, it was “Voted, The town upon the town for boarding and shingling
having heard the report of the Committee the meeting house.
appointed to procure Materials for build“Voted, That the Selectmen be empowing the meeting house agreed to accept ered to contract with some Person or Per-

the same.”
sons to make the Window
frames and
What the report was the records do not Sashes for the meeting house, to be paid
ptate. At the annual meeting of the town for out of this year's Town tax.
held Monday, April 2, 1792, in regard to
“Voted, That those Persons who are dethe meeting house it was “Voted, That the ficient in the several 'Classes should have
meeting house spot should be in the place their said deficient sums added to the tax
la-jt chosen.” That was “20 rods south- granted at this meeting, ana those Persons
who have overdone their said Proportions
services were westerly of Col. Nathan Parker’s house.”
and in which the church
At an adjourment of the meeting noted of said Class bills should have the same
in
held after the church was organized
and Roundy above, held April 9, 1792, “Voted, That last deducted from said tax.”
177.'. ten years after Wood
At an adjourned meeting held Septemand built their log vote respecting where the meeting house
Hrst landed in town
should stand should
^e reconsidered. ber 0, 1792, it was “Voted, Covings of the
cabins on the island near the Fore Falls,
Voted, That the meeting house should meeting house to have what is called a
nowcslled Mill island.
stand at or near where the Timber hauled double ComUth only the weather boards
just where the meeting house in the
to have a single Cornish the Window
for building said meeting house lays.”
Tide Mill district was located, cannot now
At the second adjournment of this meet- frames to be made of thick boards with a
bedeterminrd, as traces of it have not been
“Voted large stool and Crown the sash s to be a
ing at 2 o’clock p. in., April,
preserved, but mention of town meetings That the following articles 1792,
should take size larger than the common Sashes.
being held in it and of repairs to it are
for framing, board“Voted, That the selectmen be empowfound noted in the town records. The place, vis:—Proposals
March meet- ing and shingling and underpinning the ered to procure the Crowns for the Winfirst mention of it was at the
dows of the meeting house.’*
when “The meet- meeting house.
ing of the town iu 1772,
At a mtcling of the town held Nov“1st. the selectmen shall be empowered
is to be si the uteetadjournment
ing by
in May, at 3 to hire a Master workman on as reason- ember 2, 1792. it was “Voted, That the
first
the
Monday
house,
ing
able terms as they can to be paid out of Windows and Doors of the meeting house
o'clock in the afternoon”.
should be boarded up this fall.
the Town treasury.
■The settlement of the town grew in
“2d. The Selectmen shall with the ad“Voted, That the Studds of the meetNeck
from
the
and
and
spread
numbers
vice of the Master workman, fix upon the ing house for the Windows should be alhead
of
the
the
to
dis.ricts
Mill
bay
Tidi
number of men necessary to carry on the tered so as to admit Sashes of 24 squares
and beyond, so that the first meeting
each of 8 by 10 glass.
work of said building.
even
if
of
not
was
located,
centrally
bou«i
“3d. The Selectmen shall then proceed
“Voted, That the Selectmen should prothe
and
to
convene
size
people,
sufficient
to divide the town Into as many Classes ns cure four thousand feet of clear boards for
it
new
for
meetan
agitation
there began
shall think will best convene the the meeting house.”
ing house to be built nearer the centre of they
There is nothing in the record to show
and shall apportion to each Class,
people,
town.
the
to their valuation, one or more the date of raising the meeting house, but
At the annual meeting of the town held agreeable
the later records quoted make it quite
men for the time being and service necesApril 5, 17B0, it was “Voted, That the
clear that it took place some time between
w ith the valuation of the same.
meeting house should be on the main road sary
“4th. The Selectmen shall be empowAugust and November of 1792. Tradition
at the north end of Mr. Obed Johnson's
ered to Issue their Warrant to the Con- states that every man, woman and child
Lot A tbst the school house should be near
stable to notify the said Classes their pro- of the town was at the raising. And it
it”.
of the workmen and the time and has been said that a great inducement for
At s town meeting held October 4, 17S0, jwrtion
their being present was the entertainment
miu iircii must tin
in* tu rrvcnc
iuv
“Voted, not to procure materials for buildprovided for the occasion at the town’s
directions of the Master workman.
ing a meeting house. Voted, not to choose
“5th. Th? several Classes shall be ob- expense, including the barrel of rum.
s committee to procure a
meeting house
f I'o be continued
liged to make a return to the Selectmen of
the persons, names they have chosen ft r
At a meeting of the town held April 25,
said purpos 8 days before the time set ft r
Winter Decorations.
1791, it was “Voted, that the vote paeeed
beginning sail work, and the Selectmen
It is an easy matter for the home florist
at their meeting April 5, 1790, respecting
shall
be
to
or
empowered
accept
object to have attractive bits of green in her
where the meeting house should stand, be
as they shall think best
rooms during th- winter season at little
recon side red.
Voted, That the meeting against the same
the
answers
public good.
house should stand either on the road
expense and trouble by the exercise of a
If
of
u6tb.
the
classes
shall
refuse
any
moderate amount of ingenuity.
leading to John Gibbaon’s, or on Obed
For instance, by taking a good-sized
Johnson's land, or near Mile-mark hill. or neglect to comply with the foregoing
the
Selectmen
have
power to carrot or sweet potato, removing a portion
Voted, That the meeting house should Articles,
Constable
direct
the
to
collect
the
amount
of the inside, and leaving a wall about an
stand near Obed Johnson's.
“Voted, That the meeting house should of the same with additional expenses their inch thick, filling the cavity with water
or
refusal
may occasion in the and suspending the vegetable with cords,
be fifty feet long and forty feet wide. neglect
manner as other taxes are collected
Voted, That a hundred pounds should be same
upturning sprays of green will sprout
on
or
before
the
expiration of one from the bottom and cover the sides
raised on the town for the purpose of
month after the work begins, and the within a short
building the meeting house. Voted, That
period. These can be made
h committee should be chosen
to procure Selectmen shall hire such persons and for more attractive by placing any convenient
blossoms in the natural basket, the whole
materials to build said meeting houae and such time as will make good said deforming a floral decoration that is very
inspect the same, also to fix on the spot ficiency.
“7th. The Master workman shall be
where said meeting house will stand.
unique and pretty.
Voted, That the committee should con- furnished with a list of the men who are
Something equally pretty can be made
sist of five persons. Voted, That the to be under his direction and he shall by
suspending an acorn by a thread
within half an inch of the water in a hyafollowing persons should compose said mark the men deficient as to time and cinth
glass. The acorn will open within a
labor and the Class to which he belongs
com nit tee, Daniel Bpofford, John Peters,
few months, throwing out a root and
Col. Nathan Parker, Robert Parker and shall be obliged to make good such de- shooting upward with sttaight and taperficiency.
ing stems, on which green leaves will
Capt. Joseph Wood.
shortly appear.
“8th. The under workmen shall be
“Voted, That the town should appear
These decorations need not necessarily
set at four shillings per day.
on the spot where the meeting house is to
be confined to acorns, carrots and sweet
That each man so accepted by the
“9th.
the
first
in
June
in
potatoes. Experiments of this kind with
stand,
next,
Tuesday
order to clear the same if fair weather, if Selectmen shall continue with the Master other vegetables will produce results quite
as satisfactory.
not, the next fair day. Voted, That the workman until the business for which he
committee appointed to procure materials is sent shall be completed.
ilBijtttizcmtnta.
“Voted. That the building of the meetto build a meeting house should be the
committee to carry the foregoing votes ing house should be commenced the beginning of tne second week in May Next.
into execution.
“Blue Hill, May 23,1791. The Freehold- Voted, That a Committee be appointed to
ers
A
other Inhabitants of the town retire and bring in a report of the sum
having met at Col. Nathan Parker’s, agree- necessary for building the meeting house.
Mb. Danikl Spopford,
able to the Warrant of the 9th inst., proThat’s what a
Mr. John roundy.
ceeded to the following business, viz.:
Mr.
Edward
said of Scott’s
1st. John Roundy chosen Moderator to
carlkton,
Committee for the above purpose.
said meeting.
2nd. Voted, That the
a
short time
Emulsion
votes passed at the last meeting
The committee reported fifty pounds.
respecting
As a rule we don’t
where the meeting house should stand
At a meeting of the town held May 7, ago.
should lie reconsidered. Voted, That the 1792, “Voted, that the proposed method of
use or refer to testimonials
meeting house should stand about twenty having a Porch in front of the meeting
the
house be altered. Voted, not to have two in
Porches to the meeting house. Voted,
JSrtiical.
and
remark
the
above
but
That there should be one Porch at the east
end of the meeting house.
are
similar

WifiSr
prominent

iruggist

addressing

Women s Woes.

“Whereas a number of Persons having
subscribed to furnish timber sufficient to
Grateful EII*worth Women Tell of build an additional Porch at the west end
of the meeting house, Voted, That the
the Easiest Way to Escape Them.
same be built in like manner as the one
When the back aches and throbs—when already voted at the east end of the meethousework is torture—when night brings ing house.
no
rest, no sleep—w hen urinary disorders
“Voted, That necessary riggingjshould
set in, woman’s lot is a
weary one. There’s be provided to raise the meeting-house.
* w*y to
Doan’s Kid- Voted, That a person should be appointed
escape these woes.
ney Pills cure such Ills. Have cured wo- to provide said rigging. Voted, That
men here in Ellsworth.
This
is one Capt. Joshua Horton be empowered to
woman’s testimony:
procure said rigging. Voted, That an
Mrs. John C. Nleader, living at West entertainment should be
madejfor raising
Ellsworth, Me., says: “I was so pleased the meeting house at the town’s expense.
with the benefits derived from the use of
“Voted, That the selectmen be eml*»n’s Kidney Pills in the spring of 1902, powered to procure one barrel of rum,
that 1 gave a testimonial at that time re- also molasses and
sugar sufficient for
commending them. For several years my framing and raising the meetingflhouse.
hack was weak and sore and I found it
“Voted, That the selectmen be emdifficult to stoop or get up or down from powered to assess the several classes here» chair,
l had such pains in my kidneys tofore established to send their
proportion
»t times that
they felt like thrusts of a of provisions for the proposed entertainfcnife, and the pains often extended up ment. Voted that two men should be
through my shoulders. There was irreg- appointed to receive the said provisions.
ular action of the secretions which caused
“Eben Floyd, Mr. Jona Darling, Chosen
me much
inconvenience, and though I said Committee.”
doctored and used different medicines,
“Voted, That those classes who do not
nothing did me much good until I got send their proportion of provisions shall
^n’s Kidney Pills at E. G. Moore’s be assessed the amount of the same ih
drug store. It required but a short use of Money which shall be collected in like
the
remedy to free me from the pain and manner with other taxes, and they shall
to correct the
other kidney difficulties. give notice thereof before said raising
My daughter complained of having pains whether the^will send the same or not.
*u her
back, and as I had some Doan’s
“Voted, That the Selectmen be empowKidney Pills in the house at that time, I ereo to procure such Persons as'they shall
gave her some.
She, like myself, received think will best answer to lay the foundamuch benefit. I can
say that in my case tion of the meeting house, and shall be
the cure has been
permanent, as I have empowered to deduct the same out of their
not required the use of
any kidney rem- next Class bill for boarding, provided it
edy during the two and a half years should exceed their present proportion of
which have elapeed since I used them.
work on said meeting house.”
For sale by all dealers. »Price 60 cents.
At a meeting of the town held August
Foster-Mil burn Co., Buffalo, N. Y., sole 27, 1792, it was “Voted, That the committee
**ent# for the United States.
appointed to provide materials for buildRemember the name—Doan's—and take ing the meeting house be desired to im•
uo other.
mediately report to the selectmen the

public,

expressions

made so often in connection with Scott’s Emulsion
that they are worthy of
occasional note. F rom
infancy to old age Scott’s
Emulsion offers a reliable
means of remedying improper and weak development, restoring lost flesh
and vitality, and repairing
waste. The action of
Scott’s Emulsion is no
more of a secret than the
composition of the Emulsion itself. What it does
it does through nourishment—the kind of nourishment that cannot be obtained in ordinary food.
No system is too weak or
delicate to retain Scott’s
Emulsion and gather good
from it.
Wt will acnd

umple

you

tree.

Be sure that this picture in the
form of s label la on the wrapper
of every bottle of Emulsion you

1

buy.

scon k BOWNE
Chemists
409 Pari St.. R- T.

>
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Work!

Work!!

Work!!!

Lots of energy is needed to keep up the pace. In
the struggle, the man with the strong body and clear
brain wins out every time.
The

man of to-day needs something more than
food; he needs a food that makes energy—a food

mere

work

to

on.

Although some people may not realize it, yet it is
fact, proved and established beyond doubt, that soda
crackers—and this means Uneeda BiSCUlt— are
richer in muscle and fat-making elements and have a
much higher per cent of tissue-building properties
a

than any other article of food made from flour.
That this is becoming known more and more every
day is attested by the sale of nearly 400,000,000 packages of Uneeda Biscuit » the finest soda cracker
ever baked.
An energy-giving food of surpassing
value—sold in a package which brings it to you with
all the original flavor and nutriment perfectly preserved. Truly the food to loork on.
Whoever you are—whatever you are—wherever

work—Uneeda Biscuit.

you

NATIONAL BISCUIT COMPANY
/

ELLSWORTH MARKETS.
Further Drop In Eggs- Sugar
Will be Higher.
There have been few price changes in
the Ellsworth markets this week. Eggs
have taken a still further drop, 25 cents
Still

being

ruling price, though
asking more.

the

ers are

Potatoes offer

this week.
has

curious

a

contradiction

prevailing price is, as
several weeks, 75 cents

for

it

Through

a

selling

at 5 cents

having

And with but

Kansas City

gone

up to 5*4.
Th* quotations below give the range of |
retail prices in Ellsworth.
Country Produce.

and

Omaha.

Reclining Chair Cars, Seals FREE.
Privilege of Stopping Off for Ten Days at Niagara Falls.

Cheese.

factory (new) per ft.i«a‘
beat dairy (new)...U
*
I’utcli (Imported).
nest

H.B.feCUUUK,G.E.A.,a87B'w>riST.
O S

s«*ufchatel.

laid, per doz

change to

Connections made with Tourist Cars for Loe Angeles, San Francisco and other
Pacific Coast points, daily.

28fl30
l>*try. —.'i<« 25 j

Ktres.
fresh

one

Tourist cars erery Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday, from Boston to
Chicago,
which New York passengers can take at Rotterdam Junction, New York.

r.-Minery ye* a.

<

Car Service is operated between

NewYork, Boston and Chicago and StXouis

bushel, but this wfeek one dealer makes a
reduction of 5 cents on this price, while
others have advanced 5 cents.
Sugar is a little higher, dealers who
have been

Flag”

Wabash R. R.

deal-

some

The

been

“Follow the

J.D.MoSBATB, S.IJ-.A.,
CBABI, a.P.*T<A„ St. Louid, Ho.

lTOWulungtonSt

Bodtdo.

?5 § 28

Poultry.
18 422
27
16

( nlcken*.

Turkeys..
fowl.

KITTERY TO CARIBOU.

..

....

The store of H. M. Mean and blacksmith
shop of R. B. Sherman at Clinton were

Hay.
11 4

feat loose, per ton.
R&ied.

2
...lb

Baled.!

burned Friday. Loss on store, fl,000; on
shop, f1,000.
Frank McNulty, aged twenty-six years,
of St. John, N. B., was caught in the
shafting at the Blanchard Lumber Co.’s
mill, Portage Lake, Tuesday of last week,

411
If

8

Vegetables.
Pnimof*. hit
Celery, bunch
lettuce,
Squash, ft
iurutpe, n>

708^0 Onions, lb

01
'3
02^
<2
05

Beets, lb
cabbage. tt»
03 Carrots, lb
1* Parsnips, lb
Spinach, yk
SO
16

and

Yellowieyo
JPea,

12 81*
25 a

5

30

Apple*,(oooklng)pk
2'<jS0
A

pples, (table)pk 40 j«a

Groceries.

Coffee—per ft
Rio,
M h ha,
Java,
Tea—p« r ft—
Japan,
Oolong,

.160.25
Vt

35

450.65
.300 65

Sugar—per ft—
Granulated,
$05*
Coffee—A A B,
05*
Yellow, C
08
P» wdcred,
8lo
Molasses per gal—
.35
Havana.
.50
Porto Rico,

Syrup,

.06 9 -06
Rice, per ft
Vinegar, iral
2C325
or
Cracked wheat,
.04
Oatmeal, per lb
.20
Buckwheat, pkg
.04
Graham,
.01
Rye meal,
Granulated meal, ft
OH—per gal—
654 73
Linseed,
12
Kerosene,

.00

Meat* and Provision*.

Pork, ft.
Steak, ft
Cbop,

Beef, ft:
Boasts.
»'<*rnea.

Tongues,
ripe,
Veal:

Steak,
Boasts,

18

.05*08
25

Salt

18
15
lHg.22
I*
1. <j2o
10

Lard,

10312

Ham. per

Shoulder,

ft

erations

C5
Tongues, each
Spring lamb, 12 325

Halibut,

Ovnters, qt
Clams, qt

on

his

own

by

account.

Treat Whitehouse, of Portland,
whose nomination to be the United States
Robert

Fresh Pish,
00 Scallop-*, qt
OS Lobsters, ft
12*18 Smelts, lb
50 Shrimps, qt
20
Fuel.

attorney for the district of Maine, was
sent to the Senate last week by Pres.
Roosevelt,is the son of Justice W. P. Whitehouse of the supreme court. Mr. Whitehouse was born at Augusta in 1870, graduated from Harvard in 1891, and took a threeyears’ course in the Harvard law school.

Coal—per ton—
Wood—psr cord
7 50
Broken,
Dry hard, 5 00§6 50
750
Stove,
SOOfSOO
Dry soft,
7 50
Roundings per load
1 00*1 25
7 5»‘
5.00
Blacksmith’s
70
Buttings, hard
and
Feed.
Grain
Flour,
48 g50
Oats, bu
Flour—per bbl—
5 0010 00 Shorts—bag—1.20# 25
Corn,100ft bag 1 2U 3125 Mixed feed, bar,
12531 3
Corn meal.bag 120 #125 Middlings,bag l 30#1 40
Cracked corn, 120^125 Cotton seed meal, 1 05

SR

REGARDING WEIGHTS AND MEASURES.
bushel of Liverpool salt shall weigh 60
pounds, and a bushel of Turk’s Island salt shall
weigh 7# pounds.
The standard weight of a bushel of potatoes
In good order and lit for shipping, Is 60 pounds,
of apples, 44 pou nds.
The standard weight of a bushel of beans In
good order and fit for shipping, Is 62 pounds;
of wheat, beets, ruta baga turnips sad peas, 60
pounds, of corn, 5# pounds; of onions, 52
pounds; of carrots, Vngllsh turnips, rye and
Indian mesl, 50 pounds; of parsnips, 45 pounds;
of barley and buckwheat, 48 pounds; of oats,
32 pounds, or even measure as by agreement.

and tear.

the

op-

years

•10t.lt

Lamb

Cod,
Ha* Mock,

wear

How is it, asks the Washington Sfar,
that we see such men as Lord Palmerston

growing old in harness, working on viggrand orously to the end? Mainly through
jury in Kennebec county. Mrs. Cooper is equanimity of temper and habitual cheercharged with shooting Charles J. Northy, fulness. They have educated themselves
jr., of North Whitetield, at her home on in the habit of endurance, of not being
Oct. 10 last.
easily provoked, of bearing and forebe&rThe residence of A. S. Farnsworth at ing, of hearing harsh and even unjust
Pembroke was damaged by fire to the exthings said of them without indulging in
tent of |4,000 Tuesday of last week. On due resentment, and avoiding worrying,
the following day the fire again broke out, petty and self-tormenting cares.
An intimate friend of Lord Palmerston,
completing the destruction of the buildwho observed him
closely for twenty
ing. Loss, $8,000.
has said that he never saw him
Maj. William P. Jordan, aged seventy- years,
with perhaps one exception, and
five, one of the veteran officers of the 1st, angry,
that was when the ministry responsible
10th and 29th Maine volunteer regiments,
for the calamity in Afghanistan, of which
and for the past thirty-one years head
he was one, was unjustly accused by their
clerk in the general delivery office of the
opponents of falsehood, perjury and wilPortland postoffice, died Wednesday.
ful mutilation of public documents.
So
Wentworth Maxfield, for many years a
far as can be learned from biography, men
prominent lumberman on the Penobscot, of the
greatest genius have been for the
died at his home in Bangor Thursday,
most part cheerful, contented men-not
aged sixty-seven years. He was at various
eager for reputation, money or power—
times associated with 9. C. Higgins, Sambut relishing life, and keenly susceptible
uel Lowe, F. V. Buzzell and L. A. Buzzell,
of enjoyment, as we find reflected in th^ir
conducted large
and in recent
has been indicted for murder

12 «J15
r

Fruit.
Cranberries, qt
Oranges, doz
Lemons doz

it, involving constant

Mrs. Alice F. Cooper, of South Windsor,

50

Beane—perqt-*

whirled to his death.

Cheerfulness of Great Men.
Cheerfulness is an excellent wearing
quality. It has been called the bright
weather of the heart.
It gives harmony
of soul, and is a perpetual song without
words. Ii is tantamount to repuse.
It
enables nature to recruit its strength;
whereas worry and discontent debilitate

Patents have been granted to Maine inas follows:
Leroy A. Berry, Hart-

ventors

ford, smoothing and polishing machine;
Herbert A. Crommett, Patten, sash-balance; Frederick H. Ramsdell, Waterville,
locomotive-pedestal; John J. Shannon,
Bangor, lifting-jack; John Thenser, Caribou, adjustable stilt; Elmer C. Woodworth, Deer Isle, purifier for gas.

LAW

A

;

|
j

The four-masted schooner Helen B.
Crosby, the eleventh and the largest fourmaster in the Crosby fleet, was launched
at Bath last Wednesday. The schooner
will be commanded by Capt. Chester T.
Wallace, of Bath. She was built for the
general coastwise trade with a capacity
of 2,700 tons, and cost about |90,000. The
principal dimensions are: Length, 227.3
feet; breadth, 42.3 feet; depth, 24.3 feet.
The gross tonnage is 1,776.
I

works.

Such seem to have been Hoit er, Horace,
Virgil, Montaigne, Shakespeare and Cervantes.
Healthy, serene cheerfulness is
apparent in their great creations. Among

the

class of cheerful-minded men
be mentioned Luther, Moore,
Bacon, Leonardo da Vinci, Raphael and
Michael Angelo.
Perhaps they were
happy because constantly occupied, and
in the pleasantest of all work—that of
creating out of the fullness and richness
of their great minds.
same

may

also

3U>bertissnntnta.

Nasal

CATARRH
In all its

stages.

Ely’s Cream Balm

cleanses, soothes and heats
the diseased membrane.
It cures catarrh and drives
away a cold In the head

quickly.
Cream Balm is placed Into the nh&rils, spreads
the membrane and is absorbed. Relief U immediate and a cure follows. It is not drying—does
not produce sneezing. Large Size, 50 cents at
Druggists or by mail; Trial Size, 10 cents.
over

EL Y_ BROTHERS, 50

Warren Street, New York.
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00 a

year, $1.00 for six

if paid
.V) cents tor three months;
strictly In advance, $1 SO, 75 and :fc* cents
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Ok rate of $2 per year.
Advertising Kates Are
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maite anown on

Harbor, to cost not

Bar

reasonable, and will
application.

Business communications should be addressed
all money orders made payable to Tint
Ells
«A»n».:K
UOUNTY PUBLISHING tO.,
9vr\)i Maine.

more

Well,

sit*.

175,000, exclusive of
building will do!

OANCOCK COUNTY PUBLISHING CO.
F. W. Rollins. Editor and Manager.
W. H. TITUS, Associate Editor.

«abKnptlon Pric-*—$2

hopes its long-needed post-

Bar Harbor

Maine Fish

jffice building will soon materialize.
Congressman Burleigh has introduced a
bill calling for a new postoffice building
at

AT

ELLSWORTH, MAINE.

FROM WASH INGTOJI.

COUNTY GOSSIP.

£ i)r €llsiuoith American.

a

varieties of fish at

Lorica” Cox, of West Harrington,
celebrated her 106th birthday on Jan. 13.
She is the senior of “Aunt Salome’’ Sellers
of Deer Isle, by nine months and two days,
made for her that she is
out the claim
the only woman living in New England
who has lived in three centuries will not
hold. “Aunt Salome” also has lived in
three centuries, having been born on Oct.
the last year of the eighteenth
the same year “Aunt I^orica" was

born.

_

which demonstrated quite forcibly

week

completeness

the

Commissioner Bowers stated to-day that
he has 12,000 egg-bearing lobsters impounded at Booth bay Harbor, from which
he expects to secure 200,000,000 eggs to be
hatched during the coming summer.
Most of the lobster fry therefrom will be
distributed along the Maine coast. That

letter office last

the dead

letter from

The letter

of

service.

postal

the

mailed at Castine June

was

16,

Seattle, WashingFrom there it was forwarded to Vic-

parties

addressed to
ton.

a:

toria, B. C., thenci to Manila, from there
to Hong Kong, Cnina, and not finding the

lobster meat.

the writer at Cast

Maine.

IVIOON’S
^Quarter
Ful

1

a.tn.

ift

11:37
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Q^Moon

Third

fr
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of the

0:05

though living coat n telly together, steep
every night, the man in Ellsworth and his

The

in

Three

Surry.

man

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 17, 1906.

was

like

anything

is

on?
over

not true.

west

corner.”

youngest

Stetson;

H.

apprentice,

Brunswick

bellows

L.

man,

Day;
T.

H.

jp-_

reporter of the Kenne-

Reports

show the

society

prosperous condition.

to be in

It has

built

very

large
barn; repaired the

and commodious cattle
sheds and horse-stalls; made a tine stone
roller, and made other improvements in

Two

Boys

at

Deer

Isle

Lose

Lives

Scalloping.
Lewis Stinson, aged sixteen, and William Thompson, aged nineteen, both of
the last year to the amount of over $1,200.
Sunshine, Deer Isle, were drowned Friday,
Bills are all paid, and there is in the treasJan. 5, by the overturning of their boat,
ury between $390 and $400.
a *‘peapod”, while scalloping.
There has been paid to exhibitors at the
There were no witnesses to the accident.
last fair £120.80, and for trotting horses,
The young men went ont in the morning,
9^87.50. This speaks well for the manage- and failed to return at
night. Search was
ment.
made, and the following day the boat,
It would interest anyone to be in the
upside down and anchored by the drag,
treasurer’s office about two weeks
after

the fair and

see

the smiling faces of the

many exhibitors who won premiums pass
their orders and promptly receive a check
from the treasurer, who always has a smile
to go with the check.
All are made to feel that their efforts
to make attractive exhibits at the fair
are

appreciated,

to make

a

their stock
make

a

and

they

strenuous

go home resolved
effort to improve

and produce so that they
exhibit at the next fair.

can

Harry

While

was

found

near

Stinson's

Gibson's island.

body

found

<vas

on

the shore

island. There was no water in the
lungs, and the supposition is that he succeeded in reaching shore where he died of
exhaustion or exposure. The body of
of the

Thompson
Stinson

was

was

Thompson
Thompson.
and

not recovered.

the

son

was

the

son

of

Stinson,
Alden

the

alone and when he did he would
neck”. Continuing, Scott
said what troubled him was that he “did
not kill the two ^ -v
Adams and Sawyer
at the same time he killed Coakley.”
room

“break his

——

—

Yon may say the right word in the
wrong tone, you fluty preach the gospel
as if It w'ere a curse.
Joseph Parker
If you want learning von must work for
d U
it.—J. G. Holland.

Cherry field’s Oldest Citizen Dead.
“Uncle Aaron” Leighton, of Cherryfleld,
aged ninety-eight years, died last Wednesday at the home of his soji, Ccffin 8.
Leighton, in Cambridge, Maes., where fee
was spending the winter.
Ton will want Flowers sometime!
MAR HARBOR
year 'round.

MOSES, FLORIST,
Open all the

|

has

been

The

repairs

collecting

of

same

equip$1,344.27.
collecting

coat

repairs

(Kinds and
|1,167.93.

Both Senator

j

buildings

The maintenance of

year.

to

the

in the third

streams

j

trict.
tion

1

and
cost

same

congressional

dis-

Thee continuance of this distribu-

responsible

for several years is

for

the good sport fishermen find nowadays in
that section of the State.
Others of'the
| Maine delegation, too, have looked after
\ other localities in the State. There will
undoubtedly be a large distribution of
j fish from the government’s propagating
; stations the
coming season. The work has
; to be
kept up annually to prevent the

i

depletion

of the

supply.

Gov. Burleigh has been given important
assignments in the organization of the
House
committee.
public
buildings
Speaker Cannon has been considering the
imount of money to be spared for
buildings this year, and it has been
well

agreed that

measure

shall

; ^5.000,000

more

bill

|

reported

the total for

than

to the

was

pretty

which

allowed

House,

public

omnibus

an

fl5,000,000,

be

but not

on

is
the

passed

at the last session.

af

buildiug legislation

»s

and of the

needs

different' localities.
Then there is

a

No. 2, whose

sub-committee,
members

farther

are

!

home.

from

away
whom

the New York
He will be the man
New Kngland members will seek out
to further their public building projects.
One of the hardest tights Maine ship-

|

and

ping

participated

interests have

known

in the

order

named

Every January Reduction Sale of tlie past, and they have been
notable enough, is to in* excelled— that certainly is shown in the variety
of the merchandise, the soundness of the qualities offered, the marvellous cheapness of the most desirable kinds. Uargains press forward
from every section of the store—nothing shall l>e left behind if price
will sell it. >o goods will be charged during this sale. All goods sold
strictly for cash.

SUITS, COATS, SKIRTS.

in here

years has been that of the past two
weeks on the bill to abolish compulsory

REMARKABLE REDUCTIONS.

for

pilotage

sailing

for

The bill

ports.

vessels in

Take your choice of I .Julies' Suits, regardless of former cost at JM.HN
Coats at *2.5>H, *4.»H at *7.4H.
-.1 per cent, reduction on Dress Skirts.
Misses' arul Children's Garments, a reduction of 113 1-B per cent.

southern

early in
by Representative Littlefield,
had the earnest support of Repre-

who has

was

reintroduced

Burleigh and other members of

sentative

delegation.

the Maine

Such

a

KIMONOS. DRESSING SACKS AND WRAPPERS.

bill has been

the House for years, but it was only
in the last Congress that it was favorably
reported. The action, however, came too
late to permit of action in the Senate and
House. This time the Maine men decided
to get the bill reported early, with the
idea that they would be more successful in
before

Representative securing

Hale and

!

the session

maintenance of

to the

items in the omnibus bill

for all New Kngland and New York, and
also for several other states and territories,
that

♦ 1.00 Flannelette nr Percale
••
*•
I.S.’i

We have

Fcnneily as postmaster at Bar
for a four-years’ term. The salary
a

»»c

••

••

#1.2:*
JV5c
7rtc
*1.12

•*
"

Eiderdown Dressing Sacks, ♦l.oo,
*’
'*
♦1.50,
•'
12.00,

William

|2,500

Wrappers fet 79e

50c Kimono Sacks, at

the endorsement of Gov. Burleigh,
President Roosevelt this week reappointed

is

••

♦l.oo
1.50

On

Harbor

*•

l.so

law.

a

REDUCTION SALE YOU

KNOW SO WELL BEGINS.

These assignments mean that Gov.
Burleigh will have a large say about the

public building

WI8E BUYERS, BE EARLY!

THE GOOD OLD-FASHIONED JANUARY

adjourns.

gress

now

rtHc

••

9Hc
1.4H

long Kimonos anil Hath Hobes which

some

we

offer at

Women*!! I ui-liiml Coals, back kmadcloth covering
educed from $27.50
#.tl AO
red need from
* I 7.98
**
•*
*■
••
.set 7.50
*.•».<*>
*37.50

t».00

one-third of former

price.

year.

FURS REDUCED.

OBITUARY.

—

WILLIAM

P.

JOY.

William P. Joy, son of the late Nathaniel
A. Joy, of this city, died Dec. 16, in New
York city, of dropsy. The interment was
on Dec. 20 at Fairlawn cemetery in Westchester county. The floral tributes were
numerous and beautiful from friends who
knew him and loved him. He was about

Muffs, scarf- and small furs

of funner |uice
We have liad

time

located at

was

Joy

leaves

one

Quickstep

H-YuO

reduction of oue-lhird 10 one-lialf

of a Great

are

left will

Clearing Sale.

Greatly Reduced.
There are some

WAISTINGS.
A lot of white Mercerized
from $1.50 and $2.Uu.

Waist Patterns at 70 cb, reduced

Minneapolis,

a

A bona fide clearance.

brothel’

Beauty is born In the blo<*d. Beaut v |. more
Ihao “skin deep." H I* blood deep
When the
blood is tainted by dl«cn«<* the flesh will feel It
anti Ihe skin will show li.
Sallow «>r nm^dv
s ami crupMon#
complexion*, pimples.
are
only the surface elan- of Impure
Fare washes. 1 •tlons, completion powders, m «y
.not cure the dtii
palliate the evils but limy
•ase
The only cure 1-to humne the Mood of
the poisonous metier which Is 'he c*u«e of the
outbreak In the flesh am« skin
Impure blood
can be
absolutely punfl.-d i.y the use of l>r.
PI* roe’s Golden MedtonI l»‘fcove-y. Its effect*
on flesh nnd skin 1* marked. Soie- heal and
disappear The skin Incomes smooth, and re
gain* Its natural color. The eye* Inlghtm and
sparkle, the who e body 1* rsdl*nt with the
brUhtne*B and beauty of health
"tioldeu
Medical
Discovert” contain*
no
alcohol,
whisky or other Intoxicant, and U absolutely
free from opium, cocaine and other narcotic#.
The use of Dr. I'lerco** Plea-**n? Pellet* assbta
the action of the ••Discovery," by cleansing the
sy tern of Hogging matter

Out the Black and Colored Dress Ooods.

Clearing

widow, but no chilFred P., Who lives
dren,
in Boston, and two sisters Margaret PM
(whose first husband, Capt. William Par- ;
ker, died early in the Civil war) wife of a
Mr. Campbell, of Steubenville. Ohio, and
Frances, widow of Sewall W. Perkins, j
who is now living in Melrose, Mass.
also

a

We offer all of our fall wool Wuhtts at 50 eta.
among them sold as high as tJ.vu.

Minn.
Mr.

at

fur business, ami iiotv ail til t

Waists

Ellsworth.
He was an
attorney by profession. Hewasa brilliant
scholarand a fluent speaker. In the early
70s he ran for governor of Maine on the
prohibition ticket.
He went VV’est many years ago, and for
older residents of

some

big

a

March Out to the

sixty-four years of age.
Mr. Joy will be well remembered by the

Price surprises in your favor.

turns have been more radical Ilian
Our

50c dress

**

goods

at lt5c and

39c
59c
70e
ifii.li>

75c

1.6b

EMBROIDERIES
1

•See our

and LACES

bargains

■■

yard;

REDUCED.

at Ac and 10c per yard.

The Biggest Bargain In Silks.
at 59c per

Our redm

ever.

>1.00

*•*

About r. dress |.a:
terns of Foulard Silks

reduced from "fie.

UNDERWEAR.
We have several small lots of Misses', Children's
I'nderaear which we close at a reduction.

and Ladies'

are:
Burleigh, of Maine; Conner,
j
Wash Dress Goods Reduced.
Iowa; Minor, of Wisconsin; Bankhead,
A lot of fine Scotch Ginghams, the 10c kind, reduced to 9 1-3
af Alabama, and Brantley, of Georgia.
It
12 l-2c Percales at 9 l-2c.
15c Dimities and Lawns 9 1.2c.
bas jurisdiction over all public building
bills originating in New' England, AlaALL STAPLE DKV GOODS REDUCED.
bama and Oh^o.
Everything in the store will go at iUrfrked-<lown prices
There is still another sub-committee,
known as No. 5, with which Gov. BurSpecial Notices.
leigh will sit. Its members in the order
named are:
Martin, of South Dakota; ANNUAL STOCKHOLDERS’ MEETING.
annual meeting of the stockholders of
Burleigh, of Maine; Andrus, of New York;
the Bar Harbor and Union River Power
Johnson, of South Carolina; and Bowers, THE
Company will be held at the office of said
af Missouri. It has jurisdiction over bills company on Church street. Ellsworth. HanJLigal Noticw.
cock
Its.-.: .\r.:«s.
Maine, on the fourth Thursday,
ariginating in $?ew York, Oregon, Idaho, to wit,county.
the twenty fifth day of January, A. 6.
subscriber hereby gives notice that
Washington, Mississippi and the Dakotas. 1906. at 10 o’clock in the forenoon, for' the folTown
person* interested in either of ta«M*
be has been duly appointed executor
THE
t*ien Uw.f iimftf usined.
In addition to the duties already men- lowing purposes, viz.:
of the last will and test*meat 0y Margaret a.
First. To elect officers for the ensuing year
At a pruottie court held at
*nd
Ellsworth.
;ioned for committee No. 1, it has jurisSecond. To transact anv other business that Grindal, late of Penobscot, in the county of
for
the
ond
county of Hancock, on ih‘
Hancock, deceased, no bonds being required
1 id ion over public building bills coming msy properly come before said meeting.
a.
_«i®f
d.
1906.
the
January,
terms
of
said
will.
All
by
Hunky M. Hali.,
persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased THE following matters having be.
prt*
from the District of Columbia, Missouri,
C erk of said company.
a^nted for tne action
‘••reie*
are desired to
the same

af

M.

Dated this 17th

\laska, Hawaii and Porto Rico.

day

of

January. A. D.

1906.

NOTICE.

The hearings

before

the

merchant

i» hereby
Walsh, of

given that Edmond J.

GALLERT.

uim

/...•

■

This?
We oflVr One Hundred Dollars Reward for
case
of
catarrh
that
cannot be cured by
my
Hall's Catarrh Cure.
F. J. CHENEY A CO., Toledo. O.
tbe
have
We,
known
F. J.
undersigned,
Cheney for the last 15 years, and bellev* him
perfectly honorable In ail business transactions
ind financially able to carry out any obligations
hade by his firm.
Waldimg, Kinvan A Mas vim.
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
Hall's Catarrh Core is
acting
lirectly upon the blood and mucous surfaces of
;he system. Testimonials sent free.
Price 75
eau a bottle. Sold by all Druggists.
Take Hall's Family Fills for constipation.

takenlnternally,

aUrfjertittratnt*.

RTNFLETE SCHOOL FOR GIRLS
PORTLAND, MAINE.
Principe:

{J}}K,SiS?f5*a,,H,tDfc

NOTICK.
wife. Mary Jane Brown, having left me
without iust cause or provocation. I
by forbid all persons harboring or trusting her on my account, as I shall pay no bills
of her contracting after this date.
Gbobge D. Brown.
ok
Ellsworth. Dec. 90, 1905.

MY

..

r,

_

ShbertiKmmt*.

Inlays.

The most up-to-date dental
work. Crown and Bridge
Work.
Gas, Ether and
Cocaine for Painless Extraction.

H.

GREELY,
DENTIST.

Main Street,

•

Ells worth.

|

i

said

p-urp?Iti,ng lo **
of said

[

_

f

lhn J wd*2

57®f,.Cll®J^f.»Uke
*?,

^MiUoo«
Yoi^

decesMj
amottfij
hrsaj

|

ri

Porcelain

cause00**’

!

iunic0lru

—

How’s

after indicated, it is
hereby ordered that do*
lice thereof be given to all
persona lute ‘tod#
c*u*'n* • copy of this order to b pok*
py.
11 shed three weeks
iu lb*. Ell**
worth American, a successively
newspaper published if
eciiaworth, in said county, that they n-.aysp*
pear at a probate court to be he’d • 'JCi*
port, in said county, on the sixth ctyof
February, a. d. 1906. at ten of the clock in tW
aDd *** he*rd fbereou if the/ •"

Thomas W. Bowden, late of Bucksport,U
county, deceased. A certain instrument
l*1®
will and test amt*
|
deceased, together with petition tor
; probate of same, presented by Main#
llandv, the executrix named therein.
j Pbebe A. Lawson, late of Denver, Hist*01
Colorado, deceased. Petition filed by Park*
8 pofford.a legatee under
dethe will of
ceased, that the amount of collateral inb<n*
Unce tax
the estate of said deceased *
upon
determined by the Judge of
probate.
a
M*ry
Willard, late of Orlami, in
county, deceased. Petition filed by Ti>e.'dort
H. Smith, executor of the will of said
of
ceased, that the amount of collateral
Unce tax upon said estate be determined W
of ProPfite.
Richard Percy Heckscber. late of the coni*
the forenoon, and show
cause, If an*
7 the*
7
of Pennsylvania.
bare, against the same.
Petition filed byBtevens
Heckscher. execuM*
CUNNING£1AM, Judge of Probate.
will of said, deceased, that the
A true copy.
tax upon the
Attest:—T. F. Mahonky, Register.
of said deceased be determined
by the judf*
of probate.
Notice of First Msetlng of Creditors.
Edmund L.
late of Eden, in
°®url of the United States for county, deceased .First account of
the District of Maine, Hancock
D. Foeter. administrator, filed lor settlement
count*.
In the matter of
•»*
I Martin O. Rowe, late of Amherst, in
A. H. IUvaNroitT Co.
In Bankruptcy.
deceased. First and final account*
**
I
for
Bankrupt, .1
Bo,rt' »d“*nUtratrix. filed
rO the
tho rrsitiln,.
To
He meat'
creditor, ot A. H. Davenport Co., ol
in the
Willard 8. Dow. a person of unsound
county ol Hanoock end dl.trlcl
. bankrupt:
®f
■bid county. First account*
OTICB i, hereby ki.en that on the M
Burn*lun’ guardUn. filed for
day of January, a. d. IMS. the ssM
“■ “•
Co.
Jeremiah
Dareuport
was duly adjudicated
Abbott, ward, of Ellsworth.
*'■* meet [n, of iu
First account of A. F. Bunins*,
creditor, will be ueid at my office. at
90 Main fiohrdlati, filed for settlement.
(l
■treet, in Ellsworth, Maine, on the 17th
o!
day
Fc'bina, late of Penobscot.**
January, a. d. IMS. at 2 o’clock in the afterdeceased. First account of
“*d creditor. ®.,
Tapley. administrator, filed for •***
■•ivitsu,

__

thereupon

for settlepresent
ment, and all indebted thereto are requested
to make payment immediately.
Walton 0. Qbindal.
January 2. I**.

Ellsworth, has made applica
STATE OF MAINE.
committee, covering two days, NOTICE
tion to the tUate Board of Bar Examiners for
were spirited in the extreme.
Hancock sa—At the January term of the
President examination for admission to the Bar-.1 the
court held at Ellsworth, in and for
n< xt session of the Board to be held at
probate
Bangor said
fields S. Pendleton, of the Atlantic car- on the
first Tuesday of February. 1906.
county of Hancock, in the year of our
Lord one thousand nine hundred and six.
eers’ association, who lives in New York,
John B. Madioan,
CERTAIN instrument purporting to be
of
the
Board.
Secretary
aut spends much of his time on the Maine
A a copy of the last win and testament
of Richard Percy Heckscher. late of the coun*oast, and E. C. Plummer, of Bath, secreof Chester, and state of Pennsylvania, dety
tary of the carriers’ association, came here •Vr°TICB is hereby given that George B.
ceased, and of the probate thereof in said
-i-H
Hadlock.of Islesfort, has made appli- state of
<o work for the bill.
Pennsylvania, duly authenticated,
They were met by caiion to the State Board of Bar Examiners
been presented to the Judge of probate
examination for admission to the Bar at having
2apt. J. Edward O’Brien, president of the for
for our aakl county of Hancock for the
the next session of the Board to be held at
purof beiug allowed, filed muu
American pilots’ association, who has
and recorded
rccuruea in
Bangor on the first Tuesday of February, lsoi. pose
nrnnata «wtnr* nf
...J
tnP
.he probate
court of our said
county of Hanived in Washington during sessions of
John B. Madioan,
Secretary of the Board.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given to
Congress for several years, resisting all
all persons
i-v..v,u. interested therein,
inrmu, ov
by publishing
pUDllShlng
efforts to pass a bill abolishing compul8FECUL NOTICE.
aconvof
thia order
orii**r thr..
. copy of thll
three week, •
not
in
Cunleulocus Park. J In the Ellsworth American, a ucceMleely
trespass
lory pilotage fees.
newspaper
demand protection to life and property
DO
at Ellsworth, in said
printed
of HanThe southern pilots, who are able to from the countv of
Hancock, the State of cock, prior to the sixth day of county
a. d.
February,
and
the
Maine,
Unite'*
States
of
America.
1886. that they may appear at a
:ompel sailing.vessels to pay extortionate
probate
Mabv C. Fears Austin.
court then to be held at
in and
ailot fees because of antiquated law s in
for said county of Hancock,Bucksport,
at ten o’clock In
narine

__

Nominated by the Governor.
Among the nominations by Gov. Cobb
recently announced are the following in
Hancock, county:
Recorder Western Hancock municipal
court, W. A. Remick, Buck sport.
Notaries public—L. B. Deasy, Bar Harbor; Seth W. Norwood, Southwest Har-

Berwind, sentenced to be hung
on Jan. 26, are awaiting execution in the
jail at Wilmington, N. C.
Adams and Sawyer still hope for reprieve for new' trial or for commutation bor.
of sentence, but Scott has ho hope, and is
Justices of the peace—Eugene Merrill
in an ugly mood. Scott told a fellowAllen, North Sedgwick; A. Elwyn Small,
prisoner in an adjoining cell recently that Winter Harbor.
he wanted to get Ed. Capps, the jailer, in
A.

REDUCTION SALE.

—

of Charles

better

Would Kill duller.
The three mutineers of the schooner

$428.16.

was

lic

letter:

DOUBLE DROWNING.

a
a

he

To consider the bills already introduced.
Chairman Hart hold t has n^raed seven^n})j eommittees. Of these the
most
J is sub-committee No. 1 which is irupeptant
on “general legislation, rules, revision and procedure”. It reviews the recommendations
Somewhere over in Hancock county ;
:>f all the other sub-committees and virthere is a little girl, and a bright little girl i
makes up the omnibus bill.
she is too, for she not only is aware of the j tually
The members in the order of their apneeds of her town in the way of school i
pointment are: Bartholdt, of Missouri,
supplies, but has decided to secure them
of Maine, Howell, of New Jerif possible, and to that end has solicited | Burleigh,
of Alabama, and Brantley,
the assistance of the President of the j sey; Banthsad,
af Georgia. All are old members of the
United States and the governor of the
committee and familiar with general pubState, by writing the latter the following J
Journal, in prowling about Governor
Cobb’s office last week, dug out an interesting item in the shape of a letter written by a Hancock county school girl to
the governor. The Journal man says:
bee

Meeting of Hancock County
Agricultural Society.
Blush ILL, Jan. 15 (special)—At the
annual meeting of the stockholders and
directors of the Hancock county agricultural society held in Bluehill, Jan. 10, the
following officers were chosen for the enThe letter is well written for a little girl
duing year: F. P. Merrill, president; E.
jL. Osgood, vice-president; C. S. Snowman, of eleven summers, and to the point, and
•Beretary; M. P. Hinckley, treasurer; W. it is not likely that her request to Maine’s
J. Creamer, A. C. Osgood, W. H. Hinck- chief executive will be passed unnoticed.
ley, George A. Morse and John M. Snow,
Annual

Lake have been

Green Lake the cost of
fish and eggs amounted to $1,762.20 for the

_

Jan ", ibotf
Mr. Cobb:
hear Str —I am going to write you about our
school. The town is poor ami can’t get things
for it. We haven't a map. chart or dictionary.
If you could send us a map, it would help us.
I have written to the President to see if he could
send us eometnlng. Thsre Is eight boys and
four girls; two girls age Is leu, oue six and my
age is eleven. If you send anything express to
Bucksport. Will close. Your true friend.

BU KHILL FAIR.

brook and Green

at

little north- j Burleigh have been alert to the distribution of fish for stocking the lakes and

was forwarded to its owner, reaching him
fifteen years and nine months after it was
mailed, and nine years after the death of
its author.

The State house

improvements

Over at

voice, “he sleeps
in the northeast

a

Extensive repairs and

Craig

Maine stations.

of the

some one

ment and

“If

A better illustration of the love for
Maine papers are printing a story of a
the old home is not often afforded
postal card which has just reached its
than that of the remarkable reunion of destination after seven
years and nine
former Ellsworth people who met in months on the road. Deer Isle furnishes
Boston last Wednesday evening. The a story which just about doubles this.
story is briefly told in our news col- On Monday, Jan. 8, Capt. George L. Beck
umns.
It suggests the propriety of received a letter which was mailed at
keeping up that sort of tning. It is Deer Isle over fifteen years before. In
too often the custom of those living 1890 Capt. Beck was in command of the
schooner Morris W. Childs, and made a
away from the large centres- to deOn Oct. 17 his
voyage to Turk's Island.
their
but
occasions
plore
limitations,
father, the late Andrew J. Beck, who died
like this amply demonstrate that all
in 1897, mailed a letter to him, addressing
the allurements of the city cannot it in care of the American consul at Turk’s
quench the inborn love of man for the Island. The postmarks show that the lethome of his childhood.
ter was received at Turk’s Island on Nov.
14, 1890, and at the dead letter office,
whence it
The Bath Anvil is the
of Washington, Jan. 4, 1906,
Maine's weeklies, Yol. 1, No. 1, having
made its appearance on Jan. 13.
It
bids fair to succeed to the title of the
“green ’un”, as the paper founded
and conducted by the boss blacksmith
some years ago was known.
The initial number is printed on a pea-green
Its motto is “originality,
paper.
helpfulness, facts", and if it lives up
to it, it will find a sure place in its
field. It corps is sized up at
the
head of its editorial column as follows:
Workmen—owner of the smithy, E.
W. Hyde; boss blacksmith, C. D
Clarke; business blacksmith, C. 3.
Brown; Bath bellows man, F. Alfred

one

fish and eggs for the last fiscal year was
alone $5,831. The cost of fish food there

husbands,”

our

huddled up in

his wife is

n

appropriations
instrumental in securing.
At Clraig brook the cost

opinion,

his head way
corner of Ellsworth, and his feet way over
in the southwest corner of Surry, while
with

be

made with

of Ellsworth :

iressed the

ex

declared with

they
2,313

story

women

unanimously, that it
the

Average for the year of 1905,

j

part
Surry. Thus it happens that this couple

in

who read this

This week’s edition of
American is 2.250 copies.

tions for

Ellsworth and part

in

3:4,1

wife

supply

of

Hardly a year has gone by that
he has not secured substantial appropriathe rounds

and his wife is

PHASES.

9:52

o
&

the

of the best
friends of the tish-propagating stations in
Senator Hale has

me.

The story
going
State papers that just on the line between
Ellsworth and Surry, is a house so arranged that the bedroom of the farmer
Fiist

materially replenish

should

party to whom it was addressed, it was
from there sent to th3 dead letter office at
at Washington, and thence returned to

is

JANUARY

Incidentally

Postmaster Hooper of Caatine, received
a

M. GALLERT.

bies, but no exaggeration or misrepresenstations in Maine is tation is too strong for them in the comhave been determined
given by a statement United States FisL mittee- room. They
Commissioner Bowers sent up to Congress to defeat the bill by hook or by crook.
It showed that the exThey have been met in the mos; detera few days ago.
mined fashion. Their misrepresentations
penses of the Craig brook station and substations for a year amounted to $8,392.20. before the merchant marine committee
This was on the propagation of salmon. were branded as plain lies. As the southOver at Green Lake, in Hancock county, ern pilots a few years ago shrewdly got
where careful attention is paid the propa- under the protection of the American fedenlist
gation of salmon and trout, the expenses eration of labor, they have tried to
great organization
of operating the station were $4,349.58. At the power of that
Booth bay Harbor, where the government against the bill. But while the campaign
for the abolition of unjust fees is not yet
now has the largest of its looster hatcheries, the expenses for the year were over, the prospects were never so bright as
now.
It is not unlikely that the bill will
$6,440.77.
it may be remarked that become a law before the fifty-ninth Con-

f75,000

•‘Aunt

15, 1803,
century

Hatcheries—Hill to Abol-

Compulsory Pilotage.
Washington, D. C., Jan. 15 (special)—
Some idea of the extensive operations of
the government in propagating different
ish

than

abbttUannniU.

states, have hesitated at nothing
whicL would stay the legislation. They
are truthful enough when talking and associating with vessel-owners and others
interested in the bill, when meeting in
the capital corridors or in the hotel lobsouthern

r-v_.

mi#^

N„i“!d-

mentrt

credit)^’ *md k,bit ,th*

“*dS?UBty*

ennf.P'?!6 *Jelr claim,, appoint a'truit*
ssfd melting” “ "1
*•*•"•*■■*■*«»&*.
January id,

Unleaa a servant know, bis
place be
“«** not expect to
keep it.

"Stt
ilf'

cog*

CDJIHINOHAlf. Judge of said
a
A
trueoopy. Attest —T.F. MaBonby. Bef1,t#

mad.
“Two thing* make
my wile awful
are they J1’ ‘To get ready for cooend to have canWijMSMidM iheln’t ready.”
‘What

WoyOiatSoWteosM,

SENATOR HALE.
senate leader—so regarded BY BOTH PARTIES.

THE

OF
MAINE'S
SKETCH
API'BKl IAT1VB
SENIOR SENATOR BY A NKW
YORK NEWSPAPER MAN.

produced
This session of Congress
leadership in the Senate,
realignment
of the
says the Washington correspondent
Sew York Times. Mr. Gorman's virtual
disappearance has left Mr. Bailey the foremost figure on the democratic side, despite
his refusal to take the nominal chieftainbe elected to that
ship, and whoever may
to be the
position, Bailey will continue
who
really directs democratic
man
has

a

he is about the beat friend the President
has in the Senate, for his
support of
Koosevelt, where he can support him, is

Hale is

the very few men who tell
the truth to Roosevelt when
they oppose
him. The President trusts the senator
and respects him.
By virtue of his new position as leader,
he has been more at the front, and has
been obliged to deliver more speeches at
this session than ever before. But he
does not like senatorial
speechmaking and
one

of

puller,

manager

JUSTICE 8TROUT PRESIDING—TRAVERSE
JURY EMPANELED AND CASES ASSIGNED—COURT OFFICERS.

There

as

if he

never

meant to

make

—

certain

breed of Maine

men

—

speech

a

were

ATTORNEYS

j
j

i

!

TRAVERSE JURORS.

There is only

as

it

ia,

carries out the

war-

He
appearance of the rest of him.
never delivers orations.
When he is compelled to drop a few tons
of common sense into a debate, he does it
in the briefest possible
compass of sentences. While he is doing it he holds on
to the corners of his desk tightly with
both hands. He speaks with an irritating
deliberation and without emphasis.
A
sort of sandy grain runs through bis voice
which is extra dry.
He opposed the Spanish war, which was
about the most unpopular thing a man
could do. Any blatherskite could win
the halo of a patriot by whooping it up.
Hale doubtless was wrong, but his mind
was made
up in his usual deliberative,
tart ful
fashion, and when once made up
it was unchangeable.
In Maine, where they were sending men
to the front, Hale's action was resented.
But they stick in Maine to a good old
principle of giving their representatives
free rein in matters of
principle. They
look on those things as Kdmund Burke
and
Hale was re-elected. He knew,
did,
however, when he took that unpopular
ground that he was in danger of making
Maine do an almost unprecedented thing
in that State—turn down one of their
tension for re-election.

WOKK8

ihen

he

opposed

the

Philippine

He did not get so much fame out
Senator Hoar, because he did not
orations of that senator’s kind.
opposed it none the less, though
one of the senatorial
oligarchy.

war.

of it

as

deliver

But he
he

was

FIGHTS IN THE OPEN.

Hale

comes

AND THKN

here

a

PLAYS.

week before

Congress

and busies himself fixing up
policies. He plunges into work
{
and never looks up until the middle of
convenes

senatorial

February.

Then, being

a

sane man

who

health,
protect
In former years he
vacation.
would go to Virginia.
Now he knows
He goes home to Maine and
better.
plunges into the depths of a shrieking,
windy Maine winter. There he stays,
along the coast, breathing that man-making air, and comes baok refreshed and
ready for the rest of the session.
Under his leadership the Senate and the
House have grown into better relations.
his

know** how to

a

he tAkes

week’s

Speaker Cannon are very fond of
other. They are chums. Now and

supernumeraries.
lows:
Its 1

then it becomes necessary for the House to
hurl a shriek of defiance at the Senate. It
•does so w'ith Hale’s full concurrence, and
then things jog along as before.
Hale is fond of sea trips and is a true son
of the salt air. He likes to breathe it on
trips with congenial speakers and secretaries of the navy. It was on such a trip
that he offered the canal

chairmanship

to

Shonts.
"BIO, WISE,
The Senate leader is

pretty big,
a thorough

w

ise,

broad man, and yet
parWhen he has to oppoae his party it
was
case
with
the
is not with tears, as
Senator Hoar, but with his usual grimvisaged and emotionless manner and yet it
hurts him, because of his intense parhe is

tisan.

tisanship.
His

differences

with his party

w,

JUKI

Augu»lus B Foss. IlmcorK
Lewis F Gray
Itrooksvllle
Orland
Eugene Gross
John N II rrintan. Eden
J .inn t Iim
11.«(• h
I*t noii-cot
-'

...

► L FKKSUMfe.lt A H1K8

l.«i»ll l' 0'*er
F •' saraent

Trenton t

...

Gouldshmo
Deer Die
pall
John ** Htai'iia. BrooMia
I runs \ M« ck •*l«iao. Ellsworth
Frau It w Stov« r
Idumdll

Ureeiy
I

K S

is

as

EAST SURRY.

EA->TBKOOK.
Mrs. Mary Bunker is on the sick list.
David Springer, who has been seriously
ill, is gaining.

Isaiah Conary, one of the aged citizens
the town, is in very poor health.

of

Sim Blake was recently called home from
Bar Harbor by the illness of his wife.
Frank Haskell and wife are spending
the winter with Vess Bunker and wife.
John DeMeyer,a student at Bates, spent
the holiday recess withliis parents here.
Frank Lawrie, who has been suffering
from

|

I

patriot; Georg? Ochs, senior warden; Roy
Hamor, high priest; Wellington McFarland, scribe; H. Martin Clark, junior war-

| successful
[

|

j

smelt catchers.

They

are

j
|

trial

BAY VIEW ORANGE.

Wednesday, Jan. 77.
Snow vs Rovers. Sowle; King
Burner vs Reynolds. Blanchard; King
Thursday, Jan, 18.
1946 Stuart vs Abbott. Hurley; Wood.
R E
2903 Bresnahati vs Maloney.
Mason;
19 0
1936

Phillip-* vs Leonard- D A L; Bunker.
Floyd vs 1 nh Edeu. DAL, Clark ;Bui>kcr
Friday, Jan. 19.
1949 inh Franklin vs Inh Sullivan.
Kin*;

was

especially interesting

on

to learn that he has had

the ice early and late.
Mrs. Newell J. Kan?, of Surry, who has

;

paralysis,

1964
1993
20S8
9011
3032

1917

Monday, Jan. 99.
vi Allison.
DAL; Mears.
Tracy vs Allison. DAL; Mears.
Roberto ff vs Allison. Clark; Meare.
Yeaton ?k F N Bank.
HurKy. D A L;
FI field A

Joy

Cha e, Dunn.
Yeaton v* Belfast Bank. Hurley, DA L,
Chase, Dunn.
Tuesday, Jan. 93.
Crosby vs Dlx.
Smith, King; Fellow-*.
SNOW

V8.

for

supper.
After supper the following officers were
installed by State Master Gardner, assisted
by Jesse Young, of l^moine, as marshal
for the men, and Mi9s Sadie Coggins, of

Lamoine, as marshal for the women:
E. E. Smith, worthy master; S. P. McFarland, overseer; J. W. Wood, 2d, lecturer; C. S. Bowden, secretary; L. M. McFarland, treasurer; Mrs. E. M. Hall,

case of the term to be tried was
up this morning. This was an action brought by John M. Snow, of Bluehill, against C. E. Rogers, an agent for
the Wrought Iron Stove Co.
In July last Mr. Rogers, with a team,
put up at Mr. Snow's hotel in Bluehill,

to

plaintiff,

that

'he

it his headquarters for a
month or two wh;.le selling stoves in the
vicinity. On the day of his arrival he
induced Mr. Snow to allow him to set up
one of his stoves in the kitchen, agreeing,
says the plaintiff, to take it out if it did
wished to make

prove satisfactory.
On the following day Mr. Snow paid to
Mr. Rogers or to Mr. Francis, his superintendent, $55. Plaintiff says this was
Mr. Rogers oil his
money advanced to
statement that he wished it to pay freight
on a carload of stoves that had arrived
not

_

Brunswick.

&

•>

I

being

af-

be

to

mence

work

Mrs.

Maud Foss, who has been emFred Tracy’s, West Gouldsboro,
for some time, returned home Thursday.
Miss

spending

ployed

as soon as snow comes.

Bunker, w’ho has been
winter with her daughter,

Barbara
the

Schooner

Mrs. C. A. Campbell, who has been
spending two weeks with Mrs. William
Guptill at Winter Harbor, returned home
yesterday.

Several members of the J. O. U. A. M.
attended the State convention in Ellsworth last week. Among them w’ere C.
W. Sargent, E. H. Jellisou, I. W. Nash
and F. L. Trundy.
W.

H.

Lawrence,

tendent

and

formerly

Jan. 15.

Mrs.
to

Bertha Foss has gone to East brook
house for Guy Butler.

keep

Mrs. Charles Williams and daughter
June went to Bangor last w'eek.

superin-

Henry Jellison,

who has been very ill

Sullivan,
since August.

where she

has

W. P. Clarke

Jan. 15.

The friends of I. L. Wardwel! and

Monday to consult an oculist. N. R.
Collar accompanied him.
Quite a number from this part of the
last Thursday
evening, given by Prof. White.
Dallas Tracey and El win Williams have
town attended the lecture

their school wfork after
of nearly three weeks.
Jan. 15.
resumed

F. W. Wentworth

harvesting

illness

an

Mae.

has

a

crew

at

and has resumed work.

Alamoosook
Saturday night
grange
conferred the first and second degree on
candidate.

Henry and

Arthur

ice-house for Fred

Dunbar have built

Mooney,

who has

a

an

log

Toddy Pond.
Augustine Mason had his hand badly
crushed Saturday. He slipped on the ice
while unloading logs at his mill, a log falling on his hand.
cabin at

Jan. 15.

M.
_____________

We aint got no use fer dat charity—dat
de po’, befo’ a blazin’ fire, eu tells
e
Lawd ter please take keer of ’um—
Brother Dickey.

Sities

“I called on Mrs. Backbite today. My,
but she’s a dreadful gossip.” “I’d rather
you wouldn’t mix with gossips, dear. By
the way, did she say anything about anybody we know?”
Mother—I wish you would help me
with mv sweeping, dear. Daughter—How
You
can you be so unreasonable, ma?
know' I’m late as it is for my physical
culture exercises.
Let

day

seventy.

at the South

Jan. 15.

The funeral was held Fri- !
Brooksville chapel.
C.

Mexico.
Jan. 15.

New

then, learn the revelation of all
all thought to his heart: this,
namely: That the Highest dw'eils with him;
that the sources of nature are in his own
mind, if the sentiment of duty is there.
—Emerson.
man.

ana

The doctor—You would be surprised to
know how many persons merely think
they have hay fever. The professor—Yes,
but that wasn’t the.trouble with a neighbor of mine. His was a genuine case. He
had it so badly that he married a grass
*
widow.
He that 16veth a book will never want a
faithful Mend, a wholesome counsellor, a
cheerful companion, an effectual comforter.

By study, by reading, by thinking,

one

may innocently divert ana pleasantry entertain himself as in all weathers, so in
aU fortunes.—Barrow.

C.

S A RGENT VTLLE.

Calvin Billings, who has been employed
steamer Rockland is home.

on

visiting his parents.
Grindal, who has been visiting
Penobscot, has returned to the Lynn-

Hugh

Brown is

Mrs. Eva
in

J. A. Moore and wife

I Joyce and wife,
| Jan. 15.

of

visited

D^erlsle,

Moses

last week.
M.

Auc tion l« calU'i) to the* Hiiverttsenot of
the Wnyufl -t* school In this i-o-ue.
The -ohool
haw nnvie a noteworthy* record since Its rstablisbment eight years ago. Its graduates *>e lu
all th«* leading colleges for women, when- ih**y
are winning distinctions lu scholarship.
The
general course of the school comes up t > the
mine standard
of excellence as the college

iT&tory.—Advt

BO KIN.
CURTIS—At .S»*»1nw1ck, .Inn 2. to Mr and Mr*
8 i ltuan J Uurll*.a daughter
[Ruth Louise ]
DUNHAM—At stonlnaton, .Tan 10, to Mr amt
Mr* K'lvtln A Dun bam, a son.
K N E A t Brook I in, Jan 3, to Mr and Mrs
Albert Kane, a daughter.
LUNT—At Lon a Island K], Jan 7, to Mr and Mrs
Joseph VV Lunt, a daughter.
VKAZIK At Bluehlll, Jan 10, to Mr and Mrs
Ko'dlnarul M Vtazle. Jr, a daughter.
WITH A M
At Caetlne, Jan 7, to Mr and Mrs
Grover C Wltham, a son.
YOUNG—At Trenton, Jan 11, to Mr and Mrs
Krnest L Yuunu, a son.
—

SW>crtiGrtnrnt3.

TAXES! TAXES!
I

am

now

—

—

MARRIED.

week.

nature

about

work

Mrs. Abbie Wardwell was the guest of
Mrs. Daniel Rich several days the past

one

Miss Addie A. Bates is dangerously ill.
fishermen have had fair success the past week.

ife

The smelt

ice.

E. L. Pickering has recovered from his

injury

C. Orcutt’s.

w

glad to learn of their safe arrival at
Los Angeles. Owing to a snow bloc kade
they were obliged to take a route through
are

A.

Bangor

to

Monday.

ice

week.

prep
w*ent

began catting

general

manager of the
Frank Foss and Lizzie Jettison are
and Water Co.,
attending high school at Hancock.
has been in town a few days, the guest of
| Miss June Crabtree is visiting her pisP. L. Aiken and wife.
I ter, Mrs. Annie Bpratt, in Bar Harbor.
Jan. 15.
T.
! Mrs. Anna Bickford, of Winter Hai or,
OCEAN VILLE.
made a short visit at F. L. CoIbyrb l ist

employed

been

DESERT FERRY.

Frenchman’s Bay Land

Charlotte, widow of John B. Gray, |
died Jan. 10, at the home of Valerious I
the
Black, where she was boarding, aged |

past week w'lth measles, is better.
Miss Grace Woodw'orth is home from

Jen.
MT

SOUTH BROOKSVILLE.
NORTH FRANKLIN.

Grade J., Capt. Rice, has been
Point with freight for the

merchants.

E. W. Brann, in Boston, has returned

Mrs.

at

at Gouldsboro

home.

Ida Ladd is at E.

EAST ORLAND.

The first

sorry
stroke of

fected.

Allen Hall, who will harvest ice for the
company and other parties here, will com-

COUNTY XFW<*.

ROGERS.

taken

are

slight

of his face

side

one

a

been ill several

as

account

of State Master Obadiah
Gardner, of Rockland. A bountiful harvest supper was served.
The special meeting was for the purpose
of installing the officers. The fourth degree was conferred upon one candidate,
after which an adjournment was taken

of the presence

W. W. Woodw’orth

DAL.

of Will Merchant

The friends

on

Mrs. Willie Andrews.

The special meeting of Bay View grange,
Salisbury Cove, Thursday evening was
attended by a large number of patrons,

against the Belfast bank, of Belfast, which
occupied two days of the October term,
and resulted in a disagreement of the jury.
The special assigned list is as follow's:
196H
1904

his

on

months, is so far recovered
Henry Billings is yarding stave wood by
visiting her husband’s people the side of the river preparatory to drivhere. All are glad to see her.
ing it to Ellsworth in the spring for
%
The following officers of Unison ReMr. Hutchinson, W’ho recently arrived
Whitcomb, Haynes & Co.
bekah lodge were installed Thursday from Texas, has been very ill at the home
At the regular meeting of Greenwood
night by District Deputy President Mrs. of Mrs. Sabrina Stevens, but is much grange Saturday evening the annual inLena Allen, assisted by Mrs. Maud Arey,
better at this writing. He is a veteran stallation of officers was held and one canas marshal:
Mrs. Nellie J. Brewer, noble of the Civil war.
didate instructed in the first and second
grand; Mrs. Aquie 8. Higgins, vice grand;
Mrs. Charles Stone, w'ith her two chil- degrees. There was a large attendance.
Mrs. Clara Cleaves, secretary; Mrs. Ellen
dren, has gone to Thomaston to visit her Cake and coffee were served.
Bradley, treasurer; Miss Jennie Marshall, parents. Her husband is fireman on the
Jan. 15.
B.
chaplain; Mrs. Aletta Carter, warden; steamer Catherine, running between
Mrs. Catherine Copp, conductress; Mrs. Rockland and Bar Harbor.
GOULDSBORO.
Margaret Dyer, it. 8. N. G.; Mrs. Inez
Jan. 15.
C.
N. H. Sowle has gone to Winter Harbor
Haynes, L. 8. N. (J.; Mrs. Abbie Higgins,
to work.
SORRENTO.
R. 8. V. G.; Mrs. Lottie McFarland, L. 8.
Installation of officers in Cushman
Miss Marie Rolfe is visiting her aunt,
V. G.; Mrs, L*na Allen, inside guardim;
grange was held Wednesday evening in
Mrs. E. R. Conners.
Nelson Dyer, outside guardian.
the new hall. The hall is a fine building,
Mrs. Alice Butler is visiting her sister,
and a great addition to the town.

that of Miss Maud Yeiitoh

Is

sore

Miss Mary Lyon, who has been spending several weeks with her sister, has returned to her home in Marshfield.

chaplain; Howard Crabtree, steward;
The Clover club has a new lot of library
George Cunningham, assistant steward; books.
Miss Maggie Iceland, lady assistant stewLorenzo Gross and little daughter have
and the assignment of cases.
ard; C. A. Hamor, gate keeper; Mrs. Abbie the measles.
»
Mrs.
J.
N.
T enty-nine cases were put on the gen- M'Farland, Ceres;
Stanley,
Thaddeus Greenlaw
and
wife, and
eral trial list and thirteen of these were Pomona; Mrs. Jennie Jellison, Flora.
George Greenlaw are visiting at their old
install
the
officers
Before
he
to
began
specially assigned.
home.
While no criminal erases are to be tried Mr. Gardner made a very pleasant address
Reuben Cousins and Maude Hatch were
his
visit
last
this term, indications are that several im- to the members, referring to
married Sunday, Dec. 31. Th? bride is an
four
After
the
years ago.
portant civil actions w ill be tried, and the to the grange
Oceanville girl, with many friends, while
installation a literary programme was the
term may run until the Utter part of next
groom is a favorite in Ocean ville, and
week.
Among the cases of special iri- carried out.
Stonington. They will reside in Stoningterest to Ellsworth, which are on the list
ton, where Mr. Cousins is employed.
for

breeding

very painful
is better.

a

hand,

The remainder of the forenoon yesterdaj’ was occupied by calling the docket

UTTIE POCKET PHYSICIAN.

Open all the rear'ro und.

following officers of Mt. Desert encampmcnt I. O. O. F.: Eugene Dyer, chief

wn*?

nk

D. W. Winchester has gone to Dedham
to-day on business.

was a

tbe

Ckmnty Metw

-JkHtumal

■*'

ASSIGNMENT OF CASES.

1

principal
independent of President of late
years have been upon war issues.
Roosevelt as of everybody else. He has
friend
these differences a
opposed and thwarted the President on Concerning
quotes him as saying in a private converhis naval extension
programme and other
and it is a pretty fair measure of
matters. But he is not one of the senators sation,
at Ellsworth, and was not a payment on
the broad-gauge way Hale looks on the
" ho
the stove.
secretly oppose Roosevelt while prethat come before him:
questions
The stove did not prove satisfactory,
tending to support him. On the contrary
Peace
is
war.
desires
‘•Every generation
the plaintiff, and after repeatedly
a question of how soon the
generation says
asking Mr. Rogers to take it out, it was
Xbfanrtisnnnits.
gets its flll. The generation of the Civil
war got enough to see what it meant. The
finally taken out though left at the house,
in the and the old range put back, but Mr. Snow
present generation got only a taste
more.”
for
is
and
eager
skirmish,
Spanish
did not get back his $55. Plaintiff files a
that he is against the further account for board for the few days
So he knows
Hyomel Inhaler that U Guaranteed
to
Mr. Rogers stopped with him. On the
spirit of the age and yet has the courage
*>y G. A. 1‘urcher to Cure Catarrh.
take that stand. Not everybody in Wash- first two days he accepted script which he
Thousands who have been cured by
of
courage. understood would be redeemed at its face
has that particular kind
Hyomel call the inhaler that comes ington
value by Mr. Rogers at final settlement.
with every outfit “The little pocket
He noted only the figures on the script, and
LAKKWOOO.
physician”, as it is so small that It can
did not read the fine print. He did not
Reuben Moore is in Boston.
carried in the pocket or purse.
understand that it was redeemable only as
^There
a
few
in
is really no excuse whatever
Bangor
Zelman Garland was
part payment on a stove.
•or anyone
The defense claimed that the $55 was
having catarrh now that days last week.
Hyomei is so readily obtainable. If
Howard, Cecil and Wesley Moore are ill paid after the stove had been In use a
you have any doubts about its value,
week, and that the plaintiff made the reIarcher will let you have a com- with the measles.
mark that the stove was all right, and he
plete outfit, with tbe
Ellsworth
the
high
might as well pay for it now. The claim
Harry Rollins, of
uidlerstanding
that unless it cures catarrh
his
the stove was not satisfactory was
with
that
here
it win school, spent Sunday
not made until later.
not cost you a cent.
parents.
The case will go to the jury this afterHyomei outfit consists
>A.£?m,j!ete
Leonard Garland, who has been visiting noon.
Mtle pocket physician," *
has reupw citizens.
ed.Uj®
cine droppee, awl a bottle- of Hy- here an a ninety Says’ furlough,
turned to Togas.
Naturalization papers were granted yesterday to Isaac Hlllson, of Eden, a native
of Poland, and! to Edward Everett Da Ire 11
MOtlS, rtOKMT, KAB HARBOR.
of Long Island plantation, a native of New
KstabHsned for naanjr years.
He

mUNTY NEWS.

other

j

and

■

A»a i> Candage
Stonlngton
Su-phcu RCr-sby.Ituckeport
Kdw-rd M Cunningham
Surry

saying according

BROAD.
a

Ini' r.ltn

Jonathan Bridges, foreman.Sedgwick
II P Hlnlsdell.
Franklin
Charles G Bordeaux ..Mount Desert
William Bunker..Sullivan

He and
each

full traverse jury.in
court, with six
The jurors are as fol-

one

attendance at this term of

_

like

PRESENT.

The attorneys present at the opening of
court were as follows:
Attorney-General H. E. Hamlin, B. T.
Sowle, A. W. King, John A. Peters, Henry
\1. Hall, G. B. Stuart, F. L. Mason, L. F
Giles, 1). E. Hurley, F. C. Burrilt, John F.
Knowlton. H. L. Crabtree. W. E. Whiting,
Ellsworth; O. P. Cunningham, O. F. Fellows, T. H. Smith, Bucksport; L. B.
Deasy, E. 8. Clark, County Attorney
Charles H. Wood, John E. Bunker,* jr., B.
E. Clark, E. N. Benson, E. B. Mears, H. L.
Graham, Bar Harbor; Edward E. Chase,
Hluehill; George R. Fuller, Seth W. Norwood, Southwest Harbor; George M.
Warren, Caatine; C. J. Dunn, Orono.

force in

well-shaped,

Portland, presiding.

the opening of court, Rev. S. W. Sutton, pastor of the Unitarian church, offered
After the usual proclamations
prayer.
the traverse jury was empanelled.
At

called

Bat Hale has come to he the great
Oxford bears, and you met Hale and were
arranging party policies.
told that he came from Maine, you would
and
alike
Mr.
!
Bv democrat#
republicans
put him down instinctively as one.
!
as
“the
leader
of
Hale is to-day recognised
INDKPATIOABLK WORKKR.
words
The
are
in
put
the Senate”.
quo- j
Hale disposes of immense quantities of
tat ion marks because, question anybody i
work. They wonder in the Senate how he
you will, they are the ones in which ho is |
can do it with so little excitement.
Hale
described.
It is a distinct gain for public life that tells them that it is because he has learned
Mr. Hsle has come to take that position. how to work, and that when a man conThere are men of as ripe experience as his, plains of overwork there must be someHe
such as Mr. Allison; there are men of as thing the matter with his method.
great independence as his, there are men as has been a national figure for nearly forty
He has read omnivorously for
sagacious and broad of view, and there are years.
many years on legislation. Now he seldom
men of his iron determination and tremendous force; but the combination is reads on that subject; he reads general
The reason is that in forty
his alone, so tar as the Senate is concerned. literature.
n.it h power.
He is not fond of years he has arrived at such a command of
H
gperchmaking. He la simply a great national legislation that there is little he
worker, and a man who stands absolutely can get out of a book, lfe comes nearer
immovable amid pnblic clamor and pri- than any other man in public life to
vate pressure. There is no more erect man knowing it all.
If the real landmark of American hisin public life.
tory were known as wall as those battleWXKRK TUB WORK IS DONK.
fields where nothing was decided, but
Congress is not a debating society. Its where guides are hired to tell the story,
work i* not done by speeches. It is done
be employed to point out
men would
in private confabs.
Tbes confabs are
Hale's committee room. That is where
often participated ih by not more than
the course of history for the United
late years they have
half a dozen men.
States has come to be determined of late
bsen h.dd mostly in Hal ds little commityears. It is the committee room on naval
tee room.
affairs, for he is tnechairman of that comIt is worth while to krkow something
mittee. It is a little room, and may have
about Hale, for at the preaent moment he
been too small sometimes for the men who
and
Cannon
and
President
Speaker
came to decide on the nation’s policy; but
are
men
who
are
the
Roosevelt
making that cannot often have been the
case, for
the history of the Ohttcd States, if any
it does not take many men to do that. In
three men can be said to do so.
it, alongside Hale’s table is a rockingHale i» a grim-visaged man, red of face,
chair of the kind you aee in every wellwith a sort of war-map all over it, and it
regulated Maine farmhouse. You know
terminates in a
pugnacious iron-gray the Maine rocking chair; there is a disbeard, with an aggressive point at the end tinctive character about it that
you don’t
of it. He is square of body, and his head,
find in any other kind of chair.
votes.

The January term of the supreme court
opened Tuesday with Associate Justice
Sewall C. St rout, of

sen

good-sized audience at ihe
Miss Cora Turner is at work in Ellsthe Casino Friday evening, by j worth in the
family of George Higgins.
the musical clubs of the university
of j
Miss Beatrice Turner it, spending a few
Maine. The excellent programme was ;
days with Mrs. Lewis Bunker, in Ellsthoroughly enjoyed. After the concert worth.
about seventy-five couples danced until
Some of our lumbermen are getting
after midnight, music being furnished by
anxious about a chance to haul their
Ray & Kelley’s orchestra.
lumber.
Friday evening Grand Senior Warden J.
Mrs. James Candage, of Bluehill, is with
M. Ward, of Bangor, and Grand Junior,
her sister, Mrs. Amasa Young, w’ho is
W'arden Charles F. Allen, of Bar Harbor, |
ill.
assisted
by William Quimby, E. N. ( seriously
James Carey and w ife are among the
Benson and Clarence Watson, installed

THE COURT.

speaks except when it is absolutely
necessary. When he has compressed his
thoughts into the fewest possible words,
he drops into h»s seat with a thud and
crosses his legs and leans back in his chair

Count* New»

«du.*ional

concert at

Presiding Justice—wall C. 8TROUT, Portland.
Clerk—John F. Knowlton, Ellsworth.
Charles II. Wood, Bar
County Attorney
Harbor.
Sheriff—By row H. Mayo, Ellsworth.
Crier—Burke Leach, Bucksport.
Bitmkk Leach. Bucksport; Ros
Deputies
COE II
NFHINGKH, West Sulltvnu ; DaVID W
CaknKY, kiln worth.
Stenographer—A. II. WHITMAN, Portland.
Messenger— UbOHOK Clark, EU a worth.

never

COUNTY NEWS

State Master Gardner Visits Bay
View Grange—News Notes.
Friday evening Prof. Robinson, of Bowdoin college, gave an interesting lecture at
the Congregational church on “Recent
Scientific Discoveries”. The lecture dealt
chiefly with the discovery of radium.

sincere, and his opposition is openly and JANUARY TERM OPENED TUESfrankly expressed at the White House.
DAY MORNING.

again.
policies.
That does not mean that he is a poor
On the republican side Mr. Hale has
speaker. On the contrary, the words of
as the floor leader.
come to the front
no senator are listened to with such keen
For years
This is no sudden revolution.
interest by his colleagues-not even those
Mr. Hale has been forging quietly to the of
Aldrich. That sandy grain in his dry
front, and he has now stepped into the voice
accentuates the cutting satire which
to which great ability entitles
position
he sometimes uses. He can dismiss a subhim. and long experience has been preparject with magnificent contempt in away
ing him. He has for years been one of the that few senators can
equal.
most potent forces in that little clique
He is w hat in Maine they call an Oxford
known as the senatorial oligargenerally
bear. That is what they call the men from
chy. Now he is its foremost figure.
Oxford county, that tine little breedingThis is not to intimate that Senator Alground of strong men to the northeast of
drich has been unhorsed or driven from
Portland, where Lake Penneseewassee is.
is a great manager, and is not
He
power.
There have been many Oxford bears who
with Mr. Hale on any imin conflict
have won high place in the nation, but
portant point Of late years he has mani- none to whom the word seems more
less
sna
to
isko
on
loss
awpoBiuon
tested
thoroughly applicable than to Hale. The
himself the responsibilities of active
square-built man with the angry, square
is
chess
of
He
the
the
player
leadership.
face, looks the part. If you knew that a
the
of
the wire
Senate,

BAR HARBOR.

HANCOCK S. J. COURT

B

NKS-8 M A LL—At Stonlngton, .Ian 8, by
Rev Charles W Robinson, Mias Magule D
Banka, of Stonlngton, to Lewis J Small, of
D r 1-le.
BROWN-HOOPER-At West Brooklln, Jan 12.
by Kcv A B Carter, Mis- Mary L> Brown, of
Deer Isle, to Osaaid L Hooper, of Sedgwick.
FA RMKR—EATON—At Bangnr. Jan 10. by
Kev Henry LGrlttin, Ml-s Alice W Farmer,
of Bucksport, to F L Eaton, of Bangor.
IIATCH—COUSINS—At Stonlngton, Dec 31, by
Kev Charles W Robinson, Miss Carrie Maude
Hatch to Reuben Wood Couslos, both of Ston\

lngton.
M’FA RLAND—HIGGINS—At Bar Harbor, Jan
II, by Kev Angus M McDonald, Miss Myrtle
B McFarland to Harold F Higgins, both of
Bar Harbor.
MERRITT—GRAY-At Sedgwick, Jan 8, by
Kev A B Carter. Mrs Kate Meiritt, of Rock
land, to Francis Gray, of Sedgwick.
N K W vi A N CO R B KTT— At
Winter Harbor,
Jan 2, by Rev G Mayo, Mrs Semeda Newman
to Kooert Corl>ett, both of Prospect Harbor.
O'BlClKN—SA VOY—At Glou^ewter, Mass, .Jan
11. i'V Rev Myle-* D KUey, Miss Nr die O’Bilen,
of Gloucester, to Henry Savoy, of Stonlngton.
STANLEY—HIGGINS —At West Tremont, Jan
y, by L W Kumlll, esq. Miss YUda Evelyn
Stanley, of Center, »o W’lntbrop Frank
Higgins, of Indian Polut.
THURSTON—ST A PLE8—At Swan’s Island,
Jan l,by Rev F N Johnson, Miss Minnie V
Thurston, of Tremont, to Daniel S Staples, of
Swan’s Island

DIED.
BBOTT— At Bangor, Jan 9, Mrs Isaiah Abbott,
of Verona.
BRIDGES—At Sedgwick, Jan 12,Carl E, Infant
child of Mr and Mrs Fred H Bridges, aged ft

arranging
City for

ment with the

settleall un-

paid taxes under my contract
which I am obliged to pay
if not collected.
I cannot allow my bondsmen to settle yonr tax, and f
suggest that you go to the
bank and borrow the money,
which will cost you no more
than you are now obligi d to
pay the city; it will save
you the expense of having
lien claim attachments placed
on your property, or the unpleasant duty of my committing you to jail.
Kindly give this

your immediate attention.
J. H. Bkesxahax.

Collector.
Office in Cushman block, Franklin St.
Dec. 20, 1005.
Taxes went on interest Aug. 1, 1005,
per vote of City Government.

JORDAN,

A

months,

3

FURNITURE

days.

BYARD— At Sargentvllle, Jan 2, Mrs Marla
Byard, aged 91 years, 11 months, 16 days.
DODGE—At North Brooksvllle, Jan 9, John P
Dodge, aged 69 years, 10 months, 9 days
GILBERT—At Trenton, Jan}12, James ▲ Gilbert, aged 23 years.
GRAY—At South Brooksvllle, Jan 10, Mrs
Charlotte Gray, aged 70 years.
JOY—At New York city. Dee 16, William P Joy,
formerly of Ellsworth, aged 61 years.
PERRY—At Bucksport, Jan II, Dr Frank
Parker Perry, ageatft years, $ months, 24 daysTHOMPSON—Drowned at
8nnehlne
(Deer
Isle), Jan ft, William Thompson, aged 19 years.
ANN-At
Jan
UR
Salem, Maee,
2, Mrs Tempera nee F Urann, Widow of Benjamin Urann,
formerly of 8ulllvan, aged 77 yeare, 6 months,
27 daysware—At Stonlngton, Jan 9, James D Ware,
aged 78 yeare.

AND

UNDERTAKING.
I have leased the ground
floor ot the Eno building

State street, and have
moved from my temporary
location on Main street.

on

L. W. JORDAN.
Ellsworth,

Maine.

The

of I he 117 post-offices in Hancock county.
All t*»e other papers in the County comAin*d do not reach mo many. The Ameri-

rymntv

happiness.
Eggemoggii* lodge, F. and A. M., held
its annual meeting Monday, Jan. 8. The
can is not the only paper printed in
following officers were elected: G. S.
Hancock county, and has never claimed
Bridges, \V. M.; W. H. Robbins, S. W.;
6e, >ut it is the only paper that can prop Guy Hooper, J. W.; J. W. Paris, treasurer;
th*
all
a
County
be
called
arli
paper;
Ralph Dority, secretary; Chandler Bowrest are merely local papers. The circula- den, 8. D.; F. W. Ecton, J. D.
C.
tion of The American, barring the Bar
Jan. 15.
Harbor Record's summer list, is larger
CASTINE.
ffcnn that of all the other papers printed
in Hancock county.
Miss Pauline Faye Devereux has gone to
Portland for several days.
E. H. Carpenter returned on Saturday
COIN TV NEW
additional

County News

see ctnm

A Bank Account is
A person without a liank

O. W. Cousins has been
for a week or more

confined to the

either
or

buy

a

money

Hank Account.
a

Joseph Peterson has returned from
Boston, where be has been employed for
the holidays.
Mrs. Fred Ralph, with h"r little daughW. A. Walker and family left Saturday
ter, has joined her husband in Hartford, for a visit with Congressman Littlefield’s
whertkMr. Ralph has found employment. family in Rockland.
Daniel Bunker, of Sullivan, has been
Russell McKinnon, Mrs. Cora Bugby
visiting his sister, Mrs. H. B. Gilley, at and Mrs. Kate Hargreaves are in town,
at
Bunker,
his
Charles
this place, and
son,
called here by the illness of their father,
The many friends of Mrs. Walter Brown,
who was mentioned as being ill severe.!

the Maine general hospital for treatment
the past three weeks, is rapidly recover-

has

Hank

a

only

dip

to

The Hank

write a check.

keeps your account,
for

a

This causes

cans

money, and fur-

your

nishes you

a

check

book

without cost.

delay.

ELLSWORTH,

C’OLTNTY NEWS.
F

ntUHtUmnl

County St wit,

nre

nth** pnye

Gtmtaon
had several

ran

■

1

women, though a busy member of the
tidies' aid at Bass Harbor, where she re-

aides.
Jan. 15.

Ada, Mrs. W. A.
Ruth. Mrs. F. V. Grindle; Esther,
F.
Martha, Mrs.
Devereux;
James Norton; Electa, Mrs. George Parsons; warder. Mrs. H my Gardner; marshal, Mrs. Bert Parker; S., F. S. Perkins.
Previous to the lodge meeting a bountiful snoper was served to members and
invited
Jan. Id.
G.

Stars

were as

I
Kicker;
| Pauline
1

follows:

hearing, but
derfully well preserved.
defective

otherwise i»

won-

He can also read
newspajier without glasses.
Jan. 15.
Y.

the

DEER ISLE.

into her.

planks

foretopmast and

The Garretson

in, and lost
headrigging.

stove

some

Wallace Tibbetts and wife
relatives in Bar Harbor.

are

The people of the east side held a supper Jan. 11, which was well attended.
About $30 was realized.

Rev. Mr. Koch has accepted a call from
the Baptist church in this village and will
enter on his duties as pastor the first of
next month.

S.

W.

Wilder

Center, Mass.,
a few days.
We .have

Among the social events of the past
week was the marriage by Rev. A. B. Car-

atrfurtuununts.

SORE FEETItching, burning and offensive
perspiration are instantly relieved and
speedily cured by warm baths and afterwards by using

BURKE’S FOOT POWDER.
bent

SOUTH SURRY.

by mall on receipt
of price,

2Sc

BURKE I. GRINDLE,
8t,

and

came

seen

no

wife, of Newton

last Thursday to spend
swallows

as

yet, but

Boston. Mam.

Dolly.
_

Giorge E. Bowl by, of Lynn., Mass., reMonday, after passing the holiday

week,

Williams,

who

cut

is around again.

George Crosby and little daughter
have been spending a few days with her
mother, Mrs. Asa Williams.

A

liberty

and

patriotism.

Jan. 16.

B.
NORTH SULLIVAN.

Whitmore Garland and wife of Lakewood, were guests last Sunday of Wallace
Tibbetts and wife.

Mrs. Hattie Wooster, who has been ill,
has nearly recovered.
The Gotden Rule society met with Mrs.
Robert Abel last Wednesday. Cake and

G. Warren, who has been very ill, is
slowly recovering. His many friends and
patrons will be glad to see him out again.
G.

coffee

week

on

business.

Carroll Phillips, who has been seriously
ill with measles at the Franklin Road
house, is gaining.
Jan. 16.
G.
Don't let the little ones suffer from eczema, or
other torturing skis diseases. Mo need for lu
Doss's Otatmeat cures. Can't harm the most
delicate akin.
At say drug store, 90 cents.
-Advt.

The schooner Luther T. Garretson, of
Boston, commanded by Cspt. Edw. T.
Haskell, of this place, was la collision last
Sunday at Portsmouth, with the schooner
Mary A. Hall. A fleet of vessels which
had made the outer harbor, was forced by
the gale to seek the inner harbor. The
Hall was first in, and anchored off Kittery. The second schooner in collided
with her, and a few minutes later the

earn.

Or. Frank P. Perry died Saturday, after
a long Illness, In the fifty-sixth
year of
his age. Dr. Perry was a graduate
of
Bow-loin, class of 71, and from the
Long
Island college hospital, New York, 1873.
had practiced medicine in Orland
lie
Amherst and Aurora, coming to Rurksport about ten year* ago. About seven
years ago he was stricken with paralysis
from which he never recovered, and for

served.

were

the illness of bis father, HarOwing
vey Robertson has returned from Hebron,
where he went to attend school.

Miss Gertrude Dorr, of Southwest Harher sister, Mrs. E. P. Lunt.
A concert and sociable was given at the
hall Saturday evening, Jan. 13, few the
benefit of the pastor. Rev. H. L. SkUlen.
Proceeds about fit.

bor, ia visiting

Mrs. C. W. Sprague, of Stockton Spring-,
is in town, railed here by the illness of
her father, J. W. Ober. Mr. Ober’a condition shows but slight improvement.
Jan. IA.
x.

NORTH BROOKHVIU.E.
A. O. Blake, of Brookiin,
last w eek.

to

Miss Arleta Salisbury gave a party Jan.
11, the thirteenth anniversary of her
birth.
All her yonng friends were present. A dainty lunch was served.

Ira

Robertson returned
last week
from Lewiston where he went to consult
with Dr. Haskell.
Mr.
Robertson has
friends
who hope to see his
many
health restored.

The greatest event of the year in this

was

in town

Curtis Durgain has recently purchased
two wood lots in town.
A company is'being formed
pose of building a wharf.

for the pur-

The Brookstille Lumber Co. will have

its mill ready for sawing this week.
place was the horse-trot on Flood’s pond
John P. Dodge died at his ho e Wedlast Sunday. The day was an ideal winter’s day, which brought together some
after a long and painful illJohn A. Scott is expected home some nesday night,
ness.
Funeral services were held at the
fine specimens of horse flesh and a crowd
time this week from the German hospital
|
of enthusiastic spectators from all the
Methodist chapel. Rev. A. B. Carter ofBcij in Philadelphia, where he went for an opsurrounding towns. The pond, which in i cration. He is much benefltted. He will sting. Mr. Dodge leans a widow and
three t->oa George M., of Sunset, Harry
summer attracts hundreds of tourists for
visit friends in Boston and Lynn a few
its beauty and salmon trout, in winter,
U. and Edward K., of this place.
days.

with the whole five miles one sheet of
ice, made a grand picture with some
tine horses in action. It was hard to tell
who had the best horse, but they all
agreed that Del Salisbury’s mare was the
fastest, and she won the oats.
Jan. 15.
Davis,

Miss Flora Devereux entertained a party
young friends at her home 1* st Thursday evening at a Noah's ark party. Miss
Eunice Bowden won the prize.
Refreshincuts were served.
Miss Devereux will
leave soon for Portland, where she has

clear

Jan. IS.

C.

BASS HARBOR.

of

I
j employment.

M.

Jan. 15.

WEST THE MONT.
Mrs. M. L. Dix is very much better.
Thursday afternoon Fawn, a valuable
Jersey cow of W. A. Ctark. fall on rtie ice
and put her hips out of joint, so she had
to be butchered.

Lewis Benson, of Somerville, Mass., a
former resident of this place, was here on
business last week.

Willie Twomby, who has been on the J.
T. Morse the past summer, went away
Thursday to go on the Juliette.

WEST SULLIVAN.

Charles C'l.tsson has gone to Rockland,

Bradbury

Smith has been haulm? ice
from Sullivan Harbor this week.
Mrs.

Nellie

Mitchell

and

Mrs. Myra

Springer visited Mrs. Mitchell's
P.
Surry a few days last week.

About sixteen members of the K. of
from this place were at the lodge at Southwest Harbor Friday, Jan. 12, to attend a

sister in

scalloping. Henry Albee, Leslie Rich and
Eugene Churchill have been there for several weeks.

The young people gave Miss Lawn, the
primary teacher, a surprise party Friday
evening. All pres nt enjoyed the evening

The new officer* of M. 8. Stevens’ lodge,
very much.
K. of PM will be installed Jan. 1«, by the
j district
meeting.
Jan. 15.
X. Y. Z.
i
deputy grand chancellor,
Winthrop Frank Higgins, of Elen, and
A checker club has been organised by
Miss Vilda Evelyn Stanley, of Center, j
EGYPT.
several of the young men. They have enwere married here on Tuesday, Jan. 9, by |
Miss Amy Clark has gone to Milo to stay
I gaged rooms in Hooper A Havey’s block,
L. W. Kumill, esq.
which they have fitted up with tables and with her aunt, Mrs. B. P. Clark.
Mrs. Lydia Walls, who lost her house I
Newman Sa age cot his ‘hand quite
boards, making a very pleasant place to
by fire, has, through the kindness of the pass the long winter evenings.
badly, while working in the woods for E.
people, of the place, a fine little new house,
G. Burnham.
At a
business

week.

Jan. 15.

his leg last

Mrs.

ertson.

vacation here.

Ch'k’ek.

GREAT POND.
Ezra

Flanders council, Daughters of Liberty*
installed the following officers Jan. 3:
t\. Mrs. Mattie Hackett; A. C\, Mrs.
Margaret Martin; V. C., Mrs. A. Martin;
A. V. C., Mrs. Stella Robbins; G.. Mrs.
Alice Ferrin; R. 8., Mrs Nellie Martin;
A. R. 8., Mrs. Olive Martin; F. 8., H. A.
Mart-n; T., B. W. Doyle; O. G., K. E.
Bragdon; 1. G., C. G. Small.

into

chaplain,

turned

Velma arrived home from Lewiston last

dark.

Jan- 16.

ill.

j

regular communication of David A.

! Hooper lodcfe, F. and A. M., Wednesday,
| Jan. 10, there was work in the first degree
After a fine supper, the
installed by District
Deputy Grand Master Whittaker, of Bar
on one
new-

candidate.

officers

were

Harbor, assisted by Edgar Truasell,
same place, as gauud marshal.
Jan. 15.

of the

Willis Dunn, of Ellsworth, has several
cutting stave wood on his place at
Botler'a point.
men

Beatrice Johnson, of Sullivan, has
her sister, Mrs. Willie Billings, the part two weeks.
Jan. 15.
W.
Miss

been visit mg

A. B.
HANCOCK.

EAST LAMOINE.

Quite a
j Salisbury
;

from here visited the
Cove grange last Tuesday evennumber

Vinal and Merton Pierce, of Seal Harbor, visited their father, George Pierce,
last week.
The work at the

coaling station was
finished New Year's day, and a part of the
men who are employed there are
taking
their vacation.
Isaac

There will be

a

dance at the town tali,

Hancock, Tuesday evening, Jan. 23,

the

management of C.

K.

under

A.

and

E.

Ooogtni.
••Cure *h« eoitwh *nd
Wood** Norway hb« **>rup
com*, down
—A*vi

to Ui«*

the
cure*

vary verge of

Ufa."
Dr.
cough* and

consumption

Smith and wife left last Wednes-

day* Mr. Smith has gone to the soldiers'
home, and Mrs. Smith will spend the winter w'iih her son in Dorchester, Maas.
Jan. 15.

Is what v/.ur money will e«ru If
Invested In stares of the

H.

VERONA.
Mrs. L. J. Abbott, of this town, died
Tuesday, Jan. », at the eastern Maine
insane hospital in Rangor, after a long illness.
She leaves one son —C. H. Nye, of
Orrington, and three daughters-Mra.
Lena Partridge, of East Orland;
Effle and Annie Lowell, of Togus. She
was a native of Orrington, where the
body
was taken for interment.

BlJiorili Loan and Bnildioit Assn.
A
Is

now

open.

NEW 8KKIK8
Share*. SI rath; monthly pay
merits, SI j#r share.

Misses! WHY
FAY REFT
j
when jou
Iwnow

A unique contest is in
progress at
Verona grange. The grange has divided
itself into two sections. One week the
first section will furnish the entertainment; the next week the second section
Will furnish the programme, and the third
week there will be a Joint
programme. A

cau
on your
stares, give a Brst mortgage and
mluc»* it every monih? Monthly
ml
Interest together
payments
will amouut to but little more
than you are now paying for
and
tn about ten years you
rent,

OWN TOUR OWN HOME.
For
A. W.

particular, Inquire of
Hkxhv W. ('chi* mav, Sec'y.
Pint Nat l Bank BWk
Kino, President.
..

_

LAMOINE.
Miss Ellen Berry is visiting at NorthHarbor.

Quality counts every time.
It is the first-class workman-

east

kre coming on the trees and pussy
Rev. T. McDonald preached an Interestwillow* large and white have been brought
ing Sunday to the Patrons of Husbandry.
The
Great
Pond
members
of Good Will The members of this
in.
Some of our summer people have
grange attended in a
arrived. Spring must be near.
grange, Amherst, entertained a
large body.
number
of
the
Amherst members SaturJan. 16.
T&amp.
Thirty- four members of Istmoine grange
day night. There was a basket supper,
visited Bay View grange Wednesday evenhot coffee was served, games played, and a
FRANKLIN ROAD.
ing, and eight members visited Pamola
Mrs. Josie Googins is in Boston visiting fine time socially enjoyed.
grange Saturday evening.
Delightful
Jan.
15.
E.
relatives.
times are reported.
was
in
Bar
Harbor
last
Jan. 15.
George Young
H.
BOUTH BROOKSVILLE.
leaves

awe.

Address—

7M Tiasnsnt

until

Edward Reed, of Boston, arrived Saturday at E. M. Cunningham’s.

!

trustees,

visiting

George Manchester and wife, of Northeast Harbor, nr.* visiting her parents,
WEST BROOKSVILLE.
Johnson II. Lufkin and wife, of Sunset.
all done. She moved in the past week.
Mrs. Lloyd Barns, of Andover, is visitRev. Mr. Robinson, of Stonington, deThe donation party ai the minister's
ing h?r mother, Mrs. Sullia Hawes.
livered a very interesting lecture, “The
NORTH CASTINE.
Tuesday
night was well a tended. About
Miss Kate Tapley has returned home
New Knight,”
at
the Congregational
A son was born to Grover C. Wit ham
thirty-four were present. Owing to the
from North Anson, where she has been
chapel Thursday evening.
and wife, Jan. 7.
short notice, a number did not hear of it
teaching school.
Philip D. Haskell has bought the store in time to donate.
J. E. Blodgett and wife entertained
Capt.
The annual State report from the town
of W. it. Sellers, and will open a market.
Jan. 15.
Thelm/
friends Saturday evening.
clerk showa that in the year just ended, j
Mr. Sellers retires after thirty years in
Frank W. Dunbar, of Penobscot, visited
business here, and will live on his farm at
1106, there have been in Brooksville, twenWALTHAM.
relatives here th; ] ast week.
Sunset.
ty-four births, ten marriages, eighteen
memorial uitsoLuriosa.
deaths and twenty-one burials.
Ralj h Snow, who ha * teen employed at
Till1 Mid
.-m. r*«l our
nv-s Hi* i> Ii4>« >««i
Public installation of the officers of
Stockton Springs, is at home.
and
Ukrn from in* tilhunii Jordan
order,
At the annual meeting of the ladies’ cirMarine lodge will take place Tuesday, Jan.
Revolted, In the death of said brother, th'S
Mrs. Mary L. Let co left Wednesday to 16. The officers elect are W.
cle held at the chapel Tuesday, Jan. 9, the j
M., E. E. ojiler I O’M?** one of It* oldest
honorary members.
follow'ing officers were elected: Mias Lucy t spend the winter in Massachusetts.
Greenlaw; 8. W., E. H. Haskell; J. W., Mr .Iordan was a true-hearted
Forester, and
W. Jones, president; Miss Hattie 8. Tap- i
Ros Conner and George A. Grindle are Dr. H. W. Small; 8. D., Charles Pressey; we#
to
lend
a
always ready
batping band We
J. D., Ed. Pickering; treasurer, A. O. expend our sympathy to the bereaved
ley, vice-president; Mrs. E. E. Mills, treas- home from a coasting trip to Boston.
family.
nrer and secretary; Mrs. Harry Perkins,
Reiolved, Our charter be drain’d In mournMrs. Lucinda Conner, of Castine, is Gross.
Mrs. John Farnham, and Mrs. Maggie
The drop curtain in the town hall, ing lor thirty day**, and a copy sent to Tim
visiting her sister, Mrs. W. G. Conner.
Blodgett, committee on work.
Bangor Com
which was damaged by fire during an en- Ellsworth American an
Jan. 16.
L.
mereial for publication, also one sent to tbe
The officer*-elect of Gov. Brooks lodge,
tainment by the ladies’ aid society last
'. K. IIam.em,
family.
J.O. O. F., were installed Tuesday evenEAST BLUFHILL.
summer, is to be replaced by a new and
I IOKa " ilblk,
The ladies’ aid society has
ing, Jan. 9. The installation ceremonies
Frank Pierce is reported to be slightly better one.
ELLA MaKTIR,
were in charge of D. D. G. M. Prank Percontributed
toward
and
sub$25
it,
a
public
unit Haslkm,
improving.
is being taken for the additional
kins, of Castine. The officers installed
scription
Committee.
S. A. L.mg has purchased F. E. Graves’
were as follows:
Laughlin Davis, N. G.; (arm and wood lot.
money.
Israel Webber, V. G.; Jerome P. Tapley,
Jan. 15.
8.
WEST FRANKLIN.
The smelts were biting quite well until
Jr., treasurer; Olden D. Tapley, secretary;
the
ice
broke
Measles is prevalent. Some are quite ill.
SEAWALL.
up Friday.
A. Bunker Blodgett, financial secretary.
There was a box supper at the MethoLumbermen are patiently
The members were regaled at the concluSchool began Jan. 2, taught by Susie
waiting for
sion
of
the business with a delicious dist church Friday evening.
Houston, of Southwest Harbor. This is her snow.
.supper.
Eastman Hutchins and family are home
Maynard Carter, of Surry, was in town third term.
Jan. 15.
Tomson.
last week visiting his brother.
John Hopkins is now Ashing in bis new from Bar Harbor.
Miss Tina Grindle, who has been working naphtha. He was out Saturday and made
Walter Butler has moved to his newSEDGWICK.
at A. E. Webfcer’o, has gone to North Blue- w good catch.
home near Franklin village.
All the visitors who came for the Christ- i
hill.
Seawall pond, owned by George Kent, is
Elmer Williams and wife are here from
mas
holidays have returned to their
Miss Mabel Cooper, who has had a a great attraction just at present, with Bar Harbor for a short stay.
homes.
slight attack of pneumonia, is rapidly ice-boating and skating. There are four
George F. Springer ia getting stave wood
'0 Mr. and Mrs. Fred Bridges are called to
or tive large ice boats on the pond.
Sun- from his lot near Burnt mountain.
improving.
^
mourn the loss of their baby, who died
Jan. 15.
day last was a fine day for the racers.
Jim.
Mrs. S. S. Clark and granddaughter
Friday, Jan. 12.
They all carried full sail, and were out
Spray.

IPg*

E. E. Bragdon, Charles Roblarge delegation from Morancy
council attended the convention at Ellsworth, Jan. 11. All report a pleasant and
The degree team of
profitable time.
eighteen worked the degrees of virtue,

her

OTIS.

and is

—Mra. Dean A. Walker. A dainty lunch
was served at the close o. a pleasant
afternoon. The new pastor's wife, Mrs.
lawrenee, has joined the band of needle-

mshed

the past few months bad failed rapidly.
He leaves a widow, two brotheia,
Edgar
•J., of Washington, D. C., iaaar, of MedOfficers of Morancy council J. O. U. A. ford, Mass., and one sister, Emma A.
M., East Sullivan, were installed Jan. 1, Perry, of Washington, I). O.
by 8. V. C. E. E. Bragdon, as follows: C.,
K. E. Bragdon; V. C., I. W. Nash; R. 8.,
HEAL COVE.
H. A. Martin; A. R. 8., C. G. Small; F. 8.,
Herbert Robinson and Roy Walls are at
W. H. Hammond; T., B. F. Robbins; Con.,
home from sea.
1*. B. Robertson; W., R. M. Oroutt; I. 8.,
Mrs. Ella Walla and little aon Charles,
E. A. Hanna; O. S., E. W. Doyle, jr; P. C.,
are visiting friends here.
E. L. Johnson;
A. Martin; of Mt. Deaert,

MAINE.

weeks ago, will be p’eased to learn that
NORTH LAMOINE.
expected home in a few days. her condition is much improved.
Mrs. Wellington Barbour, of Bar HarDr. J. D. Phillips and A. E. Farnsworth
The news of tha death of Rev. George bor, ia visiting her mother, Mrs. E. V*
left last Monday for a westward trip as Adams, of Auburndale Mass., came as a
Young.
will
be
the
far as Colorado; possibly
trip
surprise to his many friends here. Mr.
Mrs. Edith Odum, of Franklin Falln,
Dr.
far
as
California.
'd
a
extend
Tapley Adams was a form r Casiine boy, being N.
H., is visiting her parents, A. A. Richof
Dr.
will take charge
Phillips’ patients the son of Deacon Samuel Adams, of this ardson and wife.
during his absence.
place, and he had many friends here.
Mrs. L. J. Bragdon. who has spent the
the Rebekah
Both the masonic and
The B class of the normal school gave
past month in Franklin visiting relatives,
lodges hold their installation services an entertainment for the benefit of the returned home Saturday.
this week—the Masons on Tuesday even- class on Saturday evening, consisting of
ing and the Kebekaks on Wednesday the fare*1 ‘‘Why we Never Married”, toNARROW’ ESCAPE.
evening, w ith guests from the Northeast gether
with
recitations, music, etc.
Tuesday morning, Jan. 9, Mrs. Isaiah
Harbor lodge, D. of R.
Home-made candy and cornballs were 1 Young had a very narrow escape from
Mrs. John Walls has been seriously ill for sale. The entertainment was a success, being seriously burned.
While passing
An invalid for many and netted the class a neat little sum to between a quilt that was in a frame and an
for many weeks.
of
winthe
their
si
ill
more
this
she
ins'suffered
gradu- open fireplace where a fire was burning,
expenses
help defray
years,
ter, and needs cheer from her friends. As ating term. It is rumored that there will her apron was drawn in by the draught
be no class parts or graduation exercises and took fire.
aho is a member of the Sunshine society,
Instantly she was enveloped
ahe deeply appreciates all the little favors this spring. The A class instead will take in the flames.
She turned and rushed
a trip as a class to Washington, D. C.
extended.
bac k to the next room, and in so doing
set fire to the quilt, which was burned.
A dozen or more memoers irom in1 Mar
Her husband, coming in just at the time,
INSTALLATIONS.
chapter here accepted the invitation of the !
iuBar Harbor (). E. 8., to attend th
Th"* past week finished the installations was the first to see her, and rushing to h^r,
atallatioa s?r.i.Monday evening of last at th
By this
various
lodges the Rebekahs, stripp d the apron from her.
time the other inmates of the house were
■week. They reported upon their return a Foresters, Eastern Stars and Red Men.
and removed the burning
cold ride, but warm hospitality by the
The officers of Court Baron De Castine, summoned,
which fortunately was flannel and
8Ur chaper.
I. O. F.» were installed Wednesday even- dress,
The Congregational sewing cirtl? met' ing by D. D. H. C. R. F. A. Perkins, as fol- did not burn quickly. There were slight
burns on her face and behind her ear, and
with Mrs. Hannah B. Qilley recently, and lows: C. R., W. H. Bevan; V. C. R.,
scattered a few rays of sunshine by sewing William Webster; F. 8., R. B. Brown; R. the hair was badly burned off tbs right
side of her head.
Mr. Young's hsuds
lor the benefit of this faithful shut-in 8., F. V. Grindle; treasurer, C. II. Hooper;
were quite badly
burned.
The escape
Member, who appreciated the good will of orator, A. M. Mclntire; 8. ,W., Fred
the circle and insisted on entertaining h9r Connor; J. W., J >hn G. Sawyer; 8. B., seems more remarkable when her age is
considered, as she is past ninety-one, and
helpers with a generous lunch. On Tues- Charles Morey; J. B., I. E. Gray.
her eyesight dim, while her husband is
day, Jan. 9, the circle was entertained by
The o31 vri of 8. K. Whiting chapter, O.
past ninety-five.
Mrs. Thomas Lawton in th? bright glow
E. 8., were installed Thursday evening
The American correspondent called at
of the open parlor lire. One of the pleasby C. II. Hooper, as follows: Mrs. Frank their home on Saturday, and while there
ant features of the afternoon was the anW. M.; R. B. Brown, W. P.; Mrs.
Coombs,
Mr. Young passed them a paper on which
a
that
nouncement of the president
Fred Perkins, A. M.; Mrs. B. D. Perkins,
thoughtful gift for the circle treasury had cond.; Mrs. Ralph Achorn, A. C.; Mrs. It. B. he had very plainly written without
glasses the following: “I am ninety-five
been received from one whom Southwest 1
Brown, treasurer; Mrs. I. Hutchinson, years and one month old to-day.” He
Harbor loves to think of as still belonging
secretary; Mrs. C. F. Jones, chaplain. The cannot converse much on account of his

ing,

will decide which section
far_
the best entertainment, and
ti>e
losing side will luruish a supper.
referee

the past week.
Mrs. Marcia Weston, of tear Harbor, recently spent a few days with her mother,
Mrs. Nathan Bickford, who has been quite

THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK.

John McKinnon.

William J. Tower, who ha.- been in

^

BITKSPORT.
are spending a
The Maine Central railroad is
building
days in Bangor.
a new coal
landing stage at the wharf.
Mrs. Harry Ash and baby, of West When it is
coal can be discompleted,
Gouldsboro, visited James Ash and wife charged from vessels and loaded
directly

The -union services
tions i church last week were well attended, and may be resumed at a later date.

Mrs.

m

! few

his pen into the ink and

order

already

person with

A

from some

tret a check

friend who has

Parker Fuller, of
Rockland, visited
friends here saveral days last week.

Hortheast Harbor.

«*

E. E. Bragdon and wife

Saving.

a

Account

to

has to

send money away,

days in Boston.
F. A. Perkins left Monday fora
visit with relatives in Islesboro.

by grip.
at the Congrega-

house

wishes

who

Account

Mrs.

SOUTHWEST HARBOR.

9

AHHVILLE.

after several

poges

COUNTY NEWS.

abbmtimntM.

ter, of Frank Gray to Mr*. Katie Merritt.
The friends of the parties wish them all

American has subscriber* at 107

ship and first-class material
used

which

I what

Ranges
to-day. The

•

they are
large fire-box has

^ sion

on

the

end,

extenmaking it
an

desirable for burning
wood. Coal linings with the
Dock Ash Grate can be furnished if desired.
very

May Live 10O Years.
The chances for living a (nil century are
excellent in the case of Mis. Jennie Duncan,
of Haynesvllle, Me., now W years old. She

writes:
“Electric Bitters cued me of
Chronic Dyspepsia of 30 yean standing,
and made me feel as well and strong as a
young girl.” Electric Bitten cure Btom»eh and Liver disorders, Blood disorden,
General DebUity and bodily weakness
Sold on a guarantee at 8. O. Mooun'g drug
■ton. Price only 50c.

in construction
have made the Kineo

*• B. AIKEN,
manufactured by
'OK ““ *v

Ellsworth,

Me.

Noyesf& Nutter Mfg. Co., Bangor,

Me.
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BLl'KHIJ.I..
SILVKB WKODINO.
Mayo and wile celebrated

the
ol their marriage
twenty-fifth anniversary
12. in response to
Friday evening, January
invitation, more than a hundred
j,- \v.

s

general

enjoy the occasion
in
more were represented
w hile as many
of many valuable gift*
the list of donors
linen and picturea.
in silver, glass, china,
friends gathered

to

Beside the many individual presents
silver service and
there were a beautiful
Odd Fellows and Reoak chair from the
and pair of
ts kahs; a doren nice napkins
towels, front the James A. (larfleld W. R.
silver and gold berry
C ; „ choice sterling
and cold meat fork,
spoon, olive spoon
members of the Congregational
from
from the
society, and a handsome picture
‘•Peters famlly”A fine poem was nicely read by Mra. E.
E. Chase, which was written for the occasion by Mrs. Addison E. Herrick, of
Bethel—a lifelong friend of Mra. Mayo.
There were muaic and refreshmenta and a
general good comradeship and interchange
ol greetings which warmed the hearts of
the host and hostess, and which they hope
a hundred-fold to each
may be returned
amt alt their friends both near and far.
Alice Mayo from Boston and Nor.nan
home to attend
Mayo from C. of M.. came
the event.
The poem by Mra. Herrick follows:
(ee
pear friends, your neighbors couldn't
Ho* s thing use Ibis coni I ever e
Without tbe aid of that blight pen
Tbat'.a'vsy* spi ana ready when
Them e'er Is »««! o' giaclous long.
"•rwouM he.” liny sal I. "a grievous wrong,
Thai oi" who's »un* on Joy and woe
all Ibew years, *Ih>u a unsung go

Tbiougb

On her own anniversary."
Then tiv< io was somebody thought of me;
They'd card that I drang rhyme* like beans
Upon a thread, .1 my friends’ needs.
You can’t expcvl m» ch. I'm afral *,
from a poet who's not born but made.
The rente, l» will t*e second >*e«t;
Pray let good fi-c.lngs do the rest,
An«l for the rate of by gone daya
Throw Charity's mantle over my lays.
My dear, good friends of old-time days,
Through al* the parting of our ways.
Through year* that have not known the cl sp
Of hands that welcome by their grasp,
Nor felt the heart-waunth that there Ilea
In greeting Ups and meeting eyes,
1 yet have kt pt unchanged, unspoiled,
Hy time unhurt, by *trc*s unrolled.
The girlish lo» e that once I knew.
My om time faith and tru*t l»» you.
The marshalled year*, that fateful btIng
Their meed of Joy and aulT ring.
The crowd of uneventful days
O’er level stretch of common ways.
Toe rracial hot re that slat d a part
Writ large In record of the heart—
All these may In a moment seem
The fitful fat cle* of a dream.
And all at oflee we are ngatn
But girls and boya, not worn n, men,
with wrinkles, gray hair-, ma> h*p glasses.
And children grown—dear la is and lasses.
All at oi ce I seem m be
The chtH ti e it lgfibers used o s*e
In the roori log. stauu and watt,
tVau-Mog by the front y mm! gate
For the form—I see It slid—
Of the teacher o'er the hill.
bate* an t front yard*, they are cone.
Nothing now but fenceless Uwn,
And the children never know
Joy of swinging to and fro—
Wicked thing, and not allowed.
1 rememUr wtll now proud.
Close bed te * er, I walked down
Sidewalk leading u» the town;
Through the village, up the hl*l#
Or by cross- road past the mill
Keen now, 1 plain ran see
The little band there used to bo
Wslitog by the schuolhouse doer—
AH together never more.
Grace and A nna, A lice. SU1 a,

Florence, Julia, Abide, Kl’a,
F.tta Green and Alice Gray,
Carl, dear girl, who went away
From our sight one spring.time day.
Then the boy*, Freds, Franks and Gene,
Harvey, George, and Billy Green.
I-ltt e figures, quaint and «,ueer,
Seen through the mid of many a year.
Girl lu prints and aprons, quite
Hiding dress* a out of sight;
Straight brushed hair kept well in bound,

But not »h>ne we own the power
Of the ps»t, the pre-ent hour
Poura upon you richest dower.
Lore of children, love of friends,

Esteem, honor, success, lends
Radiance to this wedding night,
floods the future with their Ugh;.
All that

need

we

ask

true

Hal

why this earthly sorrow?
Why tilt ihe heart with pain?

The fair record of the past.
Close together to the 1 »*t
May you walk along the slops
Toward the uinrlH-> wor d of hop j.
Gracious daughter, manly son,
Cheer your way t II work Is done.
AII the sunshine you have she l
Gleaming back up »n each head,
Crowned with loving kindness, so
Through the future may you go,

It’s just a step up yonder
To that mansion bright and fair.
Where dear mother and two sisters
W 111 greet him over there.
At times the heart grows weary
When the body’s filled with pal a,
And I long to jou.ney onward
To meet them once again.

ever gladdened eyes
To the hills where sunrise lies.

NORTH BROOKUN.
Linda Candagc is visiting Erastus Candage and w ife.
Eugene Hberman went to Boston Monday on a visit.

John Groves Eaton was hero Saturday
surveying land for Leslie Flye.
Mrs. Ella Candnge

was

taken

build a new house soon. The
house is to be built on land he has purchased of D. Merrill Means.
material

to

Rev. Mr. Thompson, of North Sedgwick,
preached a very able aermon in the chapel
yesterday, taking for his text, Luke V: 10,
11. Mr. Thompson makes his sermons
The people here arc
very interesting.

always glad when he comes.
The leading social event of the week was
the house-warming last Thursday evening
honor of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Cole.
About seventy-five guests, relatives and
friends, were present, and brought many
beaut*ful presents. Charades were played,
music furnished, and all shared in a general good time.
Jan. 15.
Xenophon.
in

FRANKLIN.
Miss Lela Gordon is visiting friends at
Brownville.
Mrs. Grady, housekeeper for G. W. Keniaton, was called home by illness last
week.

Eugene Bunker
tained

in town

by

expected

have been deweek
longer than

and wife
a

baby

Marion

developing

measles.

Miss Elizabeth Martin, who accompanied her brother George on his departure for Exeter, is spending a short time
among friends.
The first lecture in the course was entertaining and called out a large audience,
the church being well filled. It is hoped
other lectures will prove as popular, and
the expenses be promptly met by the

proposed circulating subscription paper.
B.

Jan.1ft.

r&mmi0Cttf!ItSi

I

s5'49
For This
New Style
Circular
Skirt

I
r

No. SOS

V.

Home-kbit stockings, home-made suits;
were times when people reached
"Simple life" ib*t now is preached.
Then, a little older growu,
Prouder privilege I own,
naowng now as comrade, friend.
!>»>• and nUhls 1 us«*d 10 spend
In the * oiug»! on the crest
O! the hillside toward the weal.
In our bt-arla there attll survive*

l>ear little hou e upon the
Rich In Influence* atlll,

hill,

Rotem powera that hold away
In our homes and heart* to day!
Thl* new home that you have reared,

May It ini like that endeared,
Const erau. to helpful Urea.

Force, all forces that survives.
The old songs you used to slog,
Even now their echoes ring.
"High In the belfry the old sexton stands,
f*rtfrplng the rope with Ida thin bony hands,"
"Rlnir, King. King'* was the refrain,
Mow ti thrilled each youthful brain,
Flushed eacn cheek with patriot glow.
And that song, Jean Ingelow,
Of “the dove”
upon the mast,
houndeth low fiom out the past.
Then, the sweetest one yon knew,

"Douglass, Douglass,

tender and true."
'l’lie Brook" goe»
chattering o'er Its ways
To your sweet voice, as In old
days.
"Consider the lilies, how they grow,"
l-'Ost.Chord" and "The Bridge** together go.
These your old time repertoire,

Sweeter tongs, they were, by far
Than the ones that 1 hear now.
Have you taught your daughter how
To sing as clear, as
sweet, as true
As her mother used to do?

Beat* the Music Cure.
‘‘To keep the
body in tune,” writes Mrs.
Lafayette place, Poughl)r. King’s New
rX: M* t**e
the most reliable and
T?»®y »re
* tutve found.” Best for
and Bowels.
Guaraneed by E. G.Mver
Moore, druggist, 2&c.

PU}#/

Preble, Emerson
Smith. Wllroot.
Tracy. Jackson A.
Whiuen, Jason, estate of
Whitten, William P.
Young, Mrs. Lizzie

miseries attending the disease,
are put to rout by Ely’s
fjrenni Balm Smell,
taste and hearing are restored, breathing Is
normal
Until you try this remedy you can
form no idea of the good It will do you. Is
applied directly to the sore spot. All druggists,
50c
Mailed hy Ely Bros., 56 Warren Mre<t,
New York.
other

New York’s Latest
Creation In Skirts.
Circular Skirts are the vogue in New
York City; the tight plaited skirt is a
style of the past. To be up to date your
wardrobe xhauld contain the Circular
Skirt. The model illustrated is an exceptionally good value—la made of tine
quality Panama cloth in black, blue or
brown and in light and dark striped
mixtures; has inverted plait down center of front; bottom of skirt trimmed
with broad band of same material
stitched to form fancy pointed ends
and finished with cloth covered buttons; deep hem; all seams tape bouud;
finely tailored throughout.

$5.49

Price,

When ordering, do not fall to state
waist measurement and front and back

length.'

W’e will promptly and cheerfully refund your money upon return of the
skirt If not In every way satisfactory
to you. This Is onr rule with all goods
purchased from us.
If you haven't a copy of our General
Catalogue In your house, write for it
It will be sent you free of all

today.
charges.

Address Rooir. 201.

R. H. Macy & Co., New York City,
HERALD SQUARE

w

Baker. Colin,

Baker, C. F.
Bailey, John,
tate of
Bunker. Geo.,

ARTHUR M. DEVERgUX,
of Castlne, County of Hancock and
Stale of Maine, by his mortgage deed dated
the thiid oay of June a. I), ltwi, and recorded
In the Hancock County, Maine. Registry of
Deeds, in Vol. 3*8, Page 871, conveyed to the
SACO AND B1DDBFORD SAVINGS INSTIIUTION. a corporation existing under
the laws of Maine, having its principal place
of business at Saco, County of York and State
of Maiuc. ‘the two following tracts or parcels
01 land together with the buildings thereon,
stuated iu said Castiue and bounded and described as follows:
First:
Beginning at the corner of Court
and State str« e a thence northeasterly along
State treet over Windmill Hill to laud of the
late A. G. Perkins; thence along the line of
aaid Perkins land to low water mark; tbence
easterly by said low water m»rk arou d the
shore; thence around the shore southerly and
west it-y to land of John N. Gardner and John
W. Dresser known as the brickyard; thence
by the liue of the land of said Gardner and
Dresser io a large rock at high watermark and
from said rock N. 58 degree** W. twenty rots;
thence S. 23 degrtes SO minutes W. fifty-four
rods; thence 8. 32 egrees 30 minutes E. to the
norlheart end of Water street; thence along
Water stieet to the laud of Janie* Douglass
southwesterly; thence along said Douglass
line northwesterly aud along the line of tne
laud owned by Jonu W. Colson northwesterly
and southwesterly to land of Frank Douglass;
thence norihweste !y along said Frank Dougla»s line to Court street; thence serous said
Court street to place of otginning. Also the
lot between Water street and Castlne Harbor,
ami between the land if Solomon Douglass
aud the land of the heirs of Aiis Morey.
Also
the lot kn- wn as the Mursh lot, and the right
of way oi er the old brick yard to the shore.
Meaniog aud tut* tiding hereoy to convey a:l
my right, ti le aud interest in and to the land
ot the late Mu*k P. Hatch, in said Castlne. as
conveyed to me by tils heirs, Silas &. Hatch
and others by their deed dated the Seventh
day of July. IMS, ami recorded in Hancock
Registry of Deeds, Book 262, Page 315. and as
by assignment of t*o mortgages to me by
Wm- H. Sargent, hoth dated August 1st, 1*92,
ue being recorded in fiancees Registry o
Died*. Book 269, Page 2tV. and Ibe
her in
Bo k 263 Page 260. Reserving and excepting
only within the above described bounds, ihe
cemetery lot and the half acre enlargement
lot sold to James Ordway. dethereof, lb
ceased, the one acie belonging to Thomas E.
Hale, the spring lot nun rights of way belonging to John N. Gn id tier and John W. brewer.
>»ud the two reseitoir lots sold to Castiue
Water Company, aud the reservoirs on said
lot».
The second tract or parcel of laud is
bounded and described ns ollows: Commencing at the center of the "Marsh Bridge" so
c-lled; thence westerly by the old canal to
War* sworth's Cove to low water mark; thence
by said low water mark io laud of one Ames;
of said Ames to
Ounce n»rihea*tl>ei)y by Ian
laud of Mary Veazie;thence easterly and north
easier!\ hy laud ot aaid Veuzie to the high
way; tbeuce nor.hwesterly by tbesaidhighw
io land of one Keeuar ne»r the northeast
end of Mi<l Lane ro calleu; thence northe»**terly by laud of said K«enar an land of Wilsoti Webster; thence e»sterly by land of said
Webster to land of David wescott, ni or near
Bog Brook so called; then.e southerly by the
land of sai Wescott to the highwav ; thence
southwesterly by said highway to the "Mile
Corner” so called; th*-uce northwesterly by
the first mentioned highway to laud known us
the "Heath Lot”; theuce easterly, northerly,
northwesterly ami southerly around said
"Heath Lot” to the first mentioned highway
and the laud of the late Miles Gardner; thence
southerly by «*id Gardner's land to aud
across the second mentioned highway to the
land of said Keenar and • y said Keenar’s land
to land of A. M. Devereux which is the first
laud herein described;
tract or parcel of
thence westerly by said Devereux land to land
of one Frank Perkins, be ug the land of the
late A. G. Perkins, to the place of beginning
Meaning and i tending hereb> to convey ail
my right, title and interest in and to the land
of the late William W. Hatch, in aaid Castiue.
as couveyed to his son. Jacob D. Hatch, by his
deed dated June 11th, 18-M5, and recorded in
haucock Registry °f Deeds. Book 207. Page 70.
and conve>ed by said Jacob D. Hatch to me
by his deed dated March 10th, 1894, and re
corded in said Registiy. Book 278, Page 236
and as by assignment of mortgage to me by
Janies Barr Ames, dated December 6th, 1892.
and recorded in said Registry. Book 266, Page
The two tracts or parcels herein de
101.
scribed are aaio to contain three hundred and
thirty-two acres, nioru or leas Provide that
if sny part of aaid premises is sold, the mortgagee. on receipt from the mo-tgagor of the
consideration paid then for. shall release such
pan from the operation Of this mortgage."
AND WHEREAS, the condition of said
mortgage has been and is now broken, NOW’
THEREFORE, by reason of the b*each of the
condition thereof, the said SACO AND BIDDEFORD SAVINGS INSTITUTION claims
a foreclosure of sa.it mortgage, aud gives this
notice for that purpose.
Dated this thirtieth day of December, A. D.
Saco & Biiioekoko Savings Ins’tn,
1906.
By M. H. Kelly, its Treasurer.

hereby gives notice that
rpBE subscriber
has been duly appointed executrix
X
of the last will and testament of Abbie E.
Joy, late of Ellsworth, in the county
of Hancock, deceased, no bonds being required by the terms of said will. All persons
having demands against the estate of said
deceased are desired to present the same for
settlement, and ail indebted thereto are
requested to make payment immediately.
Bertha Joy Thompson.
January 2, 1906.
subscriber

hereby

gives

notice that

he has been duly appointed executor of
THE
the last will and testament of Clarissa

C.

Coggins, late of Lamoine, in the county of
Hancock, deceased, and given bonds as the
All persons having demands
law directs.
against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for settlement,
and all indebted thereto are requested to
make payment immediately.
Frank L. Hodgkins.
January 2, 1906.

subscriber hereby gives notice that
he has been duly appointed executor
of the last will and testament of John O.
Moore, late of Mariaville, in the county
of Hancock, deceased, and given bonds as the
All persons having demands
law directs.
against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for settlement, and
all indebted thereto are requested to make

THE

payment immediately.
Tannery 2,1906.
subscriber

H. T. Silsby.
notioe that

hereby gives
he has been duly appointed adminisTHE
trator of the estate of Julia E. Deasy,

late of Gouldaboro. ia the county of Hancock, deceased, and given bonds as the law diAll persons having demands against
rects.

the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment im-

mediately.
January 2,1906.

Daniel Deasy.

$600

DR. TRUE'S ELIXIR

$1 62

360
SuO

100

180
74

300
260

702

$2,600

82

60
200

1,600

22

600

600

Goodwin, F. W.
7.1C0
100
Hall, biizabet.il
25
Hill. Sarah A.
75
Hill, William
«>
Johnson, Beniamin
100
Libby, Samuel
500
Jones, Frank, est. of
13
Martin, William K
100
Noyes. Frauk P.
O'Brien, Edward and
Fiske. Noyes W.
100
100
Perry, Thomas
60
Plummer, J. F.
Stuart. 1). M. est. of
and McKenzie,E. D. 2,700
Smith, D. C. and
78
Buzzell, H. 8.
90
Smith. Everett

7,ICO

42
4 32
1 62

19 17
27
07

100
25

76

20
41

1 85
02

27

100

27
27
20

100

75

2,700
100

90

21

10

03

27
03
51

200
136

135

50

50
105
100

106

50

86
14

Smali,-Woodbury
Wooater, Aaron

RESIDENTS.
100

*2 73

*390
2t0

10
54

Fletcher. Iris B.

47
64
1 54
1 12

j Raukin, William
295

;

*8 05

*1,150

NON-RESIDENTS.

Mary C.

Austin, T. P.
Burnham, a. F.

j

j
!
j
j
j
I
1

|
I
j
I
;

j
|
j

1

21
600
407
1(0
40
40
30

20
480
200
100
40

30

3

14
36

1

40
28
28
21
18
18
18

JLrgal

800
ICO

800
100

53

2 0
2 0

8 68
46
8 22
1 1 **
1 18
2 7»»

RESIDENTS.

Archer, Clifford

Archer Mrs. J A.
Chics, Guv
Clary Mis. Gejrge
Colburn J. A.
fc mery. *» rs. J. S.
Emery. Charles
Garland. Ella B.
Gailand. Geoige H.
B.
Hayi es, M rs.
Havnes. John F.
Laughlin. John
.*.

Linton, Maynard,
Mace. Frank E.

es-

155

195

60

ttu

3

31

4.12> #5,170
#87 89
The foregoing amount is to be expended on
the county roads in the eastern part of township No. 10. commencing at. a stake marked
*‘a’;on the north side of said road and extending to the west line of ( herryfield, and Sant
uel N. Campbell, of said Che.ryfield. is ap
pointed agent to superiment the expenditure
of said assesstm nt.
On township No. 21, Middle Division, western part, in said county, we assess the sunt of
#51.96 as follows: Rate of taxation, .006 on a
dollar. Valuution. #8,660.
No.
ValuNameof owner.
acres, ation.
Tax.
James
11
1VI
#32
Craney,
10
66
110
Giles, Helen L.
60
36
Giles, John H
193
-400
2 40
Jordan, Anton
530
3 18
Jordan. Dana
420
15
275
1 65
Jordan, George C.
19
65
39
Jordan, Howaid E.
1
15
330
1 «8
Jordan, Nahum M.
1 32
22
220
Mace, Fred
264
t70
3 42
i Mace, Lewis O.
ISO
Lawience
127
78
j! McKinley.
lnO
370
2 22
Pierson, • handler
(0
! Richie. Mary D
51
120
I Richie. William
80
48
I Whitcomb, Haynes
&
o.
7 5'!0
2 000 12 00
Whitcomb, Haynes
j
& Co.,
3.0( 0 18 00
3.000
30 00

Notice*.

(liugton within said township No. 28, and
Ch *rl«8 P. f*i]sb\, of Aurora aforesaid, is appoint* d agent io super!i.tend the expenditure
of said assessment.
On township No. 38 in snd county, we assess the sum or #‘9 12 as follows:
Hate of
*.:* n iou, .0.3 on u dollar.
Valuation. #29.706.
No.
ValuN a me of owner.
acres,
aiiou.
Tax.

17,752 #Hv215
£83 80
The foregoing amount i«* to be expended
upon that non ion o 'he county roul in '•aid
township No 10. whi h lies between ihe exst
of township No n, »nd a stake market -A"
standing on the n< rtheru side of said road,
and Lincoln C. Br <gnon. of Franklin, in said
county is appointed agent to superintend the
expenditute ol s«id as essiueut.
eru
On township No. 10, e
pa't, we assess
the sum ot #878» as follows: Rate of taxation, .017 on a dollar. Valuation, #5,170.
No.
ValnName of owner.
acres.
2 5(8
#3,135
# 53 30
Campbell. A. Sr to
Cook. M. H.
50
1 02
22
30
51
Bailey. J.
120
190
323
Downing. George
1.200
20 40
Nash, Willhnt vl exr. 9b0
2 0
300
5 10
Robertson, W. H

17

65

150
600
18
100

upon the county roads in township No. 7, in
said county of Hancock, and R. V. Smith, of
Steuben, is appointed agent to superintend
the expenditure of said assessment.
On township No. 8, South Division, we assess
Rate of taxathe sum of *79.28, as follows:
tion, .w 7 on a dollar. Valuation *11,325.
No.
Valuacres, ation.
Tax.
Name of owner.
Archer, Iiiram
Fletcher, H. C.

Gree’y, F. H.. Humlin. H. F<. and Joy,
Gideon L.
Leighton. Truman
Nash, William M.
(>ubut. Joseph
Seymour. Euwnrd*A.
Stewart. A. L. & auns

25

9)

16.865 *18,863
*50 80
Totals,
The foregoing amount is to be expended

i

3Utj.il Notices.

1,500

Total non-residents, 16.163 *16,263
702
Total residents,
2,600

!

Me.

22

cs-

Hmith, Alonzo
Smith, Helen W.and
Whitten. Louise H.
William
Sperry,
W bitten, Asa
Whittaker, John B.

j

Auburn,

54

80
80

Smith, Lewis

■,

DR. J. F. TRUE a CO.,

13

es-

160
1.600

I

Portland, Mb.

Da. J. F. Trtti A Co. : I bare known yonr Elixir for more than 40 years, and hare
nsed It in my family with good success. I am taking it now for indigestion. Am eating
much more than formerly and am gaining flesh.
FREEMAN GORDON.
Sold by all dealers, ttc, tor, $1.00. Write for freetoooklet, Children and Their rhteatet.”

$7 02

es-

87
160
1,600

Austin,

as good for grown people as for children. For indigestion, irritability, constipation,malaria, peevishness and liver troubles it is uflea ualed.
Three generations have known of the wonderful merits
of Dr. True’s Elixir.
Kept in the home it keeps out sickness.

2 16
81
67

60
200

5

:

is

95
81

NOR- KBS I HUNTS.

Coudon, Frank B.
French, William A.

WHEREAS.

160
116

es-

Baker, Howard O.

Hcflal Notices,

<

Those

And sweet content, that walla to bleaa
"lth Ua exceeding hap pi neat
Kach upright heart that well hath won
The con.., iousness of duty done.

with ail the

Children

Give the children Dr. True’s Elixir regularly and they will
be active, strong and healthy. This safe vegetable tonic expels
worms and all impurities of the stomach and bowels giving to
delicate, emaciated children pure blood, hearty appetite, healthy
sleep and healthful activity. It puts color in their cheeks and
brightness and happiness in their eyes—making them well again.

RESIDENTS.

Nell-Of course, he’s not handsome, but
it’s remarkable bow his face lights up
when he talks. Belle—O, that’s not so remarkable. He’s got a lantern jaw.

suddenly
recovering

'Castle bands or combs all round.
Boys in copper toed boots.

Memories of those faithful Urea,
There played we!' thtlr little parts;
Buay haods and honest hearts,
Strong, plain Urea of honest toll.
High aloof from stain and soil.
Qulet Joy there with them went,
Al to their dally tasks they bem.

We were a happy family
In days that bnve long gone put,
And 1 h< pe we all will moet again
In that home which always lasts.

Cocaine, which dulls the netvea, never
Saturday night. She is
yet cured Nasal Catarrh. The heavy feeling to
rapidly.
the foithend, the stuffed-up sensation and the
Leonard Candage is getting together watery discharge from
Ashley, Eben,
eyes ami nose, along
tate of
ill

Active

AND

For the I -a- of our dear tnihir
Is his cternnl gain.

Turning

Abbtrtmrmtnt*.

STATE OF MAINE.
Hancock ss.i-At the court of county com*
mission* rs begun and holden a» Ellsworth,
within and for the county of Hancock on
the second Tuesday of October A. D. 1906.
and by adjournment on the 26th day of December A. D. 1906.
now the county commissioners in accordance with Section 68. of Chapter IX
of the Revised Statutes of Maine, having first
made an annual inspection, in the mouth of
September. A. D. 19u6, of all the county roads
in the tin incorporated townships and tracts
ot land iu said county and having
thereupon
made an estimate of the amount needed to
put said roads in repair so as to be safe and
convenient for public travel, have assessed
upon the following described unincorporated
townships and tracts of land in said county
of Hancock, ezeiusive of water and land reserved for public use. for the above-named
purposes of putting and keeping said roads in
repair during the year A. I). 1906, as follows,
to wit:
Ou township No. 7, South Division. We assess the sum of $60 90, as follows:
Rate of
tazation, .0027 on a dollar. Valuation, #18.863.
No.
ValuName of owuer.
acres, ation.
Tax.

The fondest tie 1« broken,
The old home's n<*i the same,
And tears that start unldddtn
Fall down my check like rain.

for you,

Coming years may copy

iUgal Notices.

In Memorlam.
runes written by F. N. .lelltson. In memory
of Me father, Nahum .felllsou, wno died Dec. 11,
1905, at Mi. Insert Fe*ry.J

Mclninch. Fdgar
Mcluinch. Tobias,
Patterson, Guy and
Hollis
Shuman, Mrs J. R.
Shuman. John H.
Shuman. Lewis A.
Williams, Ezra N.
Williams. E. R.
Williams. Mrs. M. A.
Williams, John A.
1,021 C* flO.180
NON-RESIDENTS

Crosby. Ben]. est. of
Giles, Jerry T.

Great Pond Bog
and Dam Company,
Pe ers John A.,
Wrtely, fc. H..
Cushman, H. W.
and hitts, Frank
(formerly MilliWhitcomb,
& Co.,

Haynes

320
7

320
125

17.919

17,950

160

160

Total non• residents, 18,43i $19,655
Total ifsidents,
1,021% 10,150

53

8T>
4

$58 67
3045

$89 12
19.457% $29,705
The foregoing amount is to be expended on
the county roads in township No. 33. and
John K. Shuman, of said township is appointed agent to superintend the expenditure
of said assessment.
It is hereby ordered that the foregoing a»sesaments be published in the Kennebec jout! mil and in the Ellsworth American.
Ellsworth. Maine, December 29, A. D, 1905.
Nahum Hinckley,
Co. Com’era
for
John P. Eldridge, !
Orlando W. Foss, ) Hancock Co.
A true copy.
;
Attest:—John F. Knowlton, Clerk.

11.867 *8.660
$51 9«
The foregoing amount is to be expended on
of
road
from
the
east
line
the
county
leading
I
1 31 I Mariaville t.irough the western part of said
400
280
Emery, L. A.
township No. 21, to the north line thereof,
120
84 i being called the Moose Hill road, and Nahum
Gerry, Robert
735 I Jordan, of said township, is appointed agent
1,050
Ureely, Everard H.
(1 raves, Arthur and
to superintended the expenditure of said as95 | sessment.
135
135
Clark, Amos
1 40
220
200
HaMlam, Wellington,
On township No. tl. Middle Division* eastIlf HERE AS,
ARTHUR M. DEVEUEUX,
186
200
1 40
Holmes. Koscoe,
[ ern part, in said county, we assess the sum of I W
of Castine, County of Hancock and
14
20
20
Joy, Gideon L.
$82 68 as follows: Hite of taxation, .008 on a State of Maine, by his
j
mortgage deed dated
150
2 10
800
dollar. Valuation, $10,835.
the eighth day of June, A. D. 1901, and re100
35
50
ValuNo.
; corded in the Hancock Ccunty, Maiue, Ktgis200
1 40
270
Tax. | try of Deeds, in Book 393, Page 351, com eyed
Name of owner.
28
75
40
to the SACO AND BIDDEFORD SAVINGS
900
1,125
Cobb, Warren E.
1,125
750
1,500 10 50
I NST1TUTION, a corporation existing under
1.20
150
150
Giles. Jerry T.
100
100
70
the laws of Maine, having its principal,place
I
A.
C., Hale,
15 47
Hugerthy,
business at Saco, County of York and State
J of
85
100
70
Eugene, Giles, J. T.
Kingman, H. W.
of Maine, “three lots or parcels of laud situand Wiswell, A. P.
795
5 57
Klttredge, Millard
ated
in said Castine, and bounded and de40U
280
400
(formerly Grant
scribed as follows:
est),
837
First lot is bounded northwesterly by Water
A.
C
50
35
Hugerthy,
17
Moore. William M.
St.: northeasterly by land of Wm. H. W'ith60
120
84
Greely, K. H. and
Moseley, Nancy J.
2 56 erle; southeasterly by land of John F. Rea,
320
320
Giles. J. T.
120
84
and southwesterly by laud of A. W. Clark, be28
160
160
1
Anton
Jordan,
5
4
04
ing same premises sold and conveyed to
600
600
4 80
Jordan. Arvlll
50
100
70
James B. Crawford by Jane E. Cate, to which
40
32
40
Mace, Albert E.
80
65
44
recorded in Hancock Registry of Deeds,
deed,
Whitcomb.
2 86
Haynes
reference may be had for more particular de& Co.,
100
70
31
Phillips, Pearl
scription.
Whitcomb,
Haynes
260
125
(’has.
J.
Treworgy,
Second lot begins at Water St. on the north& Co.,
40
62
75
east line of Wm. H. Witherle’s brick store
Whitcomb, Haynes
lot: theDce southeast alonir said line to a
& Co..
Whitcomb. Haynes
hauling way; thence northeast along said
Whitcomb, Haynes
39
A Co..
hauling way to store lot of A. W. Clark;
JSl Co
Whitcomb, Haynes
thence northwest along line of said Clark lot
1 05
A Co.,
j to Water 8t.; thence southwest along said
Whitcomb,
for the
10 335 *10,335
*83 18 street to point of beginning, reserving
70
& Co..
H. Witherle, his heirs and aause of Wm.
on
1
is
to
be
amount
The foregoing
Whitcomb, Haynes
expended
forever, a right of free way over and
signs
21
the county road leading from the south line along a passage way from Water 8t. to the
of Aurora on the Air Line road, so-called, ! hauling way aforesaid, contiguous to the
Whitcomb, Haynes
700
A Co.,
through the northeasterly part of township i northeast line of Wm. H. Witherle's brick
No. 21, and Charles P. ttilsby, of Aurora afore- I store lot. five feet wide from the most projectWhitcomb, Haynes
84
A Co.,
said, is appointed agent to superintend the ing underpinning, granite.
Whitcomb, Haynes
expenditure of said assessment.
The third lot is bounded on the northwest
70
A Co.,
On township No. 22, Middle Division, eastami northeast by laud formerly owned by the
ern part, in said county, we assess the sum of
Whitcomb, Haynes
heirs, on the southeast by Water St.
Hodgdon
|
1
70
.000
a
on
A Co.,
*97.49 as follows: Kate of laxatiou,
and on he southwest by land of George H.
dollar. Valuation, *10.832.
Whitcomb,
52
A Co
No.
YaltaThe three lot* herein described being same
Whitcomb, Haynes
Tax. premises mortgage upon which was assigned
acres, alion.
Name of owner.
1 74
A Cobv Hancock County Savings Bank of Ella1 Campbell, George
to the Castine
*2.741
*2167 worth, in the -State of Maine,
R. & Co.,
2,741
Wiswell, Andrew P.
Water Company. June 14th. 1899, and recorded
15 1H
1684
1.884
I Campbell. A & Co.,
Book 388, Page
of
Hancock
in
Deeds.
Registry
2 88
380
880
Mace, Ai be rt E
Total non-residents. 8,933 *10.175
311, and released by said company to said
Whitcomb, Haynes
295
1,160
Total residents,
the release deed of
M.
Arthur
Devereux,
by
64
78
6.087
6,087
& Co.,
s.iid company executed bv George F. Bryant,
* 79 28
9,228 $11,325
To'ala,
*97 49 i s trustee, April 16th, 1902, being duly au10,832 *10,832
thorized by vote of said company so to do.
The foregoing amount is to be expended in
The foregoing amount is to be expended on Said premise* being same premises sold and
repairing both the old and the new count v the
road leading from Aurora to Beddington conveyed by said Castine Water Company to
roads in said township No. 8, and John F.
in said township No. 22, be- said Arthur M. Devereux
Whitcomb, of Ellsworth, in said county of i on that part lying
by ita deed dated
land of H. M. Hall
Hancock, is appointed agent to superintend ; tween the division line of
April 18th. 1902. executed in the name of said
I et als and land formerly of William Free- company
G. Trask, its president,
the expenditure of said assessment.
Manly
by
man. and the e ist line of said township, and
being duly authorized by a vote of its board
On township No. 9, South Division, we as- Charles P.
Silsby, of Aurora, in said county, is of directors so to do.”
sess the sum of *57.60 as followsRate of
appointed agent to superintend the expendiAND WHEREAS, the condition of said
a
dollar.
on
cent
Valuation,
one
taxation,
ture of said assessment.
mortgage has been and is now broken, N(_>W
*5,760.
On township No. 22, Middle Division, west- THEREFORE, by reason of the breach of the
VsluNo.
Tax. ern part, in said county, we assess the sum of condition thereof, the said SACO AND B1DName of owner,
Rate of taxation, .01 on a
DEFORD SAVINGS INSTITUTION claim*
*81.20 as follows:
a real y. E. H., Joy,
a foreclosure of said mortgage, and gives this
dollar. Valuation, *8,120.
L.
and
Gideon
notice for that purpose.
ValuNo.
Hamlin. H. E.
acres. ation.
Dated this thirtieth day of December. A. D.
Name of owner.
(formerly J. P.
Saco & Biddbfori> Sav1905.
26
*20
*2,025
2,025
Frost, Mark,
Gordon),
ings Institution,
320 *
Franklin Land, Mill
heirs of
By M. H. Kelly, its Treasurer.
32 85 Whitcomb, Haynes
8.235
&, Water Company, 2,000
500
000
500
7,800
10.400
Si Co.,
Grimes, E. P.
subscriber hereby gives notice that
he has been duly appointed executor of
$57 60
*81 20
*8,120
10,720
4,625 $5,760
last will and testament of William P.
the
The foregoing amount is to be expended in
The foregoing amount is to be expended on Smith, late of Mt. Desert, in the county of
repairing the road in said township leading that portion of the county road leading from Hancock, deceased, no bonds being required
from the east line of Franklin through said Aurora to Beddington which lies in said by the terms of said will. All persons having
townahip No. 9. to the west line of township township No. 22, between the west line of said demands against the estate of said deceased
No. 10, in said county; and Lincoln C. Brag- township and the division line between land are desired to
the same for settlepresentthereto
don, of Franklin, in said county, is appointed of H. M. Hall et als., and land formerly ol ment, and all Indebted
are requested
agent to superintend the expenditure of said William Freeman, and Charles P. Silsby, ol to make payment Immediately.
to
is
assessment.
said Aurora,
superinappointed agent
Bloomfield R. Smith.
2,1906.
January
On township No. 10, western part, we assess tend the expenditure of said assessment.
Rate of taxathe sum of $83.80, as follows:
On township No. 28. Middle Division, we assubscribers hereby give notice that
Rate ol
sess the sum of *66.12 as follows:
tion, .0046 on a dollar. Valuation, $18,216.
have been duly appointed execu.*"*
theylast
taxation. .003 on a dollar. Valuation, *22,040 of the
Valu*
No.
will aud testament of Maria ;•
Tax.
No.
ValuName of owner.
Lee, late fof Bucksport, in the county «‘f
Tax
acres. ation.
Name of owner.
Hancock, deceased, no bonds being requin «t
760
$3 45
$760
&
A.
Co.,
Campbell,
460 Campbell, A. Si Co.,
160 * 160
1,000
by the terms of said will. All persons having
1,000
* 41
Danforth, Eugene,
12
demands against the estate of said deceased
25
26
15 01
5,012
5,012
Emery. Charles
Nash, Wiliam M.
are desired to present the same for settle
M.
Franklin Land, Mill
William
Nash,
69
nient, and all indebted thereto are requested
160
12 3!
and Water Company, 150
4,105
executor,
4,105
to make payment immediately.
Franklin lend, Mill
Whitcomb, Haynes
Johjn J. L&k.
and Water Company, 850
& Co..
12,788
12,763
John J. Lkk, 2d.
January 2, 1906.
415
191
415
*66 1!
22,040 *22,040
Grimes, K. P.
966
2,100
2,100
The foregoing amount is to be expended
1157
for
the road leading) from Aurora to Bed
47 04 upon
F. W.
10,225
25
25
25

25
25
25

61^28
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Hutchings, who has been

Mrs. Charles

quite ill,

this

leaves

We Knolf That Rexall Dyspepsia
Will Cure You.
Thus We 51re Safe in Offering to Return
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exception

one

will

close

There

was

complete
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a
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ter.
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not

part

DYSPEPSIA

the schools in town

TABLETS

Wednesday noon.
money enough to

spring

before the next

that the pupils will forget

they

of what

a

Regular 25c boxes.

ear);, as the
supply is limited.
Call

term

considerable

have learned

for

MOORE’S DRUG STORE.

the

year.

opposite P. O.

Corner

The

sleighing

disappeared-and the
face of winter wears a spring smile. Many
of the farmers are looking out of the winployed thereon. Late report is to the
dow wistfully at a vacant lot where the effect that the cottage will not be rebuilt.
stands
like
a
small
year’s woodpile usually
The fire was started by sparks from a stove
has

mountain of good cheer at this season.
Those who have distant woodlots with in-

tervening

swamps and marshes, have been
unable to reach them with sled, and this

year’s fuel remains on the stump or cut |
and piled ready for hauling.
The grange is progressing finely and is
not only a social organization of great in- i
terest and power, but may become a
institute of the highest order.

far-

mers’

By

invitation Almoosic and Halcyon granges
with

met

evening.
bers

Highland

grange

were

sixty members of the home
comfortably filled the hall with
and cheerful
see.

A

Friday

on

seventy visiting mempresent, which, added to the
About

a

crowd

as one

grange,
as

Mrs. M. A. Herrick has gone to Camden,
where she will spend the winter with her

splendid supper, a literary enterthat stired the
audience to

son

tainment

laughter

and

vival of

enthusiasm,

former

and

a

social

H.
WINTER HARBOR.

Miss Doris Bunker, who has been quite
ill with

measles,

is

improving.

Nathaniel Soule, of Gouldsboro, is in

superintending the job of sinking
the water pipe.
Mrs. Charles E. Smith, who has been
visiting relatives in Boston and vicinity,
returned Friday after a pleasant visit.
town

Robert Milliken and wile have returned
Harbor, and will spend the remainder of the winter at their cottage
from Bar
here.

C. W. Jones, who was called to Lowell,
Mass., by the serious illness of his
daughter, Mrs. Inez Whiting, returned

Thursday.
Wednesday afternoon fire destroyed the
940,000 residence of H. S. Kerbaugh, of
Philadelphia, which was in process of
construction and partially completed.
This

the best of the many line cottages at Grindstone Neck, and is a great
loss not only to the owner, but also to the
contractor and large crew of laborers emwas

Black,

of

Cape Rosier,

left for her home Monday, after

friendships made the evening a.memorable
one in the history of thss grange.
Jan. 15.

Charles.

Mrs. Van Buren

re-

acquaintances and old

1

short
visit to her niece, Mrs. Coleman Redman.
J. F. Staples goes to Ellsworth to-day to
serve on

! court.

toun'y

.\ i'j
,\etn»

ate

H

other

officer.

IS.

are

proving

teresting. It
to realise that the services should begin
promptly at 10.3'J, which, followed by
Sunday school, make clone connection#
for the afternoon service# in the other
part of the town. There are torn* banner
boys in this school. Jan. 7, Hollis Bragdon, El wood Wilbur, and Roy Stover
walked from their homes in Sorrento to
be

present.

served.

wife

returned

Saturday

tr»p to Massachusetts and New’
the

Following

the officers:

are

P.

C.,

Miss Alice M. Cole; C. C., Mrs. Welch
Moore; V. C., Mrs. 1. N. Workman; prelate, Mrs. R. D. Guptill, K. of R. and 8.,
Mrs. Alfred Hamilton; M. of F., Mrs.
John Stinson; M. of K., Mrs. C. C. Larrabee; M. at A., Mrs. E. D. Chase; A. M. at
A., Mrs. J. W. Cole; I. G., Mrs. Calvin
Tracy; O. G., Mrs. J. M. Williams; M.O.,
Mrs. John Hutchings; organist, Mrs. J. B.
Cole. The sisterhood has a membership

pn^ea

J. O. U. A. M.

installed officers for the ensuing year as
follows: Councillor, A. P. Carter; vicecouncillor, E. L. Furgeson; recording
secretary, R. C. Closson; assistant recording secretary, R. J. Bridges; financial secretary, C. H. Alien; treasurer, E. C.
Nevelis; conductor, G. O. Hanscom; warden, H. Torrey; J. S., Harold Torrey; O.
S., J. P. Carter; chaplain, F. M. Closson;
I. P. C., W. H. Closson; trustee, H. C.
Torrey. The officers were installed by
Hollo C. Closson, D. 8. C. Visitors included State Councillor George R. Bowley,
of Sanford; Councillor M. Beckwith, Good
Will council, Ellsworth; and a number
from William T. Sherman council, Bluehill, and Bagaduce council, Brooksviile.

the

His

jury

for the

January

a

term of

place in the store will be filled

presented

eighty-one, and each had the privilege
of inviting one, so that the hall was well
filled.
The floor work, Pythian drill,
of

the direction of Mrs. F. C. Bickford, was highly complimented by the
visitors. After the installation an interunder

tive

session,

a

line

harvest

served in the upper hall.
The new ly-elected officer*
in

a

very

impressive

supper

were

manner

was

installed

by

Miss

Nancy M. Abbott, assisted by l>aniel Foss
and Miss Lola Crabtree.
The officers are:
J. P. Walker, master; Augustus I. Foss,
Lula F. Crabtree, lecturer;
overseer;
Hervey Soatnmon. steward; Carl Stratton,
assistant steward; Valma Stratton, chaplain; L. S. Jordan, treasurer; Clara F.
Johnson, secretary; W. H. Ball, gatekeeper; Emma Ball, Ceres; Lydia Joy,
Nettie Foss, Pomona; Bessie
Flora;

Walker,
Galen

L. A. S.

Young presided

at the

piauo dur-

ing the ceremony. The programme conesting programme was listened to consist- sisted of a farce entitled “The Secret
ing of music, recitations and reading. Met ling of the Order of the Golden
The

committee

and the selections

Refreshments
Jan. 15.

on

music outdid

were

were

much

itself,
appreciated.

served.

Goose”, which was very laughable and
thoroughly enjoyed by the patrons.
Jan. 15.

C.

C.
NORTH DEER ISLE.
BLUEHILL.

munion

a siver meat
the older girls Grace Pert presented a silver pie-knife. From the little
ones Millie Bell presented a silver butterknife and sugar-shell, and
from her
mother, Hazel Nevelis presented a beautiful white apron, made wholly by her own

fork.

the teacher with

Cake

and

coffee

w’ere

served

by

was

Cold Affected Head and Throat
—Attack Was Severe.
Chiu*. W. Bowman, Ini Lieut, and AdJL
ftth M. 8. M. Car. VoU., writ*** from
l,au ham, Md., an follow*:
“Though somewhat averse to patent
mod lei nos, and still more averse to !•*-

coming a professional affidavit innn, it
seems only a plain duty in the present
Instance to add my experience to the
columns already written concerning the
powers of Peruna.
"/ have been particularly benefited
by Its use for cold% In the bend and
throat. / hare been able to fully cure
m\self of a most severe attack in
forty •eight hours by its use according
to directions.
/ use It as a prevents e
whenever threatened with an attack.
“Members of my family also u*e it
foi like ailments. We are recommending it to our friends/*—-C. W. Bowman*
curative

Pc-m-na Contain* no Narcotics
rea-on why Peruna has found pc>

One

so msny homes is that it
nsreotieof any kind. It o*n
be n*rd any length of time without aoa drug habit.
i'Mre«s !»r. Hartman, President of
J f it * mi an Sanitarium, Columbus,
f re** n*« t leal advice. All c« r•*d strictly oonfldeutiui*

man«*r.t use in
contains

no

Ask your Druggist for a free
Peruna Almanac for IQ0<».

COUNT V

N!<;u

Ibf additional f\mnty .Vrw*

r‘riAv,asslr:s:rv.7,|3egsa

im

1

S.

oth*+ paf*»
^

PENOBSCOT.
Loub Farnham, of Or land, hm been iri
days on buaineas.
Mr«. I! Ina Ward well la visiting W. J.
Creamer and wife at Btoclcton Spring.
town several

Oapt. Herman Perkins, schooner Addie
Clement, arrived from Rockland ttaturriav
with goods for local merchant*.
Capt. William Sellers and hia men, who
were defeated
in the rabbit hunt, w ill
furnish supper at th« grange hall Thursfor
themselves and the

day evening
»inner*.

Jan.

15._Sub a.

Last

w

SURRY.
smelt

eek

w

as a

very good week for th

catchers.

There is quite

a large amount of wood
here waiting for snow.
Mrs. Mary Brown celebrated her ninety
fifth birthday Monday. Mrs. Brown retains her faculties to a remarkable degre*
Capt. Fred Phillips, of Brooklin, can
up last Friday night after bis wife, who
has been teaching at Eaat
Surry. They
returned to Brooklin
Sunday.
Jan. 16.

cut in the woods

with them.
not missing one-half day during
winter terra of village primary school
were: Beatrice J. Abram, Doris P.
Merrill,
Esther M. Cooper, Elsie L. Cooper, Olive
Roland
M.
Chase,
Howard, Malcolm W.
Osgood, Harland B. Osgood, Gale M.
Fernald
H.
Hinckley,
Webster, R. Byron
Dowe. Those missing one day on account
of sickness were: Florence M.
Parker,
Georgia E. Sargent, Maurice A. Howard,
Pauline
P.
G.
Grindle, Harry
I
Towne,
Edward A. Snowman.
Jan. 16.

BIRCH HARBOR.
J. F. Perry and w ife, of Prospect
Harbor,
spent Sunday with Mrs. Perry’s parents,
A. H. Winslow and wife.

Thursday, Jan. 11, a little son came to
gladden the hearts and brighten the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Alton Bunker. His
stay was short, for on Sunday morning the
little life went out, leaving the hearts
of

his

parents sad and empty,
their first lorn.
Jan. 15.

SOUTH PENOBSCOT.
Carl E. Qrindell has been very ill, but is
better.
William Howland arrived home Friday,
been absent nearly a year.
Albert Leach arrived home the first of
the week from North Haven for a vaca-

having

James Gilbert, who lias been in failing
health for ifre past year, died Friday,
aged twenty-three years. Funeral services
were held at the
Baptist church Sunday at
1 o'clock, Rev. J. P. Slmontou officiating.
Jan. 15.
S.

tion.

Pupils

the

1

little son came to the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Ernest Young, Thursday.

used the first Sun-

Edward and Edith Skelton were given a
surprise party Friday evening, Jan. 5, on
the anniversary of their seventeenth birthday. Twenty or more of tneir classmates
with a few others spent a pleasant evening

the

Grace Pert presented the
young girls.
teacher with a large cream pie cut in fourteen pieces.
After a
few remarks the
teacher called her little family together
and gave to each a piece of
pie, which was
pronounced by all to be delicious.
At the close of the entertainment the
teacher read an interesting record of the
school.

set which

day of the new year. The gift is much appreciated by the members of the church.

From

by Herbert Tapley.
The woman’s missionary circle held its
meeting in the ladies’ parlor Tuesday
: afternoon.
They are preparing a barrel of
clothing to send to Beaufort, S. A.
The installation of the i. O. O. F., BrookJan. 15.
lin lodge, took place at Odd Fellows hall,
Rae.
Monday evening, Jan. 8. The following
SOUTH HANCOCK.
officers were installed: N. G., E. E. LurI. II. Coggins, of Malden, Mass., was in
vey; V. G., 8. E. McFarland; recording
secretary, A. H. Kane; financial secretary, town Saturday.
H. M. Pease; treasurer, Alfred Joyce:
Miss Maggie Martin, of Ashville, is emwarden, Emery Bracy: conductor, Will
at C. E. Martin’s.
Herrick; chaplain, Lewis Carter; K. 8. N. ployed
G., Ralph Bent; L. 8. N. G., Sidney Black;
Ora Jordan is helping build a naphtha
R. 8. V. G., Warren Ford; L. 8. V. G.,
launch lor David Springer.
John Carter: O. G., E. W. Griffin. Pearl
Wendell Wooster has the measles. His
Parker, of Blue hill, was installing officer.
Jan. 15.
Une Femme.
Bister Lottie is just getting up from it.
Mrs. C. E. Martin came home Thursday
ORLAND.
from Bangor hospital where she had been
Arthur Gibbs, of this town, w as severely for surgical treatment.
G. W. Colwell has his ice-house, 20 x 26,
injured while at work in the woods near
Stacyville recently. Mr. Gibbs was yard- nearly cooi^ietjd, Mr. Cutwcil expects
tOh./ase 150 tons of ice, to be used in
ing logs, wh"” the pilj s i^p d and the
for shipment.
1
rolled on him. lie was injured in the packing lobsters
Jan. 15.
W.
head, a fracture of the skull being feared.
I

were

is very

w

very inwould be well for the people

which

IN FOATHIGUT HOURS
PE-BOf CUREO AIM.

Capt. E. T. Marshall is at home.
Norman Merrill, of Boston, spent part
Thomas Eaton has returned from a
EAST SURRY.
Capt.
of the holidays at home.
SCHOOL ENTERTAINMENT.
trip to New York.
School closed at East Surry on Jan. 11.
Norman
Mayo returned to Orono Satursetting fire to a cask of oil stain in which
On the evening of Jan. 11, the pupils of
Capt. Stillman Eaton and wife, of Rock- after a very profitable term of seven weeks
shingles were being dipped. There was No. 9 school, aided by Mrs. Rose and day, Jan. 13, and Alice Mayo to Boston, land, who have been visiting relatives at under the able instruction of Mrs. Nellie
an insurance of f25,000.
Monday, Jan. 15.
Annie Pert, Mr. and Mrs. William NevLittle Deer Isle, have returned home.
Philips, of Brooklin. By her efficient and
Jan. 15.
F.
Misses Elsie Philip and May Curtis, of
ells, and Mr. and Mrs. William Delora
Capt. Arthur Powers and wife celebrated untiring efforts, which are characterise
gave the teacher. Miss Inez 1. Page, a recep- the Castine normal school, were home the fifth
BROOKLIN.
anniversary of their marriage of her, the school has made marked adtion at the Bchoolhouse.
The little room Saturday and Sunday.
Wednesday evening by a whist party. vancement. A majority of the pupils
E. B. Tn inter, who has been ill, is out was
were not absent for one-half
beautifully decorated w ith flags, everWill S. Horton has been confined to the About
day during
twenty friends and relatives were
again.
green and paper flowers. All present pro- bouse with congestion of the lungs and
present. Refreshments were served. The the term, which plainly shows the interFrank Staples, of Portland, is visiting nounced it an evening well
for
a
week
or
est
two.
spent.
manifested by them. It is regretted
pleurisy
first prize for ladies was won by Mrs.
his family.
A short programme of recitations and
Miss Lena Hinckley went to Bar Har- Henry S. Haskell and first for gentlemen that her services .cannot be secured for
suitable
for
the
occasion
was
of
Deer
singing
is
given bor Friday to attend the concert given by Charles Carman. Consolation prizes another year.
Byron Sellers,
Isle,
visiting
the
his sister, Mrs. Warren Ford.
by
pupils and Mrs. Rose Pert. there by the U. of M. glee cluB.
Jan. 16.
were awarded to Miss Helen Haskell and
T.
John
selections
on
the
Sargent
gave
R. A. Bracy left for Kockland last week,
Rev. U. L. Olds and wife presented the O. B. Weed.
WEST
graphophone.
TRENTON.
after spending a few days with friends
Jan. 15.
E.
church with an individual comIn behalf of the boys Wallace Sinclair Baptist
A
here.

lively

could wish to

i

Hampshire.
Wednesday evening

REXALL

nine-weeks’ term for the winparents think the vacation will

long

so

quite

i

Allen and

from their

sample

There is probably more butter made in
the North Penobs ot district and furnished
to individual customers in the surrounding villages than in any other district of
equal size in the county.
With

Roy

A few more
boxes
of

Bryant took a prominent part
the Christian Endeavor convention at
South Penobscot Wednesday.
Rev. Mr.

Laura Stan-

sermons

William R. I la nun has been a shut-in
Miss Dodge, the grammar sch *>l teacher, for eleven weeks with rheumatism.
Mrs.
reports six of her pupils not tardy cr llanna has also been an invalid. A great
absent once during the term of eight deal of
sympathy has been expressed for
weeks.
They are: HatUe and Gladys them, but in these strenuous days the
Genevieve
and
Blanche
Hutchings,
Cole,
thought without the deed leaves the difLtertruae nicktora and Alta Cole.
Ktnei ficulties of life unsettled. Monday thirtywas
not
absent
the
term.
Stanley
during
eight men, good and true, gathered on Mr.
Nothing but words of praise are heard of Hauna's woon-lot and left eighteen cords
the school entertainment which came off of wood ready to lie hauled to the door
Wednesday night under the direction of with the first snow. It would take a
Miss Dodge. The tennis drill was very magic measuring stick to measure what
pretty, and the farce, “My Cousin Tim- this kindness means to Mr. Hanna, while
mey,M was especially suited for school en- thirty-eight men faced the descending
tertainments. The specialties were great- sun conscious of a worthy action done.
H.
Jan. 16.
ly appreciated and heartily encored. They
were, a song by Miss Marion Pike; whistling solo, by Miss Julia Guptill; song,
HANCOCK.
“There’s a iMrk Man Coming with a BunORANGE INSTALLATION.
dle,” Master John Stinson. The enterPamela grange held its installation exertainment ended with a dance. Music by
cises on Saturday evening, Jan. 13, with
Roberts' orchestra, Milbridge.
about 100 members in attendance, and visThe Pythian sisterhood installed officers
itors from Lamoine, Franklin and SalisTuesday night, Mrs. L. P. Cole installing bury Cove granges. Preceding tbc execu-

NORTH SEDGWICK.

in

M iss

|

They

The cloud of sea gulls which settles over
the stream with the right time of the tide
to get th'.'ir daily meal of tomcods has
been an unusual sight, probably because
It is no doubt the
of the open winter.
bosses which swagger ou the bank while
the mass fight for the fish in the water,
and w hen the danger signal comes and
the cloud rises, scoop in the fish dropped

of

A host of friends
Cole house.
congratulations.
The
order of
Pocahontas installed
There are few changes
officers Jan. 8.
in officers for the ensuing term. The cer-

Refreshments

\

^
tr nn,at

having

been

has

illness at

Elder Hayward will lie at the
;he first Sunday in February to hold
a service.
The pastor. Rev. O. O. Barnard,
commenced the New Year with a oeriea

married

pretty in
ell carried out by
Mrs. Mary A. Williams, installing officer.

Druggist.
\

Hill

Langdon

a severe

Presiding

I

of Steuben.

emony of installation
this order, and it was

cuu,

&

was

was

the N. H.

Experience

other pages.

The bride

who

extend

Before I commenced taking yoursail Tablets, I was troubled with terrible
hot water for relief. It would somel pains in my stomach, and I would use bouing
could not
times give relief, but it was not permanent. There were certain things I
After taking three boxes of Rexall I began to pick up, and now I feel ah
eat.
all
I
would
advise
who are
as
lain
well for years
___„
n°w
right. I haven’t been so
Mas. W. F. W AiniVi 64
troubled with dyspepsia to try Rexall lablets.
Orcfton Street, Worcester, Mass.”
Price 2$ cents. Sold only at our store or by maiL

»<c

the school-house.

hall

will reside here in

ley,

•«

Sews

Elisha Bridges

Dec. 27.

your
symptoms of dyspepsia.

COUNTY NEWS.

in

in the excitement.

Announcem *it cards have been received
from

Dyspepsia never cures itself; never wears itself out.
Rexall Dyspepsia Tablets cure it quickly and permanently.
Remember if you want your money back, it s yours.

Ibr additional

I

Searsport.

Are you dizzv ? If you stoop and then suddenly straighten
turn dark before your eyes ? Does a hot,
up, does everything
Are you short of
bitter fluid rise in your throat after eating ?
stomach ? Is
breath ? Do you feel a weight in the pit of your
tongue coated ?
back weak ? Is

E. Q. MOORE,

|

closed Friday after pleasant
terms. Miss Dodge of the grammar and
Miss Nichols of the primary department
leave this morning for their home in

DES

»

cataract

School

Dyspepsia
in the gastric juices.
,
and stimulate
Rexall Dyspepsia Tablets supply this clement,
action.
healthy
the digestive apparatus to natural,
Many do not know
Nine out of ten people have dyspepsia.
constant suhering and wcukthat it is dyspepsia that causes t.ie.r

One Won'"

j

ings’.

You take no risks.
We take no risks.
cure you.
We know that Rexall Dyspepsia Tablets will
health to hunOur free sample packages alone brought
dreds of sufferers.
....
element
is caused by the absence cf tne tiijjcstive

BOWMAN.

the home of her
niece, Mis* Clara Chilcott, from which she
is recovering.
The G. A. R., W. R. CL, John Dority
of Libgrange*, Mechanics and Daughters
rrty have installed their officers for het

Miss Emma Cole

Your Honey if Dissatisfied

are

Mrs.

quite

visiting here, returns home to-

removed from his eye.
has returned from
Winter Harbor, where she has been for
several weeks, and is now' at C. C. Hutcha

LIEUTENANT
r

her.

L. P. Cole and wife leave for Bangor to- ;
day fora few weeks. Mr. Cole is to have

Tablets

your
These

lKv^#

day.
George Cole, of Guilford, has been I
spending a few weeks with his parents, coming quarter.
j

J. W. Cole and wife.

“tbtxuatcvjni*.

S.

Miss Beatrice Johnson has been visiting
in Franklin. Her sister, Mrs. Sarah Billwith
ings, with three children, returned

H. E. White, seacoast missionary, spoke
in the Methodist church Sunday morning.
Miss Bertha Murphy, of Tremont, who
has been

*****

Mrs. Mattie Hackett ipent last week
with her sister, Mrs. Clarence Hooper, in
East Franklin.
The Harland district ladies’ aid held a
•4*le and served ice-cream and cake Satur-

j day evening

improving.

F. Hill, of Boston, has be*n a
recent guest of W. F. Bruce.
Mis* Julia Guptill was the guest of Mrs.
L. P. Cole a few days last week.
Frank

A Fair Offer
To Sccffers

>>»’»

on

house.

new

CtmnU

The down-town people are rutting Ice
the mill-pond.
reHenry Ashley and Dallas Hanna have
turned from a trip to Boston and vicinity.

Miss Vid* Cleaves, who has been quite
ill, is improving.
Mrs. Fred Seavy leaves this morning for
a visit in Bar Harbor.
Robert Corbett and wife have moved

their

tonal

EAST SULLIVAN.

PROSPECT HARBOR.

into

ad

w

this being

atrocrhsniunt*.

Grindle and Oliver M. Perkins,
ho have been at work at
Bluehill, are
home for the winter.
Stillman

w

On account of

few

As

Dr. R. E. Hagerthy went to
Bangor
Tuesday, Jan. 19, returning Friday.

Pear Sir*;:—
i hive used your very valuable Bitters fpr about thirty years, and should
I live as much longer I should still use
them, for they arc as necessary to have
in the house as tea is for the table.

the bad travelling, very
attended the local union Tuesday
afternoon and evening. Rev. R. L. Olds,
of Bluehill, and Rev. C. H.
Bryant, of
Penobscot, assisted Rev. J. C. Gavin.
Jan. 15.
Nemo.

SEDGWICK.

Frank E. Gray and Mrs. Kate Meiritt
married Jan. 8 at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. William Robbins.
Tlu ladies of the
public improvement
soci ty held a
quilting and picnic supper
at Ri .erside hall
Thursday.
The entertainment that was to have been
given by the united talent of several
school* on Friday
evening, was poatponed
until to-night on account
of the bad
were

Necessary as Tea
for the Family

should not know how
without them.
I am very

May

truly

to

get along

yours,

MRS. F. C. 'TRUE,
Readfield, Me.

25, 1903.
A
family remedy of established
merit. You may profit by the expert*
ence of others.
Always keep “X- F.
Atwood’s Eittcrs in the house.

weather.

C.

Jtn. 15.

H.
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